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ABSTRACT 

 

The research question of this dissertation is whether the early Cantonese-English 

contact provides a phonological basis to the development of Hong Kong English 

(HKE henceforth). The dissertation provides an affirmative answer by studying four 

Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries in the mid 19th and early 20th centuries.  

The empirical evidence from the four bilingual dictionaries reveals three types 

of phenomena: inheritance, stabilization, and deviation. The phenomenon of 

inheritance refers to the phonological features discovered in the early Cantonese-

English contact that have persisted in modern HKE. The phenomenon of 

stabilization includes the phonological features of the early Cantonese-English 

contact that are fortified and regularized in modern HKE. The phenomenon of 

deviation indicates certain phonological features of the early Cantonese-English 

contact differ from those of modern HKE.  

The findings of the dissertation fill two research gaps in the literature of HKE. 

One research gap is the omission of the English acquisition patterns for average 

Hongkongers before mass English-language education was implemented in the 

1970s. For the Hongkongers who had no access to formal schools, the Cantonese-

English bilingual dictionaries were used as the learning materials in self-study or 

private schools. The other research gap is the lack of a historical perspective into 

the variations of modern HKE phonology. Most of the studies on HKE are 

synchronic in nature and fail to realize that the variations may be derived from the 

two different English acquisition patterns in history. This dissertation reveals that 
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the phonology of the functional bilinguals in HKE (the HKE speakers who could 

use English for various formal and informal needs) might be influenced by the 

phonological features of inheritance and stabilization discovered in the early 

Cantonese-English contact.  

The findings establish the historical connections behind modern HKE 

phonology, enhancing the recognition of HKE as an autonomous New English 

Variety. This enables HKE to be the symbol of solidarity for Hongkongers. This 

dissertation investigates the historical data from the Cantonese-English bilingual 

dictionaries that remain largely unstudied for a long time. Transformed into a 

retrievable dataset, the historical data can be used for linguistic theorizing. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction: Development of Hong Kong English 

 

 

It is not simply a manner of speech obtaining among the educated handful; the 

manner obtaining among the vast uneducated multitude must be considered 

also. 

—Mark Twain, Concerning the American Language 

 

 

1.1 A NEW PERSPECTIVE FROM OLD DICTIONARIES 

Hongkongers and those who are familiar with Hong Kong can recognize a Hong 

Kong English (hereafter HKE) accent. This distinctive phonological character of 

HKE is largely reducible to the phonological properties of Cantonese and English, 

these being the languages whose contact spawned HKE. The contact between 

English and Cantonese dates back to the mid-17th century when British traders first 

arrived in Canton. It has been more than 170 years since, and it is now timely to 

consider if and how the phonological features of modern HKE might have been 

arose from that early contact, (1-1). 
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(1-1) Main Research Question 

Does early Cantonese-English contact provide a phonological basis to the 

development of modern HKE? 

 

For most laypersons, the answer to (1-1) is a clear affirmative. Evidence 

however is not quite so easy to find if one merely looks at modern correspondences 

between modern Hong Kong Cantonese and HKE. In addressing (1-1), this 

dissertation therefore fills two research gaps. First, most studies on HKE phonology 

tend to be synchronic in perspective. Such studies look into mainly three aspects of 

modern HKE: segmental inventory, phonotactics, and suprasegmental features. 

However, ‘Hong Kong is perhaps the only Outer Circle context in which substantial 

sets of diachronic data have been compiled’ (Evans 2016: 96). A historical 

perspective in research would likely yield insight on the emergence of this Asian 

variety of English. It is also only through a historical perspective that the question 

in (1-1) can be directly answered. 

Second, a large number of studies examine HKE phonology under the premise 

that HKE speakers share an idealized and stable phonological system (e.g. Hung 

2000). However, Hongkongers’ command of English ranges from broadly basilectal 

to highly educated acrolectal varieties. Between these two extremes, HKE serves 

various functional purposes from academic, bureaucratic, and casual to all other 

formal and informal needs (Bolton & Kwok 1990). Most studies look into the HKE 

used by people who have had formal schooling, i.e. speakers with middle and high 
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proficiency levels (Groves 2012). This dissertation looks into the past before the 

wide-spread of public schooling, when the average Hongkonger was more likely to 

be self-taught.   

The materials for self-learning would include early Cantonese-English 

bilingual dictionaries compiled in the 19th and 20th century. These bilingual 

dictionaries are a fortuitous result of the increasingly intense Cantonese-English 

contact in the Canton area due to the needs of trade at that time. Created with the 

explicit goal of helping Cantonese speakers grapple with the foreign tongue, the 

dictionaries provide much information on whether the early Cantonese-English 

contact is a tributary to modern HKE phonology.  

The present study of the Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries reveals how 

the early Cantonese-English contact might have provided phonological bases to 

modern HKE through (i) inheritance, (ii) stabilization and then (iii) deviation. 

Inheritance is where phonological features verifiably discovered in the early 

bilingual dictionaries have persisted into modern HKE. Stabilization is where 

certain phonological features in the early Cantonese-English contact are fortified 

into principled consistency in modern HKE. Deviation is where modern HKE 

differs from the phonological features uncovered in the early bilingual dictionaries.  

Through this study, this dissertation establishes the historicity and cultural 

richness underlying modern HKE. Though generally referred to as ‘a new English 

variety’, modern HKE does have its own historical footprints and linguistic traits 

(Bolton 2003: 225). This can be harnessed to give HKE the recognition it deserves 
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internationally the same way that Mark Twain made English American. In turn, 

Hongkongers can rally around its English for a stronger sense of identity and 

belonging to this city. By combing the dictionaries’ entries, this dissertation 

provides quantitative historical evidence to augment studies of modern HKE 

phonology. It paints a potential evolutionary trajectory of HKE phonology from the 

18th century. This dissertation also makes available a body of historical data. 

Encapsulated in the Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries, the historical data 

remain largely unstudied in a long time (excepting Bauer 2005; Li, Smith & 

Matthews 2005; Wee & Cheung 2015). The dissertation transforms a substantial 

fragment of the historical data into a retrievable dataset in service of linguistic 

theorizing, such as in Cantonese loanword phonology (e.g. LaCharité & Paradis 

2005; Peperkamp & Dupoux 2003; Silverman 1992).  

The ensuing section 1.2 reviews the history of HKE, with particular attention 

to the belief that English-language education was not accessible to the masses until 

1970s. Section 1.3 examines the studies on HKE phonology including its variations 

and its relationship with Hong Kong identity. Section 1.4 establishes the research 

gaps that this dissertation hopes to address. Section 1.5 provides an overview of the 

dissertation. 

 

1.2 HISTORY OF HKE  

1.2.1 The Sociolinguistic Context of Colonial Hong Kong  

Located in the southern coast of China (see map in (1-1)), Hong Kong was once 
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described by a guidebook in 1893 as ‘capable of supporting the lowest form of 

organisms’ (Carrol 2007: i). The observation, however, is on shaky ground 

considering that Hong Kong was not an entirely infertile land before 19th century. 

Archaeological evidence suggests that as early as six millennia ago, Hong Kong 

was a well-developed community of the aboriginal Baiyue tribes (Ingham 2007: 1-

2).   

    

 (1-1) A Modern Map of Hong Kong1 

 

 

The Baiyue tribes self-regulated until 214 BCE when they were conquered by 

the newly established Qin monarchy (the first imperial dynasty of China, 221 BCE-

206 CE). Hong Kong came under the administration of Panyu County in Nanhai 

'
*' The map of Hong Kong in (1-1) is made by ArcGIS ArcMap 10.4 (based on World Light Gray 
Canvas Base by Esri, HERE, DeLorme, MapmyIndia, © OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS 
user community). Thanks go to Benjamin, T.S. Lam and Louise, Y. L. Cheung for recommending 
this software to me.'
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Prefecture. Britain first started to trade with China in 1654 (Ming dynasty) and 

founded a trading port in Canton in 1711. Soon after 1760, Canton was the only 

port officially open to foreign traders. Tensions of trade led to the Opium Wars with 

China from 1839 to 1858. The war concluded with Hong Kong becoming a British 

territory in 1842, and later Kowloon in 1860. The New Territories was leased to the 

British for 99 years in 1898. The British colony of Hong Kong (including Kowloon 

and New Territories) was returned to China in 1997. The historical changes in the 

administration of Hong Kong are outlined in (1-2). 

 

(1-2) Administration of Hong Kong 
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Before British colonization, Hong Kong saw two major population booms in 

its recorded history. The first was circa 10th-14th century (covering the Song and 

Yuan dynasties) when five clans (Deng, Peng, Hou, Wen, and Liao) migrated south 

into the area known today as New Territories. These and their descendants are 

known as the Puntis (lit. “of the land”), as if they are the original inhabitants. The 

second major population growth was during the Qing dynasty (1644-1911). From 

1683, the Qing government encouraged inland residents’ migration to the coastal 

areas. Driven by this policy, Hakkas who originally lived in Guangdong, Jiangxi, 

and Fujian provinces moved to Hong Kong for agricultural land reclamation. These 

two population booms contributed to the majority of pre-British Hong Kong 

Chinese population (Lan 2011: 15-19).   

Other than the Puntis and the Hakkas, there were two smaller groups: the 

Tankas and the Hoklos. Tankas are generally believed to be the descendants of 

Baiyue tribes (Zhang 2003: 54) and have by then moved to the coasts to live as 

boatpeople. The Hoklos are the migrants from the Chaozhou Prefecture (in Fujian 

province). Punti, Hakka, Tanka and Hoklo together comprised the four major 

Chinese ethnic groups of pre-British Hong Kong (Zhang 2003: 53).  

After British annexation of Hong Kong in 1842, Chinese mainland residents 

flowed into the British colony either as labor or investors (Zhang 2008). By 1881, 

the number of Hong Kong Chinese population was 150,696, more than twenty times 

as the figure in 1841. Most of these immigrants came from Guangzhou (Canton) 

and spoke Cantonese (Mo 1996). In 1886, about 98.89% of the Hong Kong Chinese 
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were from Guangdong province, of whom 79.25% came from Guangzhou (Lan 

2011: 53-55).  

The influx of immigrants made Cantonese the lingua franca for Hong Kong 

Chinese from 1880s, though different Chinese ethnic groups such as Tanka, Hakka, 

and Min speak their own tongues. The status of Cantonese was further strengthened 

by the economic power of Cantonese speakers who were the most influential and 

wealthy (Zhang 2008).  

While Cantonese was the dominant language in Hong Kong, English was ‘the 

official language of government, the official language of law and, de facto, the more 

prestigious medium of secondary and university education’ (Bolton 2011: 4). Thus, 

learning English provides for better employment and commercial opportunities 

(Sweeting & Vickers 2007). One way to acquire English is through formal 

schooling. In early colonial Hong Kong, English-language education was offered 

in Anglo-Chinese mission schools and government schools (Evans 2008). However, 

these schools had an extremely low student enrollment. For example, only 2,047 

children – less than 2% of the total Hong Kong Chinese population – could attend 

such schools in 1871. Thirty years later, enrollment rose to 4,757, but the number 

was still lower than 2% of the total Hong Kong Chinese population (see Sweeting 

1990: 74-78 for detailed data). This elite schooling did not change until 1970s when 

the Hong Kong government implemented mass education which enabled more 

students to receive an English-language education (Bolton 2003: 199).  

It would be a hasty conclusion to make to say that those who did not receive 
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formal schooling had no knowledge of English. Circumstances were that an average 

Hongkonger must at least understand or even use English. (1-3) summarizes the 

scenarios where English communication is warranted.  

 

(1-3) Possible scenarios with use of English (adapted from Bolton 2003: 157) 

 

 

In (1-3), the arrows indicate the two-way communication between the English-

speaking foreign traders with the five local occupational groups. Of the five, only 

compradors would have received formal English schooling, and they would be a 

minority. The number of Hong Kong Chinese in the other four occupations was 

large, see table (1-4). They may learn English in private schools (also known as 

evening schools) or through self-study. Both ways of learning English were 

common (Zhang 2009). E. J. Eitel (1889: 275), the Inspector of Schools in Hong 

Kong, observed that ‘at the present day there are numerous little evening schools 

scattered over the Colony’ where even Chinese girls can learn the English they need. 
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(1-4) Number of Hong Kong Chinese in the non-compradors2  

 

 

Given the paucity of alternatives, Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries 

that use Chinese characters to transliterate English words were probably the most 

widely adopted English learning materials in private schools or for self-study. In 

this way, Chinese speakers learn the sound of English words by reading out Chinese 

characters. For example, the English word ‘one’ is transliterated as �  in the 

bilingual dictionary The Common Language of Redhaired People. The Cantonese 

pronunciation of the Chinese character [wɐn55] approximates the sound of ‘one’. 

Such bilingual dictionaries were so popular that ‘people were reading this in all 

directions’ and even ‘I saw a lame beggar lying under the eaves of a house and 

assiduously learning to beg in English’ (Cooke 1858: 361). 

The inventive act of transliterating foreign sounds with Chinese characters 

dates back to Northern and Southern dynasties (C.E. 420 – 589) when Buddhist 

scriptures were translated. Nearer the time of the bilingual dictionaries would be 

the Ming dynasty (C.E. 1368 – 1644) when the Chinese-Mongolian bilingual 

dictionary – Hua Yi Yi Yu ‘Chinese Barbarian Translated Languages’ was compiled. 

'
2 Data from Hong Kong Government Reports Online (HKGRO) Database 
(http://sunzi.lib.hku.hk/hkgro/index.jsp). The data on occupations of Hong Kong Chinese is 
provided in population censuses after 1871 with 10-year intervals. The census does not include the 
information on the number of prostitutes (the Tanka girls on ‘flower boats’).  

Chinese
merchants

shopkeepers
& Tradesman

Personal
Servants

Total
Proportion in
Total Chinese
Population

1871 - 9644 4384 14028 12.15%

1881 - 5369 16428 21797 14.46%

1891 1968 15222 6850 24040 11.39%

1901 49476 66401 24.19%16925
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The first Cantonese-English bilingual dictionary Ying Ji Li Guo Yi Yu ‘English 

Translated Language’ was compiled around 1748 (in the height of the Qing dynasty 

during Qianlong’s reign). Recorded in this dictionary is an English variety 

developing from the expanding British-Chinese trade that will later become known 

as Chinese Pidgin English.  

 

1.2.2 Emergence of Chinese Pidgin English  

Though the term ‘Chinese Pidgin English’ (hereafter CPE) was not used until about 

1859, the pidgin had been developing from 1720s. In 1771, Britain was granted a 

trading post in Canton where its merchants could dwell. These merchants were 

served by Chinese staff and Chinese interpreters who spoke CPE. Outside the 

trading post, CPE was widely used among the Chinese sailors and coolies who 

delivered goods to foreign ships (Bolton 2003: 157).  

The existence of CPE was first recorded by foreign traders such as Anson who 

termed this transaction jargon as ‘broken English’ (Walter & Robins 1748: 361). 

Foreign writers and missionaries such as Well Williams (1836), Leland (1876), and 

Dennys (1878) would describe CPE in mostly derogatory terms. Well Williams 

viewed CPE as an obstacle to the enlightenment of China. Leland, an American 

writer and journalist, wrote Pidgin-English Sing-Song based on hearsays and 

second-hand materials. His depiction of CPE made for a Chinese stereotype to the 

Western world.  

 Many of the foreign writers also mentioned the existence of CPE dictionaries. 
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Fuchs (1931) introduces Ying Ji Li Guo Yi Yu ‘English Translated Language’ that 

was compiled around 1748 for the purpose of training English translators. This 

dictionary comprises two volumes with 734 word entries of English words and their 

Chinese transliterations. A more widely circulated CPE dictionary is Hong Mao 

Tong Yong Fan Hua ‘The Common Language of Redhaired People’ (Redhaired 

henceforth). Compiled circa 1835, Redhaired was ‘continually in the hands of 

servants, coolies, and shopkeeper’ in Canton (Hunter 1882: 38).  

Based on these bilingual dictionaries, a number of studies generalized the 

phonological features of CPE (Hall 1944; Baker & Mühlhäusler 1990; Shi 1993; 

Ansaldo, Matthews & Smith 2010). CPE is largely dependent on Cantonese 

phonology, which is evidenced by the phonological properties in (1-5).  

 

(1-5) Phonological features of CPE 

i. Adaptation of consonants: 

 

 

 

 

English Consonant CPE Adaptation Example

[b]
[d]
[g]

[p]
[t]
[k]

'book' →  pook
''dirty' → tah-te

''give' →  keep
[θ] [t] 'thing' →  ting
[r] [l] 'rice' →  lice
[ʃ] [s] 'josh' → joss
[ð] 'd' 'that' →  dat
[v] 'b' 'have' →  hab
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ii. Modification of Consonant Clusters 

 

 

iii. Phonotactic Structure 

 

 

(1-5a) demonstrates how CPE adapts the non-native English segments to the native 

Cantonese segments; and (1-5b) the English consonant clusters are adapted through 

epenthesis and deletion in CPE. By epenthesis, a vowel is inserted into a consonant 

cluster so that the neighboring two consonants split into two syllables, cf. in 

particular sitop ‘stop’. By deletion, one member in a consonant cluster is dropped, 

as illustrated by sen ‘send’. (1-5c) describes how CPE adapts the syllable-final 

plosives, /f/, and /l/. For syllable-final plosives, the vowel [i] is generally added. 

For syllable-final [l] and [f], vowels are added behind after them. These 

phonological features are stabilized in the use of CPE dictionaries (Baker & 

Mühlhäusler 1990; Shi 1993).  

CPE dictionaries also help the English variety spread to other Chinese cities 

such as Shanghai (Wu 2001) and even became the lingua franca among speakers of 

English Consonant Clusters CPE Adaptation Example

CCV(C) CVCV(C) 'stop' → sitop

(C)VCC (C)VC 'send' → sen

English Syllable Structure CPE Adaptation Example

syllable-final plosives addition of [i] 'make' → makee

syllable-final [f] addition of [o]/[u] 'wife' → wifo

syllable-final [l] addition of 'o', 'a', 'um' 'call' → callum
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different Chinese dialects (Simpson 1873). However, the use of CPE declined in 

the late 19th century because Chinese speakers aspired for a fuller form of English. 

Before CPE disappeared in 1960s, only a small group of servants and shopkeepers 

were using it (Whinnom 1971).  

 

1.2.3 From Chinese Pidgin English to HKE 

The pursuit of a standard English variety is evidenced by the Cantonese-English 

bilingual dictionaries compiled after mid 19th century. The most comprehensive 

Cantonese-English dictionary at that time is Tong Ting-kü’s The Chinese English 

Instructor (Instructor henceforth). Tong compiled this dictionary ‘chiefly to suit the 

Canton people who have transactions, or are connected, with foreigners’ (1862: 

Preface, written in English by Tong himself). Further explanation goes on: 

 

    It was not the case that books such as Ying Yu Cuo Yao ‘A Summary of English’ did 

not exist before, but such books neither select precise English words nor provide 

accurate descriptions. These small errors could lead to big differences. For anyone 

who has the pursuit, it is troubling that there is no reliable book to follow (1862: 

Preface, written in Chinese by Zhang Yutang3 and translated by the author of this 

dissertation). 

     

'
3 Zhang Yutang (1794 – 1870) was the vice-general guarding Kowloon Walled City in 
mid-19th century. The original text is ‘��%�� ���&�����& ��
�&���$, "��#����!��&���	��
’� 
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Zhang then clarified why this book was more reliable by introducing Tong 

Ting-kü. Tong learned English in Morrison Education Society School from a young 

age. After a six-year study, he worked as an interpreter for Hong Kong government. 

With his education background and working experiences, Tong was able to correct 

the errors in the previously compiled Cantonese-English dictionaries. This six-

volume dictionary contains approximately 11,000 word entries that are arranged in 

59 sections from astronomy to medicine. Compared to Redhaired’s 374 word 

entries, Instructor covers a far more extensive scope of vocabulary that is in a fuller 

form of English (Bolton 2003: 172-176). Besides Instructor, there are a number of 

other Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries targeting at a more standard English 

variety such as the The Chinese English Interpreter and English Made Easy (see 

section 3.1 for more details). These dictionaries served as the learning materials for 

self-study or in private schools from the late 19th century to 20th century (Sun 

2013).  

In the same historical period, the number of formal schools substantially 

increased. In 1844, there were only 5 mission schools in Hong Kong. By the late 

19th century, the number of government and mission schools reached about 100 

(Sweeting 1990: 74-76). From 1970s, the mass education reform requires that Hong 

Kong primary and secondary schools should provide all children with the 

opportunity to learn English.  

As more Hong Kong Chinese were able to use English, a local English variety 

emerged. In 1987, South China Morning Post termed the variety as ‘Hongkong 
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English’, referring to the English used in Hong Kong with linguistic features from 

Cantonese (Schneider 2007: 138). Though HKE has its own features of phonology, 

syntax, and creative writing (Bolton 2003: 197-225; Evans 2016: 91-116; Schneider 

2007: 133-139), it is uncertain whether HKE counts as an indigenized new English 

variety. It is argued that Hong Kong community does not recognize HKE as a 

distinctive English variety because the standards of using English are basically 

exonormative in Hong Kong (Joseph 2004; Li 1999; Pang 2003; Stibbard 2004).  

Regardless of the legitimacy of HKE as an English variety, it is clear that HKE 

has a distinctive accent recognized by all familiar with the city.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

1.3 MODERN HKE PHONOLOGY 

1.3.1 Phonological Features of Modern HKE 

The phonological properties from representative studies on HKE phonology are 

summarized in table (1-6) below. 
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(1-6) Phonological features of HKE 

 

 

The segmental features of HKE in (1-6) are undoubtedly influenced by 

Cantonese phonology (Hung 2000; Setter et al. 2010: 25-27). For example, HKE 

Phonological Feature Definition Example

Segmental Inventory

voicing-aspiration mapping
Contrast in syllable-initial plosives is often realized as
aspiration contrast (Hung 2000)

pea  [pʰi]
bee [pi]

devoicing of final obstruents
the voiced obstruents are devoiced at word final
position (Peng & Ann 2004)

leads [lids]

/v/ adaptation syllable-initial /v/ is adapted to [w]/[f]
vine  [waɪn]
even  [ifən]

TH stopping
syllable-initial voiced dental fricative /ð/ is adapted to
[d] (Deterding, Wong & Kirkpatrick 2008; Hung
2000; Setter, Wong & Chan 2010)

this [dis]

TH fronting
syllable-initial voiceless dental fricative /θ/ is adapted
to [f] (Deterding, Wong & Kirkpatrick 2008; Hung
2000; Setter, Wong & Chan 2010)

thing  [fɪŋ]

L vocalization
non-prevocalic /l/ is adapted to the vowel [u]/[ɔ]
(Deterding, Wong & Kirkpatrick 2008; Hung 2000;
Wee 2008)

steal  [stiu]
call [kʰɔ:]

/r/ adaptation
 /r/ is adapted to [l] in onset consonant clusters
(Deterding, Wong & Kirkpatrick 2008)

price [pʰlaɪs]

[n]-[l] merger
syllable-initial [n] and [l] are interchangable
(Deterding, Wong & Kirkpatrick 2008; Hung 2000;
Setter & Wong 2002)

line [naɪn]
night  [laɪt]

lack of vowel length contrast there is no contrast in vowel length (Hung 2000) heat/hit  [hit]

full vowel retainment
unstressed syllables have full vowels instead of
reduced vowels (Bolton & Kwok 1990; Deterding,
Wong & Kirkpatrick 2008)

familiar  [fɛ.mi.lɪə]

Positional Phonotactics

onset consonant cluster modification
one member of onset consonant clusters is often
deleted (Setter, Wong & Chan 2010)

play  [pʰeɪ]

coda consonant cluster simplification
one member of coda consonant clusters is often
deleted (Peng & Setter 2000; Setter, Wong & Chan
2010)

east  [is]

no diphthong in closed syllable
closed syllables are not allowed to have diphthongs
(Hung 2000; Setter, Wong & Chan 2010)

size  [saɪ]
point [pʰɔnt]

Tonality

stress as pitch contrast
accentual ppromince is often captured by pitch contrast
(Cheung 2009; Wee 2016)

proud- ly

  H       L
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has a two-way distinction in plosives. Having a two-way distinction is consistent 

with both the phonology of English and the phonology of Cantonese. However, in 

HKE, that distinction is articulated through a difference in aspiration rather than a 

difference in vocal fold vibration. Syllable-initial [n]-[l] merger is another feature 

that is directly influenced by Cantonese. The two consonants are in a free variation 

for HKE speakers (Hung 2000) because this also happens in Cantonese (Zee 1999, 

Cheung 2002).  

The features in (1-6) provide a phonological base for the segmental inventory 

of HKE given in (1-7).  

 

(1-7)  Segmental inventory of HKE 

a.  Consonantal inventory of HKE (from Hung 2000: 355) 

 

 

 

 

 

Bilabial Labio-
dental Alveolar Alveolo-

palatal Velar Glottal

p   b t   d k   g

f s ʃ

m n ŋ

tʃ   dʒ

w r h

l

j

Plosive

Fricative

Nasal

Affricate

Approximant

Dental

θ

Lateral
Approximant

Palatal
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b.  Monophthongs of HKE (from Hung 2000:355) 

 

 

c.  Diphthongs of HKE (from Hung 2000:346) 

 

 

HKE consonants are listed in (1-7a) according to their manners and places of 

articulation similar to the IPA table of consonants. HKE vowels are given in (1-7b) 

which arranges HKE monophthongs in line with their tongue height and backness. 

If two vowels have the same tongue height and backness, they are further classifies 

by lip rounding: ‘unr’ for unrounded vowels and ‘r’ for rounded vowels. (1-7c) 

presents HKE diphthongs. The arrows roughly shows the tongue movement in the 

diphthongs. 

The HKE segmental inventory in (1-7) reveals more influences from Cantonese 

phonology: Firstly, it is unique of HKE that /ʌ/ and /ɑ/ are phonemically contrastive, 

which is not found in any other new Englishes such as Singapore English or 

unr r unr r unr r

High i u

Mid ɛ ɜ

Mid-Low ʌ ɔ

Low �

Front Central Back
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Malaysia English (Hung 2000). Secondly, HKE has a more complicated inventory 

of diphthongs than Singapore English and many other new English varieties, which 

might be influenced by the complexity of Cantonese diphthong inventory (Hung 

2000).  

However, not all the phonological features are easily reduced to English or 

Cantonese phonology. For example, HKE has high tone spreading so that when 

words are concatenated into a phrase, a plateau of high tones can be observed. (1-

8) is an example where ‘H’ stands for high tone and ‘o’ means toneless. 

 

(1-8) High tone spreading in HKE (from Wee 2016: e73) 

    greeted /H-o/ + him /H/  →  greeted [H-H] him [H]      

 

In (1-8), the word ‘greeted’ underlyingly has a high-tone syllable and a toneless 

syllable. When ‘greeted’ is concatenated with ‘him’ that carries an underlying high 

tone, high tone spreads rightward to the underlyingly toneless syllable ‘ted’. This 

high tone spreading is found neither in English nor in Cantonese.  

The phonological features in (1-6) may be thought of as an idealized and 

typical HKE accent. In reality, these phonological features have varied distributions 

across HKE speakers.  

 

1.3.2 Variations and Hong Kong Identity 

The variability in HKE is influenced by a series of factors such as age and contexts 
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of use (Sewell 2012). For example, elderly speakers may have a different set of the 

phonological features drawn from (1-6) when compared with younger speakers. 

Contexts can also affect the use of HKE varieties, as is common in any language 

where speakers may have speech in formal or informal registers.  

Another major factor for HKE variability is proficiency. Bolton and Kwok 

(1990) propose a model to represent HKE variations based on three types of 

proficiency levels: ambilingualism, functional bilingualism, and marginal 

bilingualism. The three types are on a proficiency cline with ambilingualism on the 

upper end and marginal bilingualism on the lower end. See (1-9). 

 

(1-9) Variations in HKE (Figure 1 in Bolton & Kwok 1990: 148) 

 

 

 

Ambilinguals refer to the speakers who have a native command of both English and 

Cantonese, accounting for about 6% of the whole Hong Kong population. 

Functional bilinguals are the speakers who could use English for various functional 

purposes from academic, bureaucratic, and casual to all other formal and informal 

needs, constituting around 30% of Hong Kong population. Marginal bilinguals are 
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only able to ‘produce meaningful utterances in English’ (Bolton & Kwok 1990: 

149). These three types of English users would draw differently from the set of 

phonological features given in (1-6). Ambilinguals would use none or few of the 

HKE phonological features, whereas marginal bilinguals might use the majority or 

all of the phonological features (Sewell 2009, 2012; Sewell & Chan 2010). 

Thus, it is not surprising that the use of these phonological features indicates 

the speakers’ identity. Ambilinguals are generally identified as ‘(near-) native 

English speakers’ because their speech lacks the localized phonological features. In 

contrast, marginal bilinguals and possibly functional bilinguals might be recognized 

as ‘typical Hongkongers’ because their speech is peppered with local phonological 

features.  

For some reason, Hongkongers do not like their identities to be associated with 

the phonological character of their English speech. Sewell (2012: 15) observes that 

English users in Hong Kong prefer ‘a neutral or unmarked identity’ in 

communication. In Sung’s (2013) survey, around 46% of the respondents show an 

inclination to a native-like accent because they expect to project an identity 

associated with high English proficiency level. Hansen Edwards (2015) has a 

similar finding: only 16.28% of the respondents use HKE and accept their Hong 

Kong identity, while 35.17% do not like speaking HKE even though they are using 

HKE. For those who do not speak HKE, their learning model was never HKE.  

The lukewarm attitude toward Hong Kong accent may have come from the 

perception that HKE is a new variety. As Kachru (1994: 2787) explained, ‘the use 
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of the term “new” is a misnomer: in a historical and linguistic sense these varieties 

are not new… the “newness” of these varieties lies in the recent recognition of their 

linguistic and literary institutionalization’. Thus, a historical perspective may be 

helpful to build the historicity of HKE.   

 

1.4 TO FILL RESEARCH GAPS 

Section 1.2 reviews the historical context in which HKE developed into CPE. 

Section 1.3 examines the studies on modern HKE phonology and its variations that 

are mostly synchronic in perspective. When one relates section 1.2 with section 1.3, 

a historical perspective on HKE phonology is surfacing, as shown in (1-10). 
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(1-10) Two English acquisition patterns in Hong Kong 

 

 

 

 

Note: The direction of the arrows indicates population flow. The thickness of the arrows indicates the relative number of people. By this definition, a thick arrow 

represents a larger number of people, whereas a thin arrow means a smaller number of people. 
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Based on the previous discussion, the diagram of (1-10) speculates on how 

Hong Kong Chinese population acquire English and how the different ways of 

English-language education attribute to the variations in HKE. It reveals two 

conspicuous research gaps in the literature of HKE phonology. See (1-11). 

 

(1-11) Research gaps 

a. Acquisition of English beyond formal schooling: 

Self-study and private tutoring are the English acquisition patterns for the 

average Hongkongers who are unable to attend formal schools. 

 

b. A historical perspective: 

The present status of HKE particularly the variations in HKE phonology 

can be traced back to different English acquisition patterns in history.   

 

There is a generally held belief that HKE developed from the 1970s when mass 

education was implemented. This myth gives rise to the research gap (1-11a): the 

English acquisition patterns beyond formal schooling, namely self-study and 

private tutoring, are seldomly studied when ‘the native-speaker norms were not 

available to the vast majority of language learners’ (Bolton & Kwok 1990: 163). 

Formal schooling is accessible to an extremely small proportion of Hong Kong 

Chinese population – around 2-5% from 1840s to 1960s. However, the number of 

people who learned English either through self-study or in private schools was 
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much larger. They account for 10-20% of the Hong Kong Chinese population but 

are largely neglected by the studies on HKE phonology. If these English learners 

are indeed studied, their English is generally considered as CPE and evaluated as a 

lesser form of English. This might be true before mid-19th century with the use of 

CPE dictionaries such as Redhaired. After mid-19th century, a number of 

Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries target at a fuller form of English and are 

adopted as the learning materials for self-study or in private schools (Ansaldo et al. 

2010; Bolton 2003: 172-178). If CPE dictionaries represent the first developmental 

phase of HKE, these Cantonese-English dictionaries signal the second 

developmental phase (Bolton 2003: 178-186).  

The research gap of (1-11b) is the lack of a historical perspective in HKE 

literature. As can be seen in (1-10), the variations in HKE phonology is closely 

connected to two different English acquisition patterns in history. Ambilinguals and 

a proportion of functional bilinguals are the HKE speakers with middle and high 

proficiency. Their acquire English through formal schooling, which is thoroughly 

studied in the literature on HKE phonology (Groves 2012). For the rest of the 

functional bilinguals and marginal bilinguals who are the HKE speakers with low 

and middle proficiency, they were more likely to learn English via self-study or 

private tutoring before the wide-spread of public schooling. A historical perspective 

into the average Hongkongers’ English acquisition pattern is thus needed to explain 

the variations in HKE phonology.  

To fill the two major research gaps in (1-11), the dissertation investigates how 
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the majority of the average Hongkongers acquired English through self-study or 

private tutoring where the Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries are used as the 

learning materials. The phonological properties formed in such English acquisition 

pattern promise to understand modern HKE phonology, particularly its variations. 

 

1.5  OVERVIEW OF THE DISSERTATION STRUCTURE 

The rest of this dissertation is laid out as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the 

phonological features of English and Cantonese. As the parent languages of HKE, 

Cantonese and English came into contact in 17th century. Thus, to study the history 

of HKE entails exploration of the early Cantonese-English contact.  

Chapter 3 describes the research methodology. The investigation of early 

Cantonese-English contact takes five steps. The first step is selecting and 

establishing the right set of data source. In this case, the dissertation have identified 

four Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries as data source. The following step 

excludes the invalid items such as proper names and illegible items. Subsequent 

steps involve the transcription of the English words and the Chinese transliterating 

characters. This is done according to the instructions provided in the prefaces of the 

dictionaries and according to what is known about mid-19th century Cantonese 

pronunciations. The last step takes a historical comparative method to evaluate the 

phonology of early Cantonese-English variety and its contribution to modern HKE.  

Chapters 4 and 5 report the phonological properties of early Cantonese-English 

variety. Chapter 4 centers on the phenomenon of inheritance and stabilization: 
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inheritance refers to the phonological features discovered in the early bilingual 

dictionaries have persisted into modern HKE. Stabilization refers to the certain 

phonological features of the early Cantonese-English contact that are fortified into 

modern HKE. Chapter 5 clarifies the phenomenon of deviation where a few 

phonological features of modern HKE differ from those uncovered in the early 

bilingual dictionaries. 

Chapter 6 discusses how the early Cantonese-English contact is a tributary to 

modern HKE phonology and the implications of the findings.  
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Chapter Two 

English and Cantonese in Hong Kong 

 

The previous chapter introduced two major research gaps in the literature of Hong 

Kong English (HKE henceforth). One research gap is the lack of a historical 

perspective as most of the studies are synchronic in nature. The other is in missing 

out on the context where average Hongkongers have access to acquiring English 

other than through formal schooling. Both gaps can be addressed through an 

investigation of the Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries because they are the 

learning materials for the masses in mid-19th and early 20th centuries.    

Before delving into the dictionaries, it is necessary that one describes the 

phonologies of the two parent languages of HKE: English and Cantonese. This 

chapter focuses on the phonological features of the two languages that may be 

relevant to HKE and is therefore not necessarily comprehensive. The information 

will also be crucial in decoding the Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries 

compiled 150 years ago, which will be dealt with in Chapter 3.  

Structurally, this chapter consists of four sections. Section 2.1 provides an 

overview of Hong Kong’s linguistic context. Though Hong Kong is a multilingual 

society, Cantonese and English stand out as the two most influential languages. 

Section 2.2 focuses on the phonological features of Hong Kong Cantonese, the 

dominant language of Hong Kong Chinese. Section 2.3 discusses the phonological 

features of British English, the prestige English variety in Hong Kong as the 
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learning model. Section 2.4 summaries the chapter. 

 

2.1 HONG KONG AS A MULTILINGUAL SOCIETY 

Hong Kong has over seven million residents, for whom speaking two or three 

languages is common (2016 Hong Kong Population By-Census Main Results: 25-

27), as shown by (2-1). 

 

(2-1) Number of languages spoken by Hong Kong residents4 

 

 

According to (2-1), the number of monolinguals is less than 30% of the whole Hong 

Kong population, whereas more than 40% of the Hong Kong residents can speak 

three languages.  

Of all the languages spoken in Hong Kong, Cantonese, English, and 

Putonghua are the most popular. See (2-2). 

�
�� The bar graph in (2-1) is adapted from 2016 Hong Kong Population By-census Table A121: 
Population Aged 5 and Over by Sex, Age, Year and Number of Languages spoken. Retrieved from 
https://www.bycensus2016.gov.hk/en/bc-mt.html.�
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(2-2) Top 10 selected languages in Hong Kong 

 

 

In Hong Kong, the three main languages ‘operate at different levels: local 

(Cantonese), national (Putonghua), and international (English)’ (Lai 2011: 162). 

Cantonese accounts for 92% of the Hong Kong population, although it should be 

noted that there are other vernaculars some of which belong to the same Yue family 

as Cantonese (e.g. Wai Tau, Sze Yap, Nam Tau, and Tingkok.) and others which 

belong to different Chinese families like Hakka, Fukien and Chiu Chau. However, 

the proficiency level of non-standard Cantonese vernaculars is falling rapidly. This 

is because standard Cantonese is what is used in school (So & Lau 2013) and has 

displaced these vernaculars even at individual homes (Bolton & Luke 1999). 

Shanghainese

Japanese

Filipino

Indonesian

Chiu Chau

Fukien

Hakka

Putonghua

English

Cantonese

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%
percentage of population aged 5 and over
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Cantonese becomes the language of Hong Kong identity and also the carrier of its 

culture (Tse 2004).  

Putonghua is the national language of China by policy. This extends to Hong 

Kong with the handover in 1997. Putonghua became a core subject in Hong Kong 

schools in 1998 (Zhang & Yang 2004). In 2003, the Chinese government allowed 

Chinese nationals to freely travel into Hong Kong, bringing more Putonghua 

speakers into the city (Poon 2010). In 2012, the Hong Kong SAR government 

requires Hongkongers to be biliterate in Chinese and English and to be trilingual in 

Cantonese, English, and Putonghua (Evans 2013). 

English continues its role as the language for global communication. In Hong 

Kong, it is also the language for communication across different ethnic groups. In 

Hong Kong, ethnic minorities account for around 8% of the population. They are 

mostly Asians – Filipinos, Indonesians, Japanese, Thais, and South Asians 

(including Indians, Pakistanis, Nepalese, Bangladeshis, and Sri-Lankans). Of all the 

ethnic minorities, 86.1% report the ability to read English and 45.6% use English 

as an usual language (2016 Population By-census Thematic Report: Ethnic 

Minorities). For the ethnic minorities, English is also the language of employment 

(Evans 2011).  

From 1842 to 1974, English was ‘the sole official language of government, the 

official language of law and, the more prestigious medium of secondary and 

university education’ (Bolton 2011: 4). Cantonese was established as the co-official 

language in Hong Kong only in 1974. In 1987, all new legislations must be made 
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in both English and Cantonese. 

 

2.2 MODERN HONG KONG CANTONESE 

Cantonese belongs to the Yue cluster of the Han Chinese languages. Yue languages 

are spoken mainly in Guangdong and Guangxi provinces. (2-4) lists all the Yue 

varieties and their geographic distributions.  

 

(2-4) Yue varieties and their distributions5 

 

 

Of all the Yue dialects in (2-4), the dialect of Guangzhou (Canton) is recognized as 

the standard because Guangzhou is the capital of the Guangdong province. This 

�
	� The table in (2-2) is adapted from Language Atlas of China (1987:B13-B14). Pinghua, traditionally a Yue 
variety spoken in Guangxi province, is categorized as an independent Chinese language in this book.�

Group Distribtion

Guangfu
���

Guangzhou, Hong Kong, Macau, Foshan(��#, Dongguan"��#,
Zhuhai(��#, Shenzhen(�	#

Siyi
���

Jiangmen(��#, Taishan(��#

Gaoyang
! �

Yangjiang( �#, Lianjiang(��#

Goulou
���

Western Guangdong, Eastern Guangxi, Yulin(��#

Wuhua
���

Wuchuan(��#, Huazhou(�#

Qinlian
���

Beihai(��#, Qinzhou(�#

Yongxun
���

Nanning(�
#
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standard Cantonese was adopted in Hong Kong and Macau when immigrants 

moved out of mainland China. Hong Kong Cantonese is notably different from 

Guangzhou Cantonese in that Hong Kong has greater international exposure. When 

English became a core part of the Hong Kong school curriculum and with 

compulsory free education in 1970, one can expect Hong Kong Cantonese to evolve 

in divergent paths with Guangzhou Cantonese.  

 

2.2.1 Syllable Structure 

A Hong Kong Cantonese syllable comprises of segmental components as presented 

in (2-5) and the suprasegmental element – tone which shall be discussed later. 

 

(2-5) Syllable structure of Hong Kong Cantonese (adapted from Bauer & Benedict 

1997: 9) 

Syllable  

 

                  (Onset)              Rime 

 

                              Nucleus        (Coda) 

 

                    (C)          V            (X) 

 

In (2-5), syllable nucleus is obligatory which is filled by a vowel or a syllabic 
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consonant. Syllable onset/coda are optional, and each can contain maximally one 

segment. There are four syllable types in Hong Kong Cantonese, as exemplified by 

(2-6). 

 

(2-6) Syllable types in Hong Kong Cantonese6 

 

 

The first column of (2-6) lists the four syllables types exemplified by four characters. 

The next three columns unfold the syllable structure of the examples. As can be 

seen in (2-6), all of the four syllables have the nucleus because the nucleus is 

obligatory. The maximally-sized syllable � ‘climb’ has the onset, nucleus, and 

coda, whereas the minimally-sized syllable � ‘inferior’ only contains the nucleus.  

 

2.2.2 Tonal System 

Apart from segmental components, a Hong Kong Cantonese syllable carries a tone 

as the suprasegmental element. The Linguistic Society of Hong Kong recognizes 

six tones in the Hong Kong Cantonese inventory (LSHK 2002) to correspond with 

�
6 The tones of the examples in the table are omitted for clarity.  

Nucleus Coda

� 'afraid' pʰ a

� 'climb' pʰ a n

� 'inferior' a

� 'safe' a n

Rime
onset Example
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the nine tone categories of Middle Chinese. See (2-7). 

 

(2-7) Hong Kong Cantonese tones 

 

 

Tone values given in (2-7) are using Chao (1930) where the numbers 1 to 5 

represent pitch levels from the lowest to the highest, so that a sequence [XY] would 

have [X] denoting the starting pitch and [Y] the endpoint. Thus, [55] is a high flat 

tone, [35] a mid-rising tone and so on. The six tones further correspond to nine 

Middle Chinese cognates, lists in the bottom row of (2-7). Yin Ping and Yin Ru-a 

are conflated because they have identical tone values. This is the case also with Yin 

Qu/Yin Ru-b and Yang Qu/Yang Ru. All these conflations involve the Ru tone 

category, which arguably is not really a tone category at all, but refers to syllables 

closed by a plosive. It is unclear why the ancient Chinese philologists considered 

close syllables to be a separate tone category. The speculation is that in archaic 

Chinese, tonogenesis may have been triggered by syllable structures (Maspero 1912, 

Haudricourt 1954, Matisoff 1970, 1999, Mazaudon 1977, Hombert 1978, Thurgood 

2002, Kingston 2004, all beautifully summarized in Hyslop 2009, and especially 

Wang 1980: 64, 65, 102-103). 

The six contrastive tones, however, begin to emerge with similar contours or 

Tone 1 Tone 2 Tone 3 Tone 4 Tone 5 Tone 6

Tone Value 55 35 33 21 13 22

Middle Chinese
Cognate

Yin Ping
/Yin Ru-a

Yin Shang
Yin Qu

/Yin Ru-b
Yang Ping Yang Shang

Yang Qu
/Yang Ru
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values in Hong Kong Cantonese, as listed in (2-8). 

 

(2-8) Tone mergers in modern Hong Kong Cantonese 

 

 

Among the five tone mergers listed in (2-8), the merger of the high level tone [55] 

and the high falling tone [53] is finished so that only the high level tone [55] remains 

in modern Hong Kong Cantonese (Cheung 2002).  

The rest of the tone mergers are still in progress, but they are on different 

developmental phases. The mid-rising tone [35] and the mid-low rising tone [13] 

are approaching to a full merger with three possible directions: (1) the two tones 

merge into the mid rising tone [35], (2) the two tones merge into the mid-low rising 

tone [13], and (3) the two tones merge into an intermediate tone between the two 

extremes. Though all of the three directions are detected in modern Hong Kong 

Cantonese (Kei et al. 2002; Bauer et al. 2003), it is more likely that the two tones 

will finally merge to the mid-low rising tone [13] (Yiu 2009).  

The mid-level tone [33] and the low-level tone [22] are on a near-merger. This 

is also true with mid-low falling tone [21] and low level tone [22] (Mok & Wong 

Studies

high level tone [55] high falling tone [53] Cheung 2002

mid rising tone [35] mid-low rising tone [13] Kei et al. 2002, Bauer et al. 2003

mid level tone [33] low level tone [22] Mok & Wong 2010; Mok et al. 2013

mid-low falling tone [21] low level tone [22] Mok & Wong 2010; Mok et al. 2013

Yin Ru-a Yin Ru-b Liu et al. 2011

Tone Merger
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2010; Mok et al. 2013). Though Hong Kong Cantonese speakers can still perceive 

the differences between the two tone pairs, they often confuse the productions. This 

near-merger is now progressing to a full merger so that both the production and 

perception of the two tone pairs will be confused (Liang 2017).  

Unlike the abovementioned tone mergers, the merger of the Yin Ru-a [5] and 

the Yin Ru-b [3] is just beginning. Liu et al. (2011) report that the productions of 

the two tones are instable among Hong Kong Cantonese speakers. This is more 

frequently observed among male speakers and the speakers around 40 years old.  

 

2.2.3 Segmental Inventory 

In line with the syllable template in (2-5), this subsection discusses the segments 

that can fill the onset, the nuclear, and the coda in Hong Kong Cantonese. The 

syllable onset is filled by the consonants as presented in (2-9).  

 

(2-9) Initial consonants in Hong Kong Cantonese (adapted from Cheung 2002: 30) 

 

 

Bilabial
labio-
dental

Dental Alveolar
Alveolo-
palatal

Palatal Velar Glottal

k     kʰ
 kw  kwʰ

�

tʃ    tʃʰ

j h

l

Nasal

Affricate

Approximant

Lateral
Approximant

w

m

ʃ

Plosive p   pʰ t    tʰ

Fricative f
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The table of (2-9) arranges the initial consonants according to their manners and 

places of articulation. The first column presents the manners of articulation, 

whereas the first row lists the places of articulation. There are 18 initial consonants 

in the table of (2-9), but not all of them are still phonemically contrastive in modern 

Hong Kong Cantonese. (2-10) summarizes the major disagreements on the initial 

consonants of Hong Kong Cantonese. 
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(2-10) Disagreements on the initial consonants of modern Hong Kong Cantonese 

Disagreements Yue-Hashimoto
(1972) Cheung (1972) Chen & Newman

(1985)
Bauer & Benedict

(1997) Zee (1999) Cheung (2003)

Distinction between alveolar sibilants  /s/,
/ts/ and /tsʰ/ and alveo-palatal sibilants /ʃ/,
/tʃ/ and /tʃʰ/

Yes: alveo-palatal
sibilants before
high front vowels

No: only alveo-
palatal sibilants

No: alvelar sibilants
represent a group of
sibilants

No: alveo-palatal
sibilants are the
allophones of
alveolar sibilants

No: only laminal
alveolars

No: only alveo-
palatal sibilants

Palatalization of alveo-palatal sibilants
/ʃ/,/tʃ/ and /tʃʰ/ to /ɕ/, /tɕ/ and /tɕʰ/ No No No Yes No

Yes: palatal
sibilants before
rounded vowels

Merger of /n/ and /l/ No No No Yes: initial /n/ is
substituted by /l/

Yes: initial /n/ is
rarely seen

Yes: only /l/

Merger of /ŋ/ and /ø/ No No No Yes: deletion (or
addition) of /ŋ/

Yes: initial /ŋ/ is
often deleted Yes: only /ø/

Merger of syllabic /m/ and /ŋ/ No No No Yes: syllabic /ŋ/ is
replaced by /m/

No No

Distinction between velar stops /k/, /kʰ/
and labial velar stops /kw/ and /kwʰ/ Yes Yes Yes

Yes: lost of labiality
before /ɔ/, /ɔm/ and
/ɔŋ/

Yes
Yes: lost of labiality
before /ɔ/, /ɔm/ and
/ɔŋ/
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The first dispute is on the phonemic distinction between the two groups of the 

sibilants /s, ts, tsʰ/ and /ʃ, tʃ, tʃʰ/. Except Yue-Hashimoto (1972), the other studies 

agree that the alveolar sibilants /s, ts, tsʰ/ have been palatalized to /ʃ, tʃ, tʃʰ/ in 

modern Hong Kong Cantonese. It is further observed that even /ʃ, tʃ, tʃʰ/ are 

gradually palatalized to /ɕ, tɕ, tɕʰ/ now (Bauer & Benedict 1997: 30; Cheung 2002).  

Another disagreement is on the mergers of the three consonant pairs /n/-/l/, /ŋ/-

/∅/, and /m/-/ŋ/. Regarding /n/-/l/and /ŋ/-/∅/ mergers, an agreement is reached that 

initial /l, ∅/ have replaced initial /n, ŋ/ respectively in modern Hong Kong 

Cantonese. However, /m/-/ŋ/ merger is only supported by Bauer and Benedict (1997: 

25) who argue that /m, n/ are often confused when the two consonants are syllabic. 

For example, it is observed that the syllable [ŋ̍] ‘Ng (surname)’ is pronounced as 

[m̍] ‘no, not’. 

All of the six studies in (2-10) agree that the labiality of /kw, kwʰ/ is lost when 

followed by the rimes /ɔ, ɔŋ, ɔk/ (Bauer & Benedict 1997: 21; Cheung 2002). For 

example, Hong Kong Cantonese speakers often pronounce [kwɔŋ55] ‘light’ as 

[kɔŋ55] ‘river’.  

The syllable nucleus is often filled by a vowel in the table of (2-11) (the 

consonants /m, ŋ/ can also be the nucleus as [ŋ̍] ‘Ng (surname)’ and [m̍] ‘no, not’). 
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(2-11) Vowels of Hong Kong Cantonese 

 

 

The table of (2-11) arranges the vowels according to their tongue heights and 

backness. The first column lists five tongue heights, whereas the first row shows 

backness. For the vowels with same tongue height and backness, they are further 

distinguished by lip rounding. Unrounded vowels are under the column ‘unr’, and 

rounded vowels under the culumn ‘r’. 

As (2-11) shows, there are 13 vowels in Hong Kong Cantonese, though not all 

of them are acknowledged as phonemes. See (2-12).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

unr r unr r unr r

High i y u

Mid-High ɪ ʊ

Mid e œ ɵ o

Mid-Low ɛ ɐ ɔ

Low a

Front Central Back
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(2-12) Hong Kong Cantonese vowels selected as phonemes 

 

 

The table of (2-12) lists the representative studies on the phonemic status of Hong 

Kong Cantonese vowels. The corresponding cellars are ticked if the vowels are 

considered as phonemes. As can be seen in (2-12), there is a clear distinction 

between the studies before 1990s and those after 1990s. For the three studies before 

1990s, the tense and lax vowels /i, ɪ/, /ɛ, e/, /œ, ɵ/, /u, ʊ/, and /ɔ, o/ are not 

phonemically distinctive because they are in complementary distribution before 

final consonants. Chen and Newman (1985) select the tense vowels as phonemes 

and the lax vowels as allophones. Yue-Hashimoto (1972) and Cheung (1972) make 

the same sections except that they regard the lax vowel /e/ rather than the tense 

vowel /ɛ/ as phoneme. For the other three studies after 1990s, three more vowels 

are recognized as phonemes because they are more frequently used in the colloquial 

Vowel Yue-Hashimoto
(1972)

Cheung
(1972)

Chen & Newman
(1985)

Bauer & Benedict
(1997)

Zee
(1999)

Cheung
(2002)

/i/ � � � � � �

/e/ � � � �

/œ/ � � � � � �

/u/ � � � � � �

/ɔ/ � � � � � �

/a/ � � � � � �

/ɐ/ � � � � � �

/y/ � � � � � �

/ɪ/ � �

/ɛ/ � � �

/ɵ/ � � �

/ʊ/ � �

/o/ �

Number of
Phonemes 8 8 8 11 11 11
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expressions and thus no longer in the complementary distribution with tense vowels 

(Zee 1999, Cheung 2002).  

Whether they are phonemic or not, the 13 vowels in (2-11) can form different 

rimes with one of the syllable codas: the two semi-vowels /j, w/, three plosives /p, 

t, k/ and their homorganic nasals /m, n, ŋ/.  

 

2.2.4 Rimes and Syllabary 

The inventory of legitimate Hong Kong Cantonese rimes is presented in (2-13).  

 

(2-13) Hong Kong Cantonese rimes (adapted from Cheung 2002: 34) 

 

 

� ��� ��� ��� ��� �ŋ� ��� ��� ���

/a/ ��� ���� ���� ���� ��	� ��ŋ� ���� ���� ����

/ɐ/ �ɐ�� �ɐ�� �ɐ�� �ɐ	� �ɐŋ� �ɐ�� �ɐ�� �ɐ��

/ɛ/ �ɛ� �ɛ�� �ɛ�� �ɛ	� �ɛŋ� �ɛ�� �ɛ�� �ɛ��

/e/ ���� ��ŋ� ����

/œ/ ��� ��ŋ� ���� ����

/ɵ/ �ɵ�� �ɵ	� �ɵ��

/ɔ/ �ɔ� �ɔ�� �ɔ	� �ɔŋ� �ɔ�� �ɔ��

/o/ �
�� �
ŋ� �
��

/i/ ��� ���� ���� ��	� ���� ����

/u/ �� ��� �	� ���

/y/ ��� ��	� ����
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The first column of (2-13) lists the syllable nucleus that is filled by the 13 vowels, 

whereas the first row shows the syllable coda that can be filled by different 

segments. As (2-13) shows, there are 55 Hong Kong Cantonese rimes, six more 

than what Cheung (1972) proposes 30 years ago. These newly emerged rimes come 

from English loanwords and colloquial expressions, exemplified by (2-14). 

 

(2-14) Six newly emerged Hong Kong Cantonese rimes (Cheung 2002) 

 

 

Based on the inventory of Hong Kong Cantonese rimes presented in (2-13), 

Bauer and Wong (2010: 5) add three more rimes [œm, ɔm, ɔp] to the inventory: 

[œm] is from the English loanword [pʰœm55] of ‘permanent’; [ɔm] comes from the 

English loanword [fɔm55] of ‘form’; and [ɔp] is also from the English loanword 

[tsɔp55] of ‘job’. 

When the rimes further combine with the initial consonants, the possible 

combinations form a Hong Kong Cantonese syllabary that is composed of four sets: 

(1) syllables that have corresponding standard Chinese characters, (2) syllables of 

Origin Example

[ɛu] Colloquial usage [tɛu]  'drop'

[ɛp] Colloquial usage [kɛp]  'taste, sip'

[ɛt] Colloquial usage [nɐm pɛt pɛt]  'very soft'

[œt] Colloquial usage [sœt]  'very quickly'

[ɛm] English loanword [kɛm]  'game'

[ɛn] English loanword [pɛn]  'band'
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colloquial usage, (3) syllables from English loanwords, and (4) syllables that are 

not allowed or no longer used in Hong Kong Cantonese (Bauer 2006). Each of the 

four sets can overlap with one or two of the other sets, as exemplified by (2-15). 

 

(2-15) Four sets of syllables and overlapping categories (adapted from Bauer & 

Wong 2010: 7)7 

 

 

Of the four sets, set 1 syllables are employed to transliterate English words in 

bilingual dictionaries because they have corresponding Chinese characters (see 

Appendix 1 for detailed set 1 syllabary). Set 3 syllables are building up in recent 

ň
7 The transcriptions of Hong Kong Cantonese syllables exclude tones for clarity.  

Types of syllables Examples

Set 1: Syllables that have corresponding standard Chinese
characters

[lœŋ] �

Set 2: Syllables in colloquial usage [pɛt] from [nɐm.pɛt .pɛt]

Set 3: Sylllables coming from English loanwords [pɛn] from pen

Set 4: Syllables that are not allowed or no longer used [faw]

Syllables belonging to both Set 1 and Set 2 [kʰɵy] �

Syllables belonging to both Set 1 and Set 3 [pa1. si6] �� from bus

Syllables belonging to both Set 2 and Set 3 [ti.tʰɛw] from detail

Syllables belonging to Set 1,  Set 2, and Set 3
[na] �, [na] �,
[pʰat.na] from partner
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years because English loanwords introduces new rimes and syllables into Hong 

Kong Cantonese.  

There are three types of English loanwords in Hong Kong Cantonese: semantic 

borrowing, phonetic transliteration, and the combination of the preceding two types, 

as shown by (2-16).  

 

(2-16) Types of English loanwords in Hong Kong Cantonese 

 

 

In the three types of loanwords, phonetic transliteration often creates new rimes and 

syllables such as the rime [ɛm] of the English loanword [kɛm55] ‘game’. In this 

way, English makes an impact on the phonology of modern Hong Kong Cantonese.   

  

2.3 PHONOLOGICAL FEATURES OF BRITISH ENGLISH 

2.3.1 Segmental Features 

The prestige English variety in Hong Kong is British English (Grove 2012). (2-17)  

presents the consonantal inventory of British English according to manners and 

places of articulation. 

Types of English Loanwords Example

semantic borrowing   ‘supermarket'

phonetic transliteration  [tʰai55] ‘tie'
[kɛm55] 'game'

combination of semantic borrowing
and phonetic transliteration  [tan22.tʰat33] 'egg tart'
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(2-17) Consonantal inventory of British English (from Wells 1982: 125) 

 

 

In the table of (2-17), /ŋ/ cannot act as the initial consonant. The two approximants 

/h, r/ are not allowed on syllable coda, whereas the other two approximants /j, w/ 

only appear on syllable coda to form diphthongs with the preceding vowels.  

These consonants have contextual variations: they are produced differently in 

various linguistic contexts (Rogerson-Revell 2018: 106). One variation is the 

aspiration of voiceless plosives and affricates when they are word-initial. In British 

English, plosives and affricates are distinguished by voicing that is the vibration of 

vocal folds. The voiced plosives and affricates are normally unaspirated. However, 

voiceless plosives and affricates are aspirated when they are word-initial such as 

‘pet’. If a narrow transcription applies, the actual production of ‘pet’ should be [pʰet] 

where the uppercase ‘h’ indicates aspiration. The other major contextual variation 

is the productions of /l/. When /l/ precedes a vowel as in ‘lock’, it is pronounced 

with lowered tongue blade. Under this context, the prevocalic /l/ is referred to as 

‘light l’. When /l/ is non-prevocalic as in ‘full’, it is produced with the tongue root 

Bilabial
labio-
dental

Dental Alveolar
Alveolo-
palatal

Palatal Velar Glottal

j h

Lateral
Approximant

l

k  g

θ  ð s   z

n ŋ

r

Nasal m

Affricate tʃ   dʒ

Approximant w

Plosive p   b t    d

Fricative f  v ʃ  ʒ
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raised to the soft palate. Under such circumstance, the non-prevocalic /l/ is referred 

to as ‘dark l’.  

Similar to the case of the consonants, British English monophthongs have 

contextual variations. (2-18) lists the monophthongs in British English accordong 

to their tongue height, backness, and lip rounding.  

 

(2-18) Monophthongs of British English (from Wells 1982: 120) 

 

 

The first column of (2-18) indicates tongue height, whereas the first column shows 

tongue backness and lip rounding. Rounded vowels are presented under the column 

‘r’, and unrounded vowels under the column ‘unr’. The major context variation of 

British English monophthongs is their reduction to the schwa [ə] in unstressed 

syllables. For example, the second syllable of ‘sofa’ [ˈsəʊ.fə] is unstressed, so the 

vowel in this syllable is reduced to [ə].  

British English diphthongs are presented in (2-19) where the arrows indicate 

the tongue movement of the diphthongs.  

unr unr r unr r

High i u

Mid-High ɪ ʊ

Mid ə

Mid-Low ɛ ɜ ʌ ɔ
æ

Low � ɒ

r
Central BackFront
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(2-19) Diphthongs in British English (from Roach 2004: 242) 

 

     

2.3.2 Syllable Structure 

The syllable structure of British English is more complex than that of Hong Kong 

Cantonese, as shown by (2-20) where ‘x’ is a timing slot that can be filled by a 

segment. Syllable onset can take as many as three segments under the circumstance 

that the first one must be the alveolar fricative [s]; syllable nucleus up to two; and 

syllable coda up to four although the final one is always a suffix that is [coronal] – 

a consonant articulated with the front part of the tongue. 
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(2-20) Syllable structure of British English 

Syllable  

 

                  (Onset)              Rime 

 

                              Nucleus        (Coda) 

                

 x   x   x      x   x        x  x  x  x 

 

Phonotactic constraints apply to the initial and final consonant clusters in 

British English. There are 24 consonants, but only certain consonant combinations 

are allowed as in (2-21). The lowercase letters in (2-21) refer to specific consonants, 

whereas the uppercase letter ‘C’ stands for any other consonant in the British 

English inventory. For example, [sC] can represent the clusters that are formed by 

the fricative [s] plus any other British English such as [sp] and [st].  

 

(2-21) Two-consonant syllable onsets in British English (adapted from Hammond 

1999:51-56) 

 

Three-consonant onsets result from the overlapping of [sC] clusters and other 

Type of Two-Consonant Onset Example

[sC] cluster [sneɪl] 'snail'

[Cw] cluster [twɪn] 'twin'

[Cl]/[Cr] cluster [blu] 'blue'

[Cj] cluster [nju] 'new'
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two-consonant clusters. For instance, the onset [spr] is the overlapping of the two-

consonant onsets [sp] and [pr]. (2-22) presents eight three-consonant onsets in 

British English. 

 

(2-22) Three-consonant syllable onsets in British English 

 

 

As for the complex coda in British English, there are four types of two-

consonant codas as listed in (2-23). 

 

(2-23) Two-consonant codas in British English (adapted from Hammond 1999: 58-

64) 

 

 

The three-consonant codas are the overlapping of the two-consonant codas with a 

Three-consonant Onset Example

[spr] [sprɪŋ] 'spring'
[str] [strɔŋ] 'strong'
[skr] [skru] 'skrew'
[skw] [skweə] 'square'
[spj] [spju] 'spew'
[stj] [stju] 'stew'
[skj] [ɪk'skjus] 'excuse'
[spl] [splɑʃ] 'splash'

Type of Two-Consonant Coda Example

Nasal + Consonant cluster [send] 'send'
[sC] cluster [twɪst] 'twist'
[lC] cluster [bjuld] 'build'

Consonant + Coronal cluster [west] 'west'
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coronal always being the last member. For example, the three-consonant coda [nts] 

is the overlapping of the two-consonant codas [nt] and [ts]. The four-consonant 

codas in British English are rare: [mpst] as in ‘glimpsed’ and [ksts] as in ‘texts’. 

 

2.3.3 Influence from American Accent 

Although British English is the prestige variety in Hong Kong, a few American 

phonological features emerge in HKE under the influence of American media 

(Bolton 2008; Chan 2013; Kirkpatrick 2007), as summarized in (2-24). 

 

(2-24) American phonological features in HKE 

 

 

These American phonological features are used commonly among HKE speakers. 

Hansen Edwards (2016) reports that 93% of her respondents show American 

phonological features. Almost all the HKE speakers showing American 

phonological features claim that their accent is influenced by American movies and 

TV dramas. 

 

Phonological Feature Definition Example

rhoticity
the postvocalic [r] is pronounced (Deterding et al. 2008; Hansen
Edwards 2016)

[bəd] 'bird'

intervocalic flapping
intervocalic /t,d/ is pronounced as the voiced flap [ɾ] (Hansen
Edwards 2016)

[bɛ.ɾə] 'better'

LOT
theword group represented by 'lot' has the vowel /ɑ/ rather than /ɒ/
(Bolton & Kwok 1990; Bradshaw 1997; Deterding et al. 2008;
Hansen Edwards 2016)

[hɑt] 'hot'

BATH
the word group represented by 'bath' has the vowel /æ/ rather than /
ɑ/ (Bolton & Kwok 1990; Bradshaw 1997; Deterding et al. 2008;
Hansen Edwards 2016; Hung 2000)

[glæs] 'glass'
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2.4 INTERIM SUMMARY 

This chapter examines the phonological features of Hong Kong Cantonese and 

British English. Hong Kong Cantonese is the dominant language for ethnic Chinese, 

strengthening Hong Kong identity and culture. British English is the prestige 

English variety in Hong Kong, serving as the official language from 1842. The 

contact between Cantonese and English enables the emergence of HKE. 
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Chapter Three 

Cantonese-English Bilingual Dictionaries as Research Data 

 

The previous chapter examined the phonological features of Hong Kong Cantonese 

and British English, the two most prominent languages in Hong Kong. The contact 

between Cantonese and English started as early as 17th century and would evolve 

to become modern HKE.  

This chapter explains the methodological underpinnings for using Cantonese-

English bilingual dictionaries as data source to study the early stages of HKE 

formation near the time of the Canto-Anglo contact.  

    Section 3.1 provides the rationale for adopting Cantonese-English bilingual 

dictionaries as the data source. Section 3.2 describes how one can decode the 

pronunciation information which are given in Chinese characters in these 

dictionaries. Section 3.3 compares English pronunciations with the Cantonese 

transliterations. This comparison enables us to establish the phonological features 

of the early Cantonese-English contact variety. Section 3.4 gives a summary.  

 

3.1 CANTONESE-ENGLISH BILINGUAL DICTIONARIES AS DATASET 

3.1.1 History of Bilingual Dictionary Compilation 

The history of compiling bilingual dictionaries can at least be traced back to Ming 

dynasty (C.E. 1368 – 1644). In 1382, the official translation office Si Yi Guan 

‘Office of Four Ethnicities’ compiled a Chinese-Mongolian bilingual dictionary 
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Hua Yi Yi Yu ‘Translation of Chinese and Ethnic Languages’ (Huang 2010). This 

bilingual dictionary contains 840 word entries arranged into 17 sections (Liu & Sun 

2008). In the preface, the dictionary explains how it uses Chinese characters to 

imitate the sounds of Mongolian words: 

 

When Chinese characters are used to transcribe Mongolian, there are a few Mongolian 

sounds that do not correspond to any Chinese characters. Thus, the Chinese characters 

with approximate pronunciations are borrowed particularly, and examples are given 

behind. Readers can follow the examples and infer the intended Mongolian 

pronunciations. Then no case does not conform to this method.8  

 

The preface is followed by six specific instructions on how to read out the Chinese 

transliterations, as presented in (3-1). 

 

(3-1) Pronunciation instructions in Hua Yi Yi Yu (translation mine) 

a. The characters with the superscript� beside are in-throat sounds such 

as �\, ��, and the like.9  

b. The characters with the superscriptă beside are tongue sounds, which 

should be pronounced with the tongue flapped such as ă0, ăĮ, ă

D, ăŁ, ă� and the like.10 

ň
8 The original text is ‘ÛÍtĚ{ýĖŇ:�ı´´úÐtöŇtØ,úķçĤt¼Ňí#
«�Ňěö$#Ç�ŇFÐ
Oè’provided in Liu and Sun (2008: 47-48).  
9 The original text is ‘t.}É�töŇe;ķ��q�\����ï’.  
ŋŊň The original text is ‘t.}ÉătöŇăpķ�Ň��ăĜ��qă0�ăĮ�ăD�ă
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c. The characters with the superscript� beside are tongue tip sounds, 

which should be pronounced with tongue tip touching palate such as 

�Ì, �1, �ĝ, �§ and the like.11 

d. The characters with the subscript I are pronounced in the same way 

as tongue tip sounds such as =_ĈIv and the like.12 

e. The characters with the subscript ł, � and3 shall be pronounced 

quickly as the linking sounds and not be read out fully.13  

f. The characters with the subscripts P and � shall be pronounced 

quickly with both lips closed and not be read out fully.14  

 

As evident in (3-1), this Chinese-Mongolian bilingual dictionary not only uses 

Chinese characters to transcribe Mongolian sounds, it also creates diacritics to 

approximate the foreign sounds. We shall see later that this strategy is inherited by 

later bilingual dictionaries. 

In 1748, Emperor Qianlong ordered the Office of Translation to compile more 

bilingual dictionaries into volumes under the same title Hua Yi Yi Yu. The 

compilation was estimated to have been completed before 1761 (Huang 2010). 

Thus, Hua Yi Yi Yu became a set of bilingual dictionaries translating between 

Chinese and 42 foreign languages, seven of which are Western languages, as listed 

ň
Ł�ă��ï’.ň
ŋŋň The original text is ‘t.}É�töŇľăķ�Ň�ă�ľ�ĿĜ��q�Ì��1��

ĝ��§�ï’.ň
ŋŌň The original text is ‘t	}ÉItöŇ��ľă]�q=_ĈIv�ï’.ň
ŋōň The original text is ‘t	}Éłtö��t�3töŇä�Ĝ�ģķ�Ň
ÛĜ?’.ň
ŋŎň The original text is ‘t	}ÉPt��töŇä�Ĝ\Vķ�Ň�
ÛĜ?’.ň
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in (3-2). 

 

(3-2) Bilingual dictionaries translating Chinese and Western languages (from Yang 

1985) 

a. Fo An La Xi Ya Yu ‘French Language’ 

b. La Di Nuo Yu ‘Latin Language’ 

c. Yi Da Li Ya Yu ‘Italian Language’ 

d. Bo Du Ge Li Ya Yu ‘Portuguese Language’ 

e. E Duo Ma Ni Ya Yu ‘German Language’ 

f. Xi Tian Zhen Shi Ming Jing ‘Sanskrit Language’  

g. Ying Ji Li Guo Yi Yu ‘Translation of English Language’ 

 

The first six bilingual dictionaries in (3-2a.-f.) were compiled by Western 

missionaries serving in the imperial palace, whereas the last one Ying Ji Li Guo Yi 

Yu ‘Translation of English Language’ (hereafter TEL) was compiled by Chinese 

people (Huang 2010). Nie and Wang (2015) further point out that Cantonese 

speakers were very likely to be the compilers for this bilingual dictionary. This is 

evidenced by the English words and their corresponding Chinese transliterations. 

The English words included in TEL are mostly Chinese Pidgin English (hereafter 

CPE) that was widely used in Guangzhou area in the 18th century. The Chinese 

characters transliterating these CPE items are pronounced in Cantonese. For 

example, the English word ‘fog’ is transliterated as Ą  whose Cantonese 
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pronunciation is [fa55]. A Mandarin pronunciation would have yielded [xua] and a 

Min pronunciation something at [hwe]. Cantonese comes closest to the intended 

English sound. The correspondence in phonology and the fact that most of the 

entries where CPE used in Guangzhou suggest that TEL is a Cantonese-English 

bilingual dictionary of sorts.  

The word entries in TEL reveal a systematic correspondence between English 

plosives and Cantonese nasals/unaspirated plosives, as illustrated by (3-3). 

 

(3-3) Correspondence in TEL English and Cantonese (adapted from Nie & Wang 

2015: 1067) 

English                         Cantonese 

           /b, d, g/                           [p, t, k] 

           /p, t, k/                            [m, n, ŋ] 

 

In the TEL, English voiced plosives may be represented by Cantonese characters 

that have unaspirated plosives or nasals. One possibility is that in the 18th century, 

Cantonese might have post-stopped nasals /mb, nd, ŋg/ that have now simplified to 

just being nasal consonants. This view is supported in Hu (2007) and Ratliff (2015).   

Huang (2010: 154) opines that TEL is ‘the earliest surviving CPE glossary 

with corresponding Chinese transliterations’. By the 19th and 20th centuries, more 

Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries were compiled as the products of the 

increasingly intensified communication between China and Britain. 
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3.1.2 Selection of Bilingual Dictionaries 

Before the First Opium War (C.E. 1840 – 1842), Guangzhou was the only port open 

to foreign traders, which makes Guangzhou area the front of language contact. 

Cantonese-English contact heated up from the mid 19th century with the 

establishment of British Hong Kong. Guangzhou area and Hong Kong are therefore 

where English-Chinese dictionaries found their first niche (Zhou 1996).  

     From the mid 19th century to the early 20th century, a number of Cantonese-

English bilingual dictionaries were compiled to meet the demands of Cantonese 

speakers who did business with British traders. Four representative Cantonese-

English bilingual dictionaries in this period are given in (3-4).  

 

(3-4) Representative Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries from mid-19th to 

early 20th century15 

 

 

ň
15 The English name of Chinese-English Interpreter’s author is given in Pinyin by the author of 
this dissertation. Other than this, the English names of these dictionaries and authors are already 
given by themselves. The publishing year refers to the time when the first edition of each 
dictionary was published.  

Title Abbreviation in
the Dissertation Author Publishing Year

The Common Foreign Language of
the Redhaired People

����

Redhaired Unknown 1835

Chinese-English Interpreter
����

Interpreter
Zi Qing
��

1855

Chinese-English Instructor
����

Instructor
T'ong Ting-ku
��	

1862

English Made Easy
������

Easy
Mok Man Cheung

���
1904
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The four Cantonese-English dictionaries in (3-4) are the widely used bilingual 

dictionaries in Guangzhou and Hong Kong areas from mid-19th to early 20th 

century. The following discussion will describe the four Cantonese-English 

bilingual dictionaries in details. 

 

The Common Foreign Language of the Redhaired People (Redhaired henceforth) 

Redhaired is mentioned multiple times in Williams (1837), Leland (1876), and 

Hunter (1882). Williams (1837: 278) observes that Redhaired ‘consists of only 

sixteen pages, containing less than 400 words’ that are ‘arranged under the four 

hears, of numbers, men and things, words used in conversation, and eatables’. 

Leland (1876: 4) mentions that Redhaired is ‘a little volume of twelve or fifteen 

pages’. As a small dictionary, Redhaired was ‘continually in the hands of servants, 

coolies, and shopkeepers’ (Hunter 1882: 38). The popularity of Redhaired was also 

evidenced by its six editions in history, as summarized in (3-5).  
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(3-5) Published editions of Redhaired (from Qiu 2017) 

 

 

Though the titles of these six editions and the number of dictionary entries are 

different from each other, the content of entries are similar. First, all the six editions 

classify entries into four sections as shown by (3-6). 

 

(3-6) Four sections in different editions of Redhaired 

a. Numbers in business 

b. Men and things 

c. Common words in conversations 

d. Eatables 

 

Second, within each dictionary entry, the six editions provide similar information: 

Publishing Year Number of Pages Number of Entries

The Common Devel's Language of Redhaired
Traders (Rongdetang Edition)

�������� ����	�
Circa 1830s 16 372

The Common Foreign Language of Redhaired
People  (Chengdetang Edition)
����������	�

Circa 1830s 16 372

The Common Foreign Language of Redhaired
People  (Bijingtang Edition)
���������	�

1835 16 372

The Foreign Language of Redhaired Traders
(Fuguitang Edition)

����������
�	�
Circa 1870s-1880s 11 207

The Foreign Language of Redhaired Traders
(Yiwentang Edition)

������������	�
Circa 1870s-1880s 12 395

The Foreign Language of Redhaired Traders
(Wuguitang Edition)

����������
�	�
Circa 1880s 12 395
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the Chinese translation of an English word and the Chinese transliteration of the 

English word. (3-7) gives an example. 

 

(3-7) An entry of Redhaired 

 

 

Redhaired-P.02-E.0716 

 

As (3-7) shows, all the information of the dictionary entry is given in Chinese, so 

Redhaired contains no English. The targeted readers of Redhaired are the Chinese 

people who ‘have no access to mission schools but aspire to command English to 

expand their surviving opportunities’ (Zhou 2006).17   

Of the six editions of Redhaired in (3-5), the dissertation selects the Bijingtang 

edition published in 1835 that is accessible in Bolton (2003: 266-287).  

 

ň
16 This indicates where the entry comes from. The format is provided by the dissertation in the 
following way: Dictionary Title – v.x (volume number if any) – p. x (page number) – e. x (entry 
number counted vertically in columns running from right to left). Thus, the entry in (3-7) is the 7th 
entry on page 2 of Redhaired.  
17 The original text is in Chinese ‘Ņ�+ņÐĪ5¥³wkÊĨã¹�Ň�¯�+ĥA�µ
��ć¦Ħ�£oÚu½³ã¨ãĞ·’. The translation is provided by the author of this 
dissertation.  

Entry for ‘twenty-eight’ 

Cantonese 

transliteration of 

‘twenty-eight’ 
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Chinese-English Interpreter (Interpreter henceforth) 

Besides Redhaired, Williams (1837: 296) describes another type of Cantonese-

English bilingual dictionary: 

 

Some of them (Cantonese-English dictionaries) attain a very respectable size, 

containing upwards of three thousand words and phrases, and are valuable to those 

who wish to learn the modes employed by natives in expressing foreign objects.  

 

Such dictionaries emerge after the mid-19th century, of which Interpreter is a prime 

example. Sun (2013:167) goes so far as to say that it is ‘up to the present the 

discovered earliest standard English learning material compiled by Chinese 

people’.18 Sun’s view is substantiated in part in the Preface of Interpreter: 

 

My friend Zi Qing has graduated from British schools long time ago. He studies 

English language carefully and deeply by reading the works of authorities. The 

complied Hua Ying Tong Yu ‘Chinese-English Interpreter’ arranges words into sections 

systemically (from Preface, written by He Ziting, translated by the author of the 

dissertation).19   

 

Compared with Redhaired, Interpreter is more rigorously compiled, with 41 

ň
18 The original text is in Chinese ‘�ĉćħĖ�¯åG�âÙã²¬ã�i�ĀóãÀďć
Ėwôě×’. The translation is given by the author of this dissertation. 
ŋœň The original text is in Chinese ‘^UsąŇĀ~û»«ć�±lŇā�Ã��è�>ćiĒ
Ė¦tŇĶ
Ý�õìT�ĲG¡��E�ĉćħĖ��±ŇBĽ@İŇ´¹
ð�Ŕ.ň
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sections, listed in (3-9). 

 

(3-9) Sections in Interpreter 

 

 

As (3-9) shows, Interpreter includes not only English words but also phrases and 

sentences. These English sentences are written in standard English grammar rather 

than CPE, as illustrated by (3-10). 

 

(3-10) An example of English sentences included in Interpreter 

 

Interpreter-v.2-p.162-e.09 

 

The English sentence in (3-10) uses the perfect tense, which is a rather sophisticated 

form that is not found in CPE. This attests to the English standard of the Interpreter. 

No. Section No. Section No. Section No. Section No. Section

1 Numbers 2 Seasons 3 Astronomy 4 Geography 5 Housing

6 Vessel 7 Accessories 8 Houseware 9 Stationery 10 Tools

11 Professions 12 Human Relations 13 Working 14 Treasures 15 Hardware

16 Jadestone 17 Tea 18 Cloth 19 Medicine 20 Trades

21 Disease 22 Body Parts 23 Law 24 Colors 25 Vegetables

26 Fruits 27 Plants 28 Food 29 Handiwork 30 Fowls

31 Beasts 32 Fisheries 33 Wines 34 Port Names 35 Ships

36 One Word 37 Two Words 38 Three Words 39 Four Words 40 Long Sentences

41 Invoices

Chinese Sentence 

English Sentence 

Cantonese Transliteration 
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The Cantonese transliteration in (3-10) are actually quite precise given that 

Interpreter prescribes a number of pronunciation instructions (see Section 3.2.3 for 

the decoding of these pronunciation instructions).  

    Currently, there are altogether four editions of Interpreter discovered 

(Yahanashi 2007), as listed in (3-11). 

 

(3-11) Four editions of Interpreter 

 

 

Of the four editions, this dissertation selects the Xiyingpan edition of Interpreter 

because it was circulated in Hong Kong.20 This is evidenced by the edition title 

Xiyingpan (Sai Ying Pun – an area on Hong Kong Island) and the augmented entries 

as in (3-12).  

 

ň
20 This edition is accessible from the Chinese Text Project of Harvard University 
http://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&res=95669&remap=gb.  

Publishing Year Number of Entries

Chinese-English Interpreter
(Xiedetang Cang Ban)

���������
�

1855 2614

Enlarged Chinese-English Interpreter
(Kuaitang Cang Ban)

����������
�

1860 2629

Chinese-English Interpreter
(Xiyingpan Hengmao Cang Ban)
������	� ��
�

1860 2893

Chinese-English Interpreter
(Zangwentang Cang Ban)

�����������
�

1879 1480
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(3-12) An example of augmented entries in Interpreter 

 

Interpreter-v.2-p.176-e.07 

 

In the above example, the reference of Hong Kong suggests that this edition is 

particularly published for the Cantonese speakers in Hong Kong to learn English. 

Interpreter is so popular in Hong Kong that after almost 150 years later an abridged 

version of this dictionary is still seen in an Chinese almanac Ju Bao Lou ‘Treasure 

Building’, still in circulation today.  

 

Chinese-English Instructor (Instructor henceforth) 

Instructor is the most comprehensive Cantonese-English bilingual dictionary of the 

19th century. It includes more than 10,000 entries arranged in 59 sections, (3-13). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chinese Sentence 

English Sentence 

Cantonese Transliteration 
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(3-13) Sections of entries in Instructor 

 

 

Section Page Number
Volume 1
On Astronomy 1-3
On Geography 4-12
On Times and Seasons 13-20
On Ranks and Titles 21-44
On the Body 45-51
On Edifice, Building &c 52-61
On Musical Instruments 62-64
On Armanant 65-68
Volume 2
On Ships and Appendages 1-15
On Carriages &c 16-17
On Impliments, Furnuture &c 18-29
On Books, Stationery, Forms &c 30-36
On Agricultural Impliments &c 37-46
On Works 47-48
On Wearing Apparels & Ornaments 49-57
On Food, Wine, Tea &c 58-69
On Pants, Fruits, Flowers &c 70-87

Section Page Number
Volume 3
On the Animal Kingdom 1-17
On Stone and Jade 18-20
On Minerals, Coins, &c 21-26
On Tariff of Imports 27-45
On Tariff of Exports 46-62
On Dutyfree and Contraband Goods 63-65
On Sundry Goods 66-68
On Opium, Tabacco, &c 69-70
On Lacquered & Ivoryware &c 71-75
On Piece Goods 76-81
Volume 4
On Numbers 1-6
On Colors 7-9
On Words - Adjectives 10-14
On Measurement 15-16
On Weights 17-20
Tea Table 21-29
On Lawsuit 30-36
On Single Words 37-38
On Sentences 39-79
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For the readers to master the correct pronunciations of these entries, the author of 

Instructor, T’ong Ting-ku, gave precise pronunciation instructions in the two 

prefatory articles entitled Qie Zi Lun ‘Explanation on the Method of Fanqie’ and 

Du Fa ‘Reading Methods’ (see Section 3.2.3 for the decoding of these two articles).      

Similar to Interpreter, Instructor targets standard English rather than CPE. In 

order to inform the readers of the distinction between these two English forms, 

Instructor adds into a few entries the corresponding CPE (that is called Guang 

Dong Fan Hua ‘Canton foreign language’ in the dictionary) sayings. (3-14) is an 

example. 

Section Page Number
Volume 5
Words and Short Sentences 1-114
Volume 6
Dialogue on buying piece goods 1-5
Dialogue on buying piece goods 6-12
Dialogue on selling tea 13-24
On the Butcher Stall 25-26
Dialogue on selling poultry 27-28
Dialogue on selling sundry goods 29-31
On Chartering Ships 32-36
Conversation in the morning 37-39
On the Breakfast table 40-41
On getting orders for dinner 42-44
On Tiffin 45
On the Dinner table 46-48
On Supper 49-50
On getting Servants 51-52
Evening orders 53-54
Comprador 55-58
Shroff 59-63
Godown man 64-68
Cooly 69-70
On a visit 71-83
On Nosology 84-91
On Healing and Medicine 92-95
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(3-14) Standard English and CPE in Instructor 

 

 

As the above example shows, Instructor gives both standard English and CPE 

sayings of ‘I am sick’. This proves that Instructor is aware of the differences 

between these two English forms and sets standard English as its learning model.   

Instructor was widely spread not only in Hong Kong but also abroad because 

it is collected in a number of libraries across different countries such as Kyoto 

University Library and Harvard University Library (Sun 2013). This dissertation 

draws its data from the electronic copy accessible via the Online Library of Kyoto 

University.21  

 

English Made Easy (Easy henceforth) 

The author of Easy identifies himself as ‘Mok Man Cheung’ who served as a 

translator in Hong Kong High Court and then worked as a comprador for British-

ň
21 Instructor is available on Kyoto University Library http://kanji.zinbun.kyoto-u.ac.jp/db-

machine/toho/html/A021menu.html. 
 

Standard English 

‘I am sick’ 

Cantonese transliteration of ‘I am sick’ 

[ai.jim.sɪk] 

CPE saying of ‘I am sick’ 

[mɐi.hɐp.sɪk] ‘my hab sick’ 
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invested Swire Group (Huang & Ding 2009: 11). The purpose of compiling this 

Cantonese-English bilingual dictionary, according to Mok himself, is:  

 

This compilation appears in a response to a request urged upon the author by some of 

his business friends. It is designed for beginners of the English language, and is also 

intended to be a handy manual for business men who have acquired a few ordinary 

English words and desire to learn more without a teacher, by the aid of their own 

language….It is hoped that this manual may supply, in a creditable manner, the urgent 

demand of that class of Chinese who would rely entirely on their own efforts to learn 

English speaking, without the aid of a teacher, and who feel anxious to learn to talk 

and answer questions in English in a comparatively short time (Preface, written in 

English by the author himself) 

 

As English-learning material for self-study, Easy was so popular that it released 

multiple editions in the early 20th century (Huang & Ding 2009: 8, Sun 2013: 344). 

The three editions of Easy currently preserved in Hong Kong are listed in (3-15).  
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(3-15) Preserved editions of Easy in Hong Kong  

 

 

All three editions are available in Huang and Ding (2011: 113-618). This 

dissertation selects the first edition published by Hong Kong Jin Fu Bookstore in 

1904. In this edition, there are more than 4,200 words arranged in 48 sections, as 

listed in (3-16). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Publishing Year Number of Pages

English Made Easy
������

1904 286

English Made Easy
�����

1913 364

Eglish Made Easy
�����

Cieca 1920s 366
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(3-16) Sections of entries in Easy  

 

 

As (3-16) shows, this edition of Easy is compiled for Hong Kong Chinese because 

it includes the names of Hong Kong roads and streets in section 7.  

 

3.1.3 Viability of the Bilingual Dictionaries as Research Data 

There are two main concerns on the selection of Cantonese-English bilingual 

dictionaries as the research data. The first concern is whether these bilingual 

dictionaries are the suitable materials to investigate how early Cantonese-English 

No. Section No. Section No. Section

1 English Letters 2 Numbers 3 Objects of Nature

4 Time and Seasons 5 Classifiers of Things 6
Persons and Their
Occupations

7
Roads, Streets & Public Offices
in Hong Kong 8

Clothing and Wearing
Apparels 9 Vegetables, etc.

10 Fruits and Nuts 11 Flowers 12 Grass

13 Beasts 14 Birds and Fowls 15 Fishes

16 Insects and Flies 17 The Body Limbs & Organs 18 European Food & Dishes

19 Soups 20 Wines and Spirits 21 Medicines

22 Teas 23 Colours 24 Silks and Cloths

25 Jewellery 26 Jewellery, etc. 27
Crockery & Household
Articles

28 Head Wear 29 Boots and Shoes 30 House-hold Things

31 Wood Ware 32 Bamboo Ware 33 Wood Ware

34 House-hold Things 35 Vessels and Boats 36 Carriages and Vehicles

37 Musical Instruments 38 Books, Documents, etc. 39 Stationery

40 Monies 41 Court Matters 42 Sickness and Diseases

43 Chinese Medicines 44 Firearms and War Impliments 45 Words in Common Use

46 Short Sentences 47 Long Sentences 48
Envelope Format, Bills,
etc
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contact is a tributary to modern Hong Kong English (HKE henceforth). The answer 

is positive for the following reasons: (i) as the products of early Cantonese-English 

contact, these bilingual dictionaries were published and intended for use in Hong 

Kong area. They serve as the learning materials for the Hong Kong Chinese who 

have no access to English schooling and need to acquire English mostly through 

self-study. These bilingual dictionaries are so popular and wide spread in Hong 

Kong that people can still easily find abridged versions included in modern Chinese 

almanacs; (ii) prefatory information and the number of editions these dictionaries 

ran attest to their target and influence; and (iii) there is post hoc evidence that a 

substantial body of English words in the four bilingual dictionaries correlate with 

many modern HKE terms. These English words generally referred to ‘China Cost’ 

English vocabulary that constitute a major part of modern HKE (Bolton 2003: 186). 

For example, many non-English source words such as ‘shroff’ (from Indian) in 

these dictionaries are now considered HKE items (more examples are given in 

Bolton 2003: 180-185).  

The other major concern is whether the written transliterations in the four 

bilingual dictionaries can be compared to modern HKE pronunciations. This is 

explained by Mok Man Cheung, the author of Easy: 

 

The pronunciations of each English word is given by a Chinese spelling, or, more 

correctly speaking, Chinese characters to represent the English sounds as nearly as it 

appears possible for them to do so. Where no Chinese word can be found in the written 
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language to represent a certain pronunciation, a short note in Chinese colloquial or in 

simple terms is given, thus enabling the student to infer the particular sound. To test 

the usefulness of this book, let any one English word be picked out in the book and 

pointed out to a Chinese; then let him read the Chinese characters representing the 

sound of that word. The author has had this tried time and gain, and the result has 

proved generally satisfactory (Preface, written in English by Mok himself).  

 

These bilingual dictionaries made clear their authors’ awareness of the limitation 

that the simplistic transliterations are constrained by available Chinese characters. 

Thus, the authors created diacritics or borrowed colloquial usages to give better 

approximations of the targeted English sounds. 

 

3.2 DECODING BILINGUAL DICTIONARIES 

3.2.1 Structure of Dictionary Entries 

The four Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries have similar structures, as 

presented in (3-17). The first row lists the four bilingual dictionaries in 

chronological order, while the first column presents their structure.  
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(3-17) Structure of the four bilingual dictionaries 

 

 

It is clear from (3-17) that Redhaired is the only dictionary without a preface, 

pronunciation instructions, or the English alphabet. The other three bilingual 

dictionaries all have (i) a preface to explain the author’s purpose and to include 

recommendations from others, (ii) pronunciation instructions on how to read out 

the Chinese characters and diacritics, (iii) sections where entries are arranged for 

the convenience of readers, and (iv) an English alphabet to familiarize readers with 

26 English letters.  

Within each entry, all the four bilingual dictionaries provide both Chinese and 

English forms of the word with pronunciations given in Cantonese transliterations 

aided by diacritics, as illustrated by (3-18). 

 

 

 

 

 

Redhaired Interpreter Instructor Easy

Publishing Year Circa 1835 1860 1862 1904

Preface No Yes Yes Yes

Pronunciation Instructions No Yes Yes Yes

Sections 4 41 59 48

English Alphabet No Yes Yes Yes
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(3-18) Word entry in the four bilingual dictionaries 

a. An word entry in Redhaired 

 

Redhaired-p.2-e.28 

 

b. An word entry in Interpreter 

 

Interpreter-v.1-p.22-e.15 

 

c. An word entry in Instructor 

 

Instructor-v.1-p.40-e.05 

 

Chinese word 

Cantonese transliteration 

Chinese word  

Cantonese transliteration  

English word 

Chinese word  

Cantonese transliteration  
English word 

Romanization of Cantonese word 
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d. An word entry in Easy 

 

Easy-p.9-e.03 

 

As the examples of (3-18) show, Redhaired does not include the words in English.  

Instructor even offers Romanized Cantonese pronunciations of the Chinese words.  

   

3.2.2 English and Cantonese Pronunciations in the 19th Century 

When examining English and Cantonese pronunciations 150 years ago, this 

dissertation will only discuss the major phonological distinctions that are likely to 

affect the decoding of dictionary entries. The descriptions in this section is therefore 

not exhaustive but will only be adequate for the current purposes. 

 The major phonological differences of 19th century’s Cantonese from the 

present Hong Kong Cantonese are listed in (3-19) with examples.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chinese word  

Cantonese transliteration  

English word 
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(3-19) Major differences of Cantonese pronunciations in 19th century 

 

 

Drawing up (3-19), the intended pronunciations of the dictionaries may be inferred 

through modern Hong Kong Cantonese pronunciations.  

One already knows from history that the English standard adopted would be 

British. Further, it is reasonable to assume that back in the 19th century, it would be 

the British variety that would find currency and prestige. General American English 

is probably only at its formative stages even in the United States, with the Webster’s 

Dictionary only being published in 1828. Although the RP of Daniel Jones is to 

come much later (Jones 1918), it was the first authoritative pronunciation guide of 

any language and was intended to be an authoritative reference of what was already 

in official currency as the King’s or Queen’s English. It is reasonable therefore to 

assume that English pronunciations encoded in these dictionaries to be consistent 

with the RP set down in Jones’s work.  

    It is generally acknowledged that the RP in Jones (1918) does not differ 

Major Difference Example

Phonemic distinction between /t, ts, tsʰ/ and /ʃ, tʃ, tʃʰ/ (Bauer
2005, Zee 1999)

 'sieve' [sɐi55]  →  [ʃɐi55] 

Finals [ɔm, ɔp] instead of [ɐm, ɐp] (Bai 1984, Cheung 2006)
'sweet' [kɐm55]  →  [kɔm55]

'and' [hɐp33]  →  [hɔp33]

Monophthongs /i, y, u/ instrad of the diphthongs /ei, ɵy, ou/
(Bai 1984, Bauer 2005, Cheung 2006)

pretty' [mei13]  →  [mi13]
'sentence' [kɵy33]  →  [ky33]
'shop' [pʰou33]  →  [pʰu33]

High-level tone [55] and High-falling tone [53] split in Yin
Ping  category (Zhang 1969)

'many' [tɔ55]  →  [tɔ53]
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significantly from modern RP as both have identical segmental inventories (Lass 

2006, Van Gelderen 2014). There are minor differences in the stress patterns of a 

few English words. For example, the English word envelope was pronounced as 

[en.və.'ləʊp] instead of ['en.və.ləʊp] (MacMahon 1999: 504). For all practical 

purposes, there is thus no need to quibble about the pronunciation of the English 

words given in the early Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries. 

 

3.2.3 Reading the Cantonese Transliterations 

To transcribe the Cantonese transliterations, one needs first to understand the 

pronunciation instructions and diacritics given at the prefatory material found in all 

selected bilingual dictionaries with the exception of Redhaired, cf. (3-17). 

 

3.2.3.1  Decoding Interpreter 

The first volume of Interpreter provides five pronunciation instructions, (3-20). 

 

(3-20) Pronunciation instructions of Interpreter 

a. When one listens and then speaks English, there are occasionally a 

few imprecise sounds because Chinese language does not have such 

ones. However, there are English words that can be used as references, 

so it is not difficult to grasp these sounds. It depends on each 

individual’s perception to distinguish the sounds.22 

ň
22 The original text is ‘>ù/�ćĖŇg�Í±�ÐÁķŇ¤ı´¶þÞüö�Ñ´ćt�
ZõŇ�
ĳ«ù�ŇĊé÷�Ňu�:�ø’. 
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b. When a small-sized character is in Chinese transliterations, it is 

imperative to distinguish labial, alveolar, dorsal, velar, and glottal 

sounds. Read out in this way, the transliterations are similar to English 

sounds. Otherwise, a slight difference leads to a huge discrepancy.23 

 

c. When the character 4 is in transliterations, it should be pronounced 

in Standard Chinese.24  

Example:       

Interpreter-v.1-p.22-e.15 

          Reading:      ‘canal’ [kan55.na21.ə˞35] 

 

d. Questions must end with the character �.25 

 

 

 

 

 

ň
Ōōň The original text is ‘>Ít6´}tŇJ«Öăańe�ķĢBËºŇªĂćĖçü�

Ñ¯��Åį÷ę�NĮè’.ň
ŌŎň The original text is ‘>Ít6´4töŇĺ�ĉ�ÀķĘ�’. 
Ōŏň The original text is ‘>çd�ĖŇ�ÛÁ�tÓ�’.ň
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e. When a small-sized character links two transliterating characters, the 

smaller character should be read quickly so that only its initial is 

pronounced.26  

Example:          

(Interpreter-v.1-p.11-e.07) 

Reading:       ‘fifteen’ [fi55.f(u21).tin55] 

 

In the above pronunciation instructions, (3-20a) informs readers of the differences 

between Cantonese and English sounds, while (3-20b) emphasizes the importance 

of following pronunciation instructions. (3-20c) points out the use of the character 

� to mark the end of questions. Only (3-20d) and (3-20e) give explicit commands 

on how to pronounce the character 4  and the small-sized character in 

transliterations.  

 

3.2.3.2  Decoding Instructor 

As mentioned in Section 3.1, Instructor explains its pronunciation instructions and 

diacritics in two prefatory articles Du Fa ‘Reading Methods’ and Qie Yin Cuo Yao 

‘Summary on the Method of Fanqie’. Du Fa is presented in (3-21) with examples.  

 

ň
ŌŐň The original text is ‘>ÛÍtēÿ6´}tçĩŇĺč�V\ě��Á�x
®�È�Ň
wö:ì�Ï’.ň
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(3-21) Pronunciation instructions of Instructor 

a. The characters linked by a vertical line should be read out without any 

pause. A pause should be given to where the vertical line is 

disconnected.27  

Example:                 

(Instructor-v.1-p.40-e.05) 

Reading:      ‘milky way’ [mi13.l(i21).ki33] [wɐi13] 

 

b. The final of the character with a dot should be reduced in reading.28 

Example:             

        (Instructor-v.1-p.41-e.04) 

Reading:        ‘sleet’ [s(i22).lit22]  

ň
Ōőň The original text is ‘¤¢|ĕW�.Ňà�æò�:�çĩ�ċŇ%çĩ�:�@©�
ċŇQ@©�)ěö®«zĢ�yçĩŇěöFçĩě��y@©ŇěöF@©ě��ķ
ĀÀè’. 
ŌŒň The original text is ‘SĕĔ��Ň´mitķŇYZ�ķĭķŇ
Z�tĭķöŇ�¢|
ĕt.H�Ń�>ī´Ń�tŇYZ|ĕt?Vķßßė�Ň
Z|ĕķ7tě?ú�’.ň
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c. The initial consonant of the character with a triangle should be 

pronounced as a dental fricative [θ].29  

Example:            

               (Instructor-v.1-p.54-e.01) 

Reading:      ‘third moon’ [(tʰ)θat33.mun21] 

 

d. The initial consonant of the character with two vertical lines should be 

pronounced as a labio-dental fricative [v].30 

Example:            

(Instructor-v.1-p.88-e.05) 

Reading:        ‘naval’ [nɐi21.(w)va21.l(i21)] 

 

ň
Ōœň The original text is ‘SmiÄ´�t&`ă�÷ėöŇ÷�itÐÁîtķ�Ù :²Ĥ
ķ�.H�Đ�>īÁît¼Ňáėĕt°Ň|ă��?8ńıŇÑ�ė:tŇ%�Àķ
è’.ň
ōŊň The original text is ‘SĔ�ı´�t&.´8�öŇ�|ĕtĠ`	a÷ė�qĄġĵê
ît¯�’.ň
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e. The initial consonant of the character with a circle should be 

pronounced as an alveolar approximant [ɹ].31 

Example:            

(Instructor-v.1-p.49-e.02) 

Reading:      ‘bridge’ [p(u33).(l)ɹit22.tʃʰ (y13)] 

 

f. The tone of the character with an arc should be changed to the opposite 

register.32  

Example:             

(Instructor-v.1-p.54-e.19) 

Reading:    ‘New Year’ [niu(13)35.jɛ33.(a35)ə] 

 

ň
ōŋň The original text is ‘SmiėĔ��Ň�´�t&�ă÷ėöŇqLª�ė4tŇ¯�ă
ķ��|ĕt.H�hŇ>īÁît¼Ň|ă��Ĺ�ļŇQė:tŇ%Z�:ÀÏ’.ň
ōŌň The original text is ‘<±��ķntŇ·&�ú÷ShúöŇ
Ĭ@:��	�÷��Ć
ĕt·���÷´húŇQě	��	�tĆhúě��’.ň
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g. The rest of the characters are read out in Standard Cantonese if they 

do not have Fanqie, dots, circles, triangles, or triangles added.  

 

As (3-21) shows, Instructor employs a number of diacritics to represent the English 

sounds that do not correspond to any written characters.   

Besides diacritics, Instructor also utilizes the method of Fanqie to transcribe 

English sounds. Fanqie is traditionally used to indicate the pronunciation of a 

Chinese character by two other characters. The initial of the first character is the 

same with that of the desired character, whereas the second character and the 

desired character have the same final and tone. Combining the initial of the first 

character with the final of the second character, one can get the pronunciation of 

the desired character. (3-22) gives an example. 

 

(3-22) An example of Fanqie  

 

 

The above example illustrates how Fanqie indicates the pronunciation of the 

character b by using the two other characters � and Ħ. The first character � 

has the same initial [h] with the desired character, whereas the second character Ħ

has the same final and tone [ɛ35] with the desired character. Therefore, the 

Desired character 

Indicating the method of Fanqie   

First character 

Second character 
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pronunciation of the desired character b  is [hɛ35]. (3-23) illustrates how 

Instructor uses Fanqie to transcribe English sounds.  

 

(3-23) Fanqie used in transliterating English sounds 

 

(Instructor-v.1-p.40-e.09) 

 

As (3-23) exemplifies, the pronunciation of the transliterating character Ĵ is 

[fɔk33] by combining the initial [f] of the first character Ą with the final [ɔk33] of 

the second character Đ. In this way, Instructor precisely represents the sound of 

‘fog’ by breaking the limits of Cantonese syllabary.  

 

3.2.3.2  Decoding Easy 

The pronunciation instructions of Easy are given in (3-24). 

 

(3-24) Pronunciation instructions of Easy 

a. The people who learn English by reading this book have to bear in 

mind the pronunciations of 26 English letters.33 

ň
ōōň The original text is ‘>ěÁ±wĔöŇ2čÕě ABCD�M9*të’.ň
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b. All the characters should be pronounced in Standard Cantonese.34 

 

c. One reads out the characters that he sees, and then he can get the 

correct pronunciations. Do not pronounce tones higher or lower at will 

or fabricate the sounds of characters. If a character’s tone is changed 

higher or lower, a footnote will be given on which pronunciation is 

correct.35  

 

d. All the transliterating characters, English words, and footnotes should 

be read from left to right.36 

 

e. The transliterating character with a circle should be pronounced in the 

highest tone.37   

Example:            

(Easy-p.03-e.02) 

Reading:         ‘five’ [fai(33)55.f(u21)] 

 

 

ň
ōŎň The original text is ‘�´tķŇčÛÀ�¸Ĕě’.ň
ōŏň The original text is ‘ĎtětŇ%�ķÀ�AK��|ķěŀě Ň�Ā�"ķ�t�q
ķ�´ŀ öŇX´'ĔēŇ��ě!ķÎ\’.ň
ōŐň The original text is ‘�´ctćtĻcķcÉŇ(ÔČÈÜ�ğŇěā[¿’.ň
ōőň The original text is ‘Á±hú�tŇY´�¾Ň(čěCāĸ�ķ’.ň
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f. The vowel of the small-sized transliterating character should be 

reduced.38  

Example:            

                    (Easy-p.03-e.03) 

Reading:           ‘six’ [sɪk5.s(i21)] 

 

g. Once the pronunciation of a transliterating character is indicated by 

the colloquial usage in footnote, one must read the footnote first and 

then pronounce the transliterating character.39 

Example:            

(Easy-p.10-e.10) 

Reading:       ‘frost’ [fu21.lɔ55.s(i21)] 

 

As (3-24) demonstrates, Easy not only uses diacritics to represent the non-native 

English sounds but also borrows colloquial usage to transcribe the English 

ň
ōŒň The original text is ‘>´ñt"ķöŇĺčěÆ
ěú’.ň
ōœň The original text is ‘>´tķÛ'ĔēÿöŇĺ2ěēđŇªZěĔ’.ň

The colloquial pronunciation of 

the transliterating character f 
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pronunciations.  

After decoding the pronunciation instructions of the four bilingual dictionaries, 

the dissertation transcribe the Cantonese transliterations into International Phonetic 

Alphabet (IPA) and then entered into an Excel file, as illustrated by (3-25). 

 

(3-25) An example of registered Excel entries  

 

 

(3-25) demonstrates the first five registered Excel entries in Instructor. In the excel 

file, the Cantonese transliterations have been transcribed. The following step is to 

transcribe English items in the four bilingual dictionaries so that the dissertation 

can trace how the Cantonese transliterations adapt each English segment. 

 

3.2.4 Automatic Transcription of English Items 

Before transcribing English items, the dissertation excludes invalid dictionary 

entries from the research data, as shown by (3-26). 

 

(3-26) Exclusion of invalid dictionary entries  

a. Repeated items in the same dictionary 

Entry Cantonese Transliteration Source

astronomy a1.s(i1).t(i6).lu5.nu6.mi4 Instructor-Vol.1-40-1

sky s(i1).kai1 Instructor-Vol.1-40-2

heaven hɛ3.fɐn4 Instructor-Vol.1-40-3

air yɛ3.�3 Instructor-Vol.1-40-4

�milky way mi5.l(i4).ki3.wɐi5 Instructor-Vol.1-40-5
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b. Illegible items due to depreciation and decay 

c. Proper names that are idiosyncratic: powchong, oo lung… 

d. Phrasal and sentential items (the main focus is on lexical items) 

 

In (3-26), the exclusion of phrasal and sentential items are completed via Visual 

Basic programming in Excel (see Appendix II-a for the programming codes). After 

the four types of entries are excluded from the research data, the number of the 

remained entries in each bilingual dictionary is demonstrated by (3-27). 

 

(3-27) Number of valid entries in the four bilingual dictionaries 

 

 

For the remaining entries, the dissertation transcribes their English words via 

Visual Basic programming. The specific steps are summarized in (3-28). 

 

(3-28) Steps of automatic transcription 

i. Making a machine readable dataset with phonetic transcriptions 

ii. Cross-referencing the English items of each bilingual dictionary with 

the machine readable dataset 

Dictionary Number of Valid Entries

Redhaired 202

Interpreter 1690

Instructor 4125

Easy 2282

Total 8299
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This research uses MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Machine Usable Dictionary) 

to make an Excel dataset with phonetic transcriptions. The MRC Psycholinguistic 

Database includes Daniel Jones’ Pronouncing Dictionary of English Language 

(12th Edition) showing the phonetic transcriptions for 150,837 English words. I 

have transferred the Daniel Jones’ Pronouncing Dictionary to an Excel database 

(see Appendix II-b for the programming codes). Cross-references are then made 

from Daniel Jones’ Pronouncing Dictionary dataset to the data from the four 

bilingual dictionaries, so the English items of the four bilingual dictionaries will be 

assigned the phonetic transcriptions in alignment with Daniel Jones’ Pronouncing 

Dictionary (see Appendix II-c for the programming codes). 

 

3.3 COMPARISON OF ENGLISH AND CANTONESE TRANSCRIPTIONS 

Now that both the Cantonese transliterations and English words are transcribed, one 

can proceed to compare the Cantonese and English transcriptions. The purpose is 

to check how English phonemes are realized in Cantonese transliterations so as to 

establish a segmental inventory of the early Cantonese-English contact variety. On 

the basis of this inventory, a comparison can be made between the early Cantonese-

English contact and the modern HKE to establish the historical relationship.  

To examine how each English phoneme is realized in Cantonese 

transliterations, extraction is made of the syllables containing the same English 

phoneme in the bilingual dictionary datasets (see Appendix II-d for the 

programming codes). For example, we can look into the realizations of the English 
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consonant /θ/ in the Cantonese transliterations of Interpreter. The examination 

starts with extracting all the English syllables containing [θ] by using the codes in 

Appendix II-d, which could then by followed by statistical analysis of the various 

realizations, (3-29). 

 

(3-29) Statistical analysis of /θ/ realizations in Interpreter 

 

 

As (3-29) illustrates, the dissertation compares the English and Cantonese 

transcriptions to trace the adaptations of the English consonant /θ/. The tokens of 

each adaptation are then counted and then compared.  

In this research, I have also extracted the English consonant clusters to 

examine their adaptations in the four bilingual dictionaries (see Appendix II-e for 

the programming codes), as demonstrated by (3-30). 
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(3-30) Adaptations of English consonant clusters 

 

 

 

The dissertation will discuss the realizations of onset consonant clusters and coda 

consonant clusters respectively, examining whether they receive epenthesis or 

deletion in the Cantonese transliterations.  

The correlation between English stress and Cantonese transliterating tones is 

also investigated. The stress patterns of each English word is extracted as a 

reference to the tonal patterns of Cantonese transliterations (see Appendix II-f for 

the programming codes). The dissertation will analyze whether English primary 

stress corresponds to high tones in Cantonese transliterations. 

 

3.4 INTERIM SUMMARY 

This chapter explains the research methodology of the dissertation. To study the 

phonological basis that the early Cantonese-English contact provides to modern 

HKE, the dissertation selects four Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries as 

research data. The key pieces of information provided by the four bilingual 

dictionaries are the English words and the corresponding Cantonese transliterations. 
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The dissertation transcribes the English and Cantonese pronunciations via Visual 

Basic programming and then compares the transcriptions through a statistical 

analysis. The ensuing chapters will present the results of comparison. 
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Chapter Four 

Inheritance and Stabilization  

 

Chapter Three explained the selection and use of four Cantonese-English bilingual 

dictionaries as empirical foundation. Statistical analysis of these empirical facts will 

be presented in this and the next chapters. The focus of the present chapter is on the 

phenomena of inheritance and stabilization. Inheritance refers to the phonological 

features discovered in the early Cantonese-English contact that persist into modern 

Hong Kong English (HKE henceforth). Stabilization includes the phonological 

features of the early Cantonese-English contact that are fortified in the modern HKE.  

Section 4.1 unpacks the phonological features of inheritance from two aspects: 

segmental features and phonotactic constraints. Section 4.2 unfolds the 

phonological features of stabilization: voicing-aspiration mapping, simplification 

of coda consonant clusters, and stress-pitch correspondence. Section 4.3 

summarizes this chapter. 

 

4.1 INHERITANCE 

4.1.1 Realization of /v/ 

Consider the realizations of /v/ when it acts as the plain onset consonant such as in 

‘van’ and as the plain coda consonant such as in ‘five’. Figure (4-1) shows the 

different phonetic realizations of /v/ as the plain onset consonant as found in the 

four bilingual dictionaries. 
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(4-1) Realizations of plain onset /v/ in the bilingual dictionaries 

 

 

The graph in (4-1) lists different phonetic realizations of /v/ along the x axis and 

their occurrence percentages color-coded according to the four bilingual 

dictionaries – The Common Language of Redhaired People (Redhaired henceforth), 

Chinese-English Interpreter (Interpreter henceforth), Chinese-English Instructor 

(Instructor henceforth), and English Made Easy (Easy henceforth). 

As may be seen in (4-1), the plain onset /v/ may be deleted or be realized as [f, 

w, m, p, v, fw] in the four bilingual dictionaries. Among all the realizations, [f, w] 

occur most frequently, exemplified in (4-2). Each example presents the English 

word and its transcription on the first line, while the second line demonstrates the 

transliteration and the transcriptions of the transliterating characters.40 The plain 

onset /v/ is adapted to [w] in (4-2a), and as [f] in (4-2b). 

 

ň
40 In the phonetic transcriptions, the dot ‘.’ represents the syllable boundary. The transliterations 
given in the examples do not include diacritics for clarity. The transcriptions in the brackets are 
reduced or changed according to the pronunciation instructions of the four bilingual dictionaries.  
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(4-2) Realizations of onset /v/ as [f, w] in the bilingual dictionaries 

a. /v/ → [w]  

 

(Easy-p.109-e.14) 

b. /v/ → [f]  

 

(Interpreter-v.1-p.17-e.11) 

 

Moving on, (4-3) provides an example where /v/ appears as [fw].  

 

(4-3) An example of realizing plain onset /v/ as [fw] in Easy 

      

(Easy-p.101-e.14) 

 

As illustrated by (4-3), the instruction requires readers to pronounce the two 

characters � and ĉ as one sound with the final of the smaller-sized � reduced. 

This helps readers to learn the correct pronunciation of the voiced fricative /v/. The 

[f] has the same place and manner of articulations with /v/, while [w] is voiced. This 

is a very clever use of coarticulation of [fw] as a rendition of /v/.  

'vase' [vaz]

�� [wa55.s(i55)]

'heaven' 'he.vən

�� hi55.fɐn21

carver [ˈkɑ.və]

��� [kʰa55.fwa21]

There is a bracket on the 

smaller-sized character � 

and the character ĉ. The 

instruction says: “read � 

and ĉ as one sound”. 
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Other than [f, w, fw], about 20% of /v/ are retained, as found in Instructor. The 

[v] realization is clearly indicated with the diacritic of vertical line (see item(3-21d) 

for the decoding of this diacritic), as in (4-4).  

 

(4-4) An example of retaining plain onset /v/ in Instructor 

                  

(Instructor-v.5-p.57-e.04) 

 

A more radical departure in terms of representing /v/ is found in Redhaired, 

where the adaptation becomes [p, m], (4-5).  

 

(4-5) Examples of adapting /v/ to [m, p] in Redhaired 

a. /v/ → [m] 

 

(Redhaired-e.334) 

 

 

 

'invite' [ɪn.'vaɪt]

��� [jin55.(w)vai55.t(i22)]

vinegar ['vɪ.nɪ.gə]

��� [mi22.li21.ka33]

Vertical line beside 

the character Â 
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b. /v/ → [p] 

 

(Redhaired-e.173) 

 

The consonants [m, p] share the phonological feature [+labial] with the fricative /v/, 

which might have been a reason for why they are chosen. 

    Like the case of onset, the coda /v/ is often adapted as [f] in the early 

Cantonese-English contact. In fact, [f] is the preferred segment, as seen in (4-6). 

 

(4-6) Realizations of coda /v/ in the bilingual dictionaries                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

  

 

    The options of /v/ as seen in (4-1) and (4-6) revolve largely around [f, w] as 

the onset, and [f] as the coda. Coincidentally, modern HKE realizes /v/ also largely 

as [w, f], and apparently in free variation, particularly in the onset. Hung (2000) 

observes that [w] as onset /v/ is found in stressed syllables and [f] in unstressed 

ones. Setter et al. (2010: 17) argue that the productions of /v/ as [w, f] vary with 

'heavy' ['he.vi]

�� [hi55.pi22]
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different words and across speakers. 

 

4.1.2 Realization of TH 

TH refers to the letters ‘th’ in English words that are taken to represent the 

phonemes /θ, ð/, although there are exceptions for words like Thomas and Thames. 

The graphs in (4-7) shows the phonetic realizations of the interdental fricative TH 

in dictionaries (see Appendix III-b for detailed data). 

 

(4-7) Realizations of plain onset TH in the bilingual dictionaries 

 

 

As can be seen in (4-7), Instructor realizes the plain onset TH mainly as [θ, t, tʰ], 

among them [θ] has the highest occurrence frequencies, which might come as a 

surprise for those who have observed how many non-native speakers of English 

have found the interdental most difficult to acquire. The [θ] realization is found 

only in Instructor, which attests to the author’s high command of English 

ð θ

θ [f] [tʰ] [t] [ts] deleted θ [f] [tʰ] [t] [ts] deleted
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(corroborated by the writing in the preface). In Instructor, the interdental 

articulation is indicated with the diacritic of triangle, as in (4-8). 

 

(4-8) An example of realizing TH as [θ] in Instructor 

      

(Instructor-v.1-p.78-e.21) 

 

Except Instructor, the other three Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries adapt 

plain onset TH generally as [tʰ, t]. The voicing distinction between /θ, ð/ is 

respectively [tʰ, t], differentiated by aspiration, (4-9).  

 

(4-9) Examples of /θ/-[tʰ] and /ð/-[t] correspondences 

a. /θ/-[tʰ] correspondence 

 

(Easy-p.173-e.14) 

 

 

 

thief [θif]

�� [(t)θɪk55.f(u21)]

thick [θɪk]

� [tʰɪk55]

The diacritic of triangle: 

the character ã should be 

pronounced with the 

tongue put between upper 

and lower teeth.  
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b. /ð/-[t] correspondence 

 

(Easy-p.199-e.10) 

 

Unlike the onset, coda TH is realized as [θ] or [f], presented in (4-10) (no token 

of plain coda TH is found in Redhaired, see Appendix III-b). 

 

(4-10) Realizations of plain coda TH in the bilingual dictionaries 

 

 

As evident in (4-10), coda [θ] remains available in Instructor. Other dictionaries 

largely adopt [f] (exemplified in (4-11), which gives a sense of what articulations 

are prevalent in that period. 

 

 

 

there [ðeə]

�� [tɛ55.(a33)ə]

ð θ

θ [f] [s] deleted θ [f] [s] deleted
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(4-11) An example of realizing coda TH as [f] 

 

(Interpreter-v.1-p.19-e.12) 

 

As (4-7) and (4-10) demonstrate, onset TH is generally adapted to the stops [t, 

tʰ] (TH-stopping) and coda TH as [f] (TH-fronting). In modern HKE, Th-stopping 

and TH-fronting are also observed (Hung 2000, Deterding et al. 2008). Hung (2000) 

reports that almost a half of his subjects produce [f] instead of [θ] in all phonetic 

environments, whereas they use [d] in the place of [ð]. Confirming Hung (2000)’s 

finding, Deterding et al. (2008) conclude that TH-fronting corresponds most to /θ/ 

and TH-stopping to /ð/.  

 

4.1.3 /l/ Vocalization 

The production of non-prevocalic41 /l/ such as in ‘bill’ is different from that of 

prevocalic /l/ such as in ‘light’. (4-11) shows the different phonetic realizations of 

non-prevocalic /l/ in the early Cantonese-English contact (see Appendix III-c for 

detailed data).  

 

 

 

ň
41 Non-prevocalic positions include syllable nucleus and codas, where the /l/ is velarized in RP and General 
American, but is likely to be vocalized in other varieties of English. 

earth [ɜ:θ]

�� [a55.fu21]
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(4-11) Realizations of non-prevocalic /l/ in the bilingual dictionaries 

 

 

According to (4-11), epenthesis and vocalizations are the two major ways to realize 

non-prevocalic /l/. Epenthesis usually happens to coda /l/ such as in (4-12). 

 

(4-12) An example of epenthesis in the realizations of non-prevocalic /l/ 

 

ŅInstructor-v.2-p.07-e.20ņ 

 

In (4-12), the monosyllabic word ‘scull’ is transliterated as three Chinese syllables 

with the non-syllabic /l/ adapted to the initial consonant of the syllable R [li21]. 

The originally word-final /l/ transforms to the prevocalic /l/ in the Cantonese 

transliteration.  

As for the syllabic /l/, it is usually vocalized to [a, u, ɔ] in the early Cantonese-

English contact, exemplified by (4-13). 
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scull [skʌl]

��� [s(i22).ka55.l(i21)]
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(4-13) Examples of /l/ vocalization in the bilingual dictionaries 

a. /l/ → [u] 

 

(Easy-p.181-e.10) 

 

b. /l/ → [a] 

 

(Instructor-v.3-p.67-e.01) 

 

c. /l/ → [ɔ] 

 

(Instructor-v.3-p.66-e.12(2)) 

 

It is noteworthy that Interpreter also realizes the non-prevocalic /l/ with the 

Chinese character 4 [ə˞35] and - [ŋɐi21], exemplified in (4-14). 

 

(4-14) Examples of non-prevocalic /l/ realized as [ə˞35] and [ŋɐi21] in Interpreter 

a. /l/ → [ə˞] 

 

(Interpreter-v.2-p.33-e.35) 

humble ['hʌm.bl]

�� [hɐm55.pu22]

pistol [pɪs.tl]

��� [pʰ55.s(i22).ta35]

rifle [raɪ.fl]

�� [(l)ɹai55.fɔ55]

heal [hi:l]

�� [hi55.ə˞35]
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b. Non-syllabic /l/ → [ŋɐi21] 

 

(Interpreter-v.1-p.25-e.11) 

 

c. Syllabic /l/ → [ŋɐi21] 

 

(Interpreter-v.2-p.53-e.01) 

 

In (4-14a), Interpreter provided instruction that 4 should be read out in Mandarin 

rather than Cantonese (see item(3-20c) for the decoding of the pronunciation 

instructions in Interpreter). The use of - [ŋɐi21] is puzzling as the pronunciation 

does not align well with /l/. One might speculate if the choice is a mistaken variation 

for 4 because of their similar appearance. 

    The /l/-vocalization is reported in modern HKE (Hung 2000, Wee 2008). Hung 

(2000) observes that modern HKE vocalizes /l/ to [w] when the /l/ follows [-back] 

vowels such as ‘feel’ [fiw]. Wee (2008: 487) noted in addition cases of assimilation 

to the preceding round vowel, as in ‘call’ [kʰɔ:].  

 

4.1.4 Full Vowel Retainment 

In English, the vowels of unstressed syllables are often reduced, e.g. ‘sofa’ [ˈsəʊ.fə]. 

However, schwa [ə] is not found in any of the four dictionaries, suggesting little or 

school [sku:l]

��� [si21.ku55.ŋɐi21]

wasteful [weɪst.fl]

���� [wɐi55.si21.fu55.ŋɐi21]
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no vowel reduction in the early Cantonese-English contact, (4-15) (see Appendix 

III-d for detailed data).  

 

(4-15) Realizations of the schwa [ə] in the bilingual dictionaries 

 

 

As (4-15) shows, where schwa /ə/ is found in RP, the dictionaries provide 

articulations that are [a, ɐ, ɵ, ɔ, i/ɪ, u/ʊ], with [a] prevalent in open syllables, (4-16). 

 

(4-16) [ə] as [a] in open syllables 

 

(Interpreter-v.2-p.14-e.10) 

 

The realizations of [ə] as [ɐ, ɵ, ɔ] are likely to be influenced by phonological 

environments and orthography, summarized in (4-17).  
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gander ['gɑn.də]

�� [kan55.ta35]
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(4-17) Other realizations of [ə] in the bilingual dictionaries 

a. [ə] → [ɐ] /     [n/m] 

 

ŅInterpreter-v.2-p.6.e.3ņ 

 

b. [ə] → [ɵ] / [+ coronal]     [+ coronal] 

 

ŅEasy-p.49-e.10ņ 

 

c. [ə] → [ɔ] when the letter representing [ə] is ‘o’ 

 

(Instructor-v.5.p.77-e.06) 

 

Using SPE-type formalisms, (4-17) describes the linguistic environment triggering 

the different adaptations of [ə]. [ə] changes to [ɐ] when followed by [n]/[m] (4-17a), 

but is [ɵ] when between coronals. These reflect the influence of phonological 

environments on the realizations of [ə]. Orthography also has an influence, as seen 

in (4-17c) where [ɔ] is chosen presumably due to the spelling containing the letter 

‘o’. 

    In modern HKE, unstressed syllables also have full vowels instead of reduced 

ones (Bolton & Kwok 1990, Deterding et al. 2008). Bolton and Kwok (1990: 152) 

carambola [kæ.rəm.'bəʊ.lə]

���� [ka55.lɐm55.pu55.la55]

shalots ['ʃæ.ləts]

��� [sa55.lɵt22.s(i21)

polite [pə.'laɪt]
��� [pʰɔ33.lai55.t(i21)]
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observe that HKE speakers pronounce ‘grammar’ as [græ.mɑ], and ‘China’ as 

[tʃaɪ.nɑ:]. The reduced vowels in the above examples tend to have a ‘fuller value’ 

in modern HKE, so the schwa in ‘familiar’ [fɛ.mi.liə] is really quite long. Deterding 

et al. (2008) also point out that function words such as ‘but’ and ‘of’ are more likely 

to have full vowels in modern HKE.  

 

4.1.5 Lax-Tense Vowel Merger 

The two pairs of English vowels /ɪ, i/ and /ʊ, u/ are distinguished by the muscular 

effort of pronunciation: the tense vowels /i, u/ are pronounced with greater muscular 

effort, whereas the lax vowels /ɪ, ʊ/ with less muscular effort. This distinction is not 

found in the dictionaries, as shown by (4-18) (see Appendix III-e for detailed data).  

 

(4-18) Realizations of lax and tense vowels in the bilingual dictionaries 

 

ʊ u

ɪ i

[ʊ] [ɵ] [ɐ] [ɔ] [u] [y] [ʊ] [ɵ] [ɐ] [ɔ] [u] [y]

[ɛ] [ɪ] [ɐ] [ɐi] [i] [y] [ɛ] [ɪ] [ɐ] [ɐi] [i] [y]
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In (4-18), the x axis lists the phonetic realizations of the two vowel pairs /ɪ, i/ and 

/ʊ, u/, while the y axis shows the occurrence frequency of these realizations. The 

graphs show that the lax and tense vowels are not distinguished in the dictionaries 

so that lax RP vowels appear as [i] and [u], exemplified by (4-19).   

 

(4-19) Examples of lax-tense vowel merger in the bilingual dictionaries 

a. /ɪ/-/i/ merger 

 

(Easy-p.204-e.11) 

 

 

(Easy-p.114-e.06) 

 

b. /ʊ/-/u/ merger 

 

(Instructor-v.5-p.80-e.11) 

 

 

(Instructor-v.1-p.45-e.10) 

 

cheap [tʃip]

� [tsʰip33]

chips [tʃɪps]

�� [tsʰip33.s(i21)]

pull [pʊl]

�� [pʰu55.l(i21)]

pool [pul]

�� [pu22.l(i21)]
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This lax-tense vowel merger is also observed in modern HKE (Deterding et al. 

2008, Hung 2000, Setter et al. 2010). Hung (2000) reports that though his subjects 

can perceive the difference between /ʊ/ and /u/, they lack a distinction between lax 

and tense vowels in pronunciation. Confirming Hung (2000)’s finding, Deterding 

et al. (2008) further point out that the lax-tense vowel merger occurs more 

frequently to the /i, ɪ/ pair.  

 

4.1.6 Vowel Neutralization 

In English, the vowels /ɒ/ and /ɔ/ are contrastive such as in ‘stock’ and ‘stalk’. 

However, the contrast between /ɒ/ and /ɔ/ is not preserved in the dictionaries, 

evidenced by (4-20) (see Appendix III-f for detailed data). 

 

(4-20) Realizations of the contrastive pair /ɒ/ and /ɔ/ in the bilingual dictionaries 

 

 

As can be seen in (4-20), the majority of the two distinctive vowels /ɒ/ and /ɔ/ are 

realized as [ɔ] such as in (4-21). 

ɔ ɒ

[ʊ] [ɵ] [ɐ] [ɔ] [a] [u] [ʊ] [ɵ] [ɐ] [ɔ] [a] [u]
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(4-21) Examples of /ɒ/ and /ɔ/ neutralized in the bilingual dictionaries 

a. /ɔ/ → [ɔ] 

 

(Interpreter-v.2-p.20-e.11) 

 

b. /ɒ/ → [ɔ] 

 

(Interpreter-v.1-p.33-e.11) 

 

The statistical results of (4-20) suggest that the contrast between the two 

phonemes /ɒ/ and /ɔ/ is neutralized in the early Cantonese-English contact. This is 

also found in modern HKE where the English contrastive phonemes /ɒ/ and /ɔ/ are 

neutralized as /ɔ/ such as in ‘caught’ [kɔt] and ‘cot’ [kɔt] (Hung 2000: 343, Setter 

et al. 2008: 29).  

 

4.1.7 Constrained Closed Syllables 

In English, a closed syllable (a syllable ending in a consonant) allows a diphthong 

to be the nucleus such as ‘wait’ [weɪt]. However, diphthongs in closed syllables are 

not attested in the dictionaries, (4-22).  

 

 

claw [klɔ]

�� [kɔ55.lɔ21]

clock [klɒk]

�� [kɔ55.lɔk33]
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(4-22) Constrained closed syllables in the bilingual dictionaries 

a. [(C)VVC] → [(C)VV.CV(C)] 

 

(Instructor-v.5-p.113-e.03) 

 

b. [(C)VVC] → [(C)VV] 

 

(Interpreter-v.2-p.33-e.25) 

 

c. [(C)VVC] → [(C)VC] 

 

(Interpreter-v.1-p.86-e.03) 

 

In (4-22), the capital letter ‘C’ represents a consonant and ‘VV’ indicates a 

diphthong, so [(C)VVC] represent a closed syllable containing a diphthong and an 

optional initial consonant. As (4-22a) shows, the diphthong [eɪ] and the coda [t] are 

separated into two Chinese syllables with [t] as the initial consonant of the second 

Chinese syllable. In (4-22b), the coda [t] in the [baɪt] is deleted. In (4-22c), the 

diphthong [eɪ] is monophthongized as [i], but the syllable coda [n] is retained in the 

Cantonese transliteration.  

Modern HKE appears to have inherited this feature from the early Cantonese-

wait [weɪt]

�� [wɐi55.t(i21)]

bite [baɪt]
� [pɐi55]

cane [keɪn]

� [kin1]
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English contact, as in ‘loud’ [laʊ] and ‘line’ [laɪ] (Hung 2000), where post 

diphthong consonants are not tolerated.  

 

4.1.8 Monosyllabic Words Bearing High Tone 

In using Chinese characters to help provide the pronunciation of English 

monosyllabic in the dictionaries representative of early Cantonese-English contact, 

an inevitable effect is the presence of tone values that come with each Chinese 

character, as in (4-23). 

 

(4-23) Monosyllabic words receive different tones in Cantonese transliterations 

a. Monosyllabic word → T1[55] 

 

(Interpreter-v.1-p.23-e.04) 

 

b. Monosyllabic word → T2[35] 

 

(Instructor-v.5-p.45-e.18) 

 

c. Monosyllabic word → T3[33] 

 

(Easy-p.19-e.15) 

dam [dæm]
� [tam55]

gang [gæŋ]
� [kɛŋ35]

third [θɜ:d]
� [tʰat33]
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d. Monosyllabic word → T4[21] 

 

(Instructor-v.3-p.87-e.18) 

 

e. Monosyllabic word → T5[13] 

 

(Interpreter-v.1-p.11-e.01) 

 

f. Monosyllabic word → T6[22] 

 

(Easy-p.71-e.06) 

  

Of the Cantonese tones, 42  T1 [55/53/5] is most frequently assigned to 

monosyllabic words in the early Cantonese-English contact, evidenced by (4-24) 

(see Appendix III-g for detailed data). 

 

 

 

 

ň
ŎŌň For ease and coherence in discussing the tone values, I use the tonal inventory as given by the 
Linguistic Society of Hong Kong rather than refer the Middle Chinese tone categories. 

hay [heɪ]
� [hɐi21]

nine [naɪn]
� [nai13]

leg [leg]
� [lɪk22]
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(4-24) Frequencies of different tones assigned to monosyllabic words in the 

bilingual dictionaries 

 

 

As can be seen in (4-24), the majority of monosyllabic words receive T1 [55/53/5] 

in the four bilingual dictionaries.  

    In modern HKE, H(igh) tone is lexically assigned to monosyllabic words (Wee 

2016). As pointed out by Wee (2016), H tone in modern HKE has approximately 

the same fundamental frequency with Cantonese T1. This is corroborated in (4-24).  

 

4.2 STABILIZATION 

4.2.1 Voicing-Aspiration Mapping 

English contrasts for six different plosive phonemes /p, b, t, d, k, g/. The set may 

be captured by a combination of place features such as [labial], [coronal] and [velar] 

with [voice]. Cantonese also has six plosives /pʰ, p, tʰ, t, kʰ, k/. Like English, these 

can be captured with a set of place features, but unlike English, the distinction for 

each given place of articulation is [aspiration] rather than [voice]. If English is to 
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be transliterated into Cantonese, an issue that warrants resolution is the mapping of 

[voice] to [aspirate] for each place of articulation. In modern HKE, the mapping is 

largely [+voice] → [-aspirate] and [-voice] → [+aspirate], thus RP /b/ is HKE /p/ 

while R.P. /p/ is HKE /ph/, and so on. The question is if such a mapping already 

occurred more than a century ago when Cantonese transliterations were made for 

English words. (4-25) shows the phonetic realizations of onset plosives /p, b, t, d, 

k, g/ in the dictionaries (see Appendix III-h for detailed data).  

 

(4-25) Realizations of plain onset plosives in the bilingual dictionaries 

 

 

The graphs in (4-25) present the realizations of onset plosives along the x axis. The 

y axis shows the occurrence frequencies in different bilingual dictionaries that are 

color-coded according to whether plosives are realized as aspirated or unaspirated 
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ones (see Appendix III-i for detailed data). As can be seen in the upper panel of (4-

25), English voiced plosives /b, d, g/ generally correspond to Cantonese unaspirated 

plosives [p, t, k], exemplified by (4-26). 

 

(4-26) Examples of [+voice]-[-aspirate] mapping in the bilingual dictionaries 

a. /b/ → [p] 

 

(Easy-p.132-e.05) 

 

b. /d/ → [t] 

 

(Interpreter-v.1-p.14-e.08) 

 

c. /g/ → [k] 

 

(Instructor-v.3-p.64-e.02) 

 

As for the realizations of onset voiceless plosives /p, t, k/, the lower panel of 

(4-25) shows that the [-voice]-[+aspirate] mapping is gradually established across 

the four Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries. In Redhaired, only a small 

proportion of onset voiceless plosives /p, t, k/ are realized as Cantonese unaspirated 

band [bænd]
� [pan55]

day [deɪ]
� [tɛ55]

garlic [gɑ.lɪk]
�� [ka55.lɪk22]
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plosives [pʰ, tʰ, kʰ]. In Interpreter and Instructor, more voiceless plosives are 

adapted to aspirated ones, but the majority are still realized as Cantonese 

unaspirated plosives. In Easy, the [-voice]-[+aspirate] mapping is finally 

established when the majority of onset voiceless plosives are adapted to Cantonese 

aspirated plosives. The gradually established [-voicing]-[+aspirate] mapping is 

exemplified by (4-26).  

 

(4-26) Establishment of [-voicing]-[+aspirate] mapping 

 

 

 

(Redhaired-e.267) 

 

 

(Easy-p.178-e.02) 

 

As (4-26) shows, the voiceless plosive [t] is first realized as the unaspirated [t] in 

Redhaired and then mapped to the aspirated [tʰ] in Easy where the voiceless 

plosives correspond to unaspirated ones such as in (4-27). This suggests that the [-

voice]-[+aspirate] mapping is gradually established in the early Cantonese-English 

contact and then stabilized in modern HKE.  

 

take [teɪk]

�� [tɪk55.ki22]

�� [tʰɪk55.kʰ(i21)]
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(4-27) Examples of [-voice]-[+aspirate] mapping 

a. /p/ → [pʰ] 

 

(Easy-p.31-e.02) 

 

b. /t/ → [tʰ] 

 

(Easy-p.144-e.17) 

 

c. /k/ → [kʰ] 

 

(Easy-p.135-e.15) 

 

Different from the case of onset voiceless plosives, the voiceless plosives in 

syllable-initial [sp, st, sk] are unaspirated in English. The [voicing]-[aspiration] 

mapping is thus not found in the dictionaries, evidenced by (4-28) (see Appendix 

III-h for detailed data). 

 

 

 

 

porter [pɔ.tə]
�� [pʰɔ55.tʰa55]

total [təʊ.tl]
�� [tʰu55.tʰu21]

card [kɑ:d]
� [kʰɐt55]
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(4-28) Realizations of plosives in syllable-initial [sC] clusters in the bilingual 

dictionaries 

 

 

The graph of (4-28) shows the realizations in the four bilingual dictionaries along 

the x axis. The y axis demonstrates the occurrence frequencies of different 

realizations that are color-coded according to whether voiceless plosives are 

realized as aspirated or unaspirated ones. Based on (4-34), /p, t, k/ in the syllable-

initial [sC] clusters are more likely to be realized as Cantonese unaspirated plosives 

[p, t, k] such as in (4-29). 

 

(4-29) An example of realizing English voiceless plosives as Cantonese unaspirated 

plosives in syllable-initial [sC] clusters 

 

(Easy-p.165-e.03) 
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    This [voicing]-[aspiration] mapping is also detected in modern HKE (Hung 

2000, Setter et al. 2010, Stibbard 2004). Hung (2000) reports that [b, d g] in modern 

HKE is not truly voiced and that the distinction between word-initial voiced and 

voiceless plosives is aspiration. Stibbard (2004) points out the devoicing of word-

initial [b, d g] in modern HKE, claiming that devoicing is a common pronunciation 

error for HKE speakers.  

 

4.2.2 Simplification of Coda Consonant Clusters 

In modern HKE, coda consonant clusters are often reduced with the deletion of 

plosives particularly the alveolar plosives [t, d] (Deterding et al. 2008, Peng & 

Setter 2000, Setter 2008). The coda bi-consonantal clusters containing plosives in 

the four bilingual dictionaries are categorized in (4-30). 

 

(4-30) Types of coda consonant clusters with plosives in the bilingual dictionaries 

a. Coda [plosive + C] clusters:  

i. [tC] cluster as in ‘boots’ and [dz] cluster as in ‘hands’ 

ii. [pC] cluster as in ‘lips’ and [bC] cluster as in ‘crabs’ 

iii. [kC] cluster as in ‘box’ 

b. Coda [C + plosive] clusters:  

i. [Ct] cluster as in ‘lift’ and [dC] cluster as in ‘send’ 

ii. [Cp] cluster as in ‘damp’ 

iii. [Ck] cluster as in ‘silk’  
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The realizations of coda [plosive + C] clusters in the dictionaries are shown in (4-

31) (no token of coda [gC] cluster is found, see Appendix III-i for detailed data). 

 

(4-31) Realizations of coda [plosive + C] clusters in the bilingual dictionaries 

 

 

As can be seen in (4-31), the majority of the coda [plosive + C] clusters undergo 

resyllabification as in (4-32).  

 

(4-32) Resyllabification of coda [plosive + C] clusters in the bilingual dictionaries 

a. Coda [pC/bC] clusters 

 

(Instructor-v.1-p.85-e.22) 
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(Easy-p.070-e.17) 

 

b. Coda [kC] clusters 

 

(Easy-p.154-e.02) 

 

c. Coda [tC/dC] clusters 

 

(Instructor-v.2-p.51-e.01) 

 

 

(Instructor-v.2-p.60-e.02) 

 

In (4-32), the plosives are resyllabified as the final consonant of the first 

transliterating characters. The voicing distinction between [p]/[b] and [t]/[d] are 

neutralized in the Cantonese transliterations. Resyllabification works for the coda 

[plosive + C] clusters because Cantonese allows the plosives /p, t, k/ to appear in 

the syllable-final position. Note that the syllable-final plosives in Cantonese are 

unreleased and thus have no audible burst. 

ribs [rɪbz]
�� [lip(22)55.s(i21)]

pox [pɒks]
�� [pʰɔk33.s(i21)]

boots [bu:ts]
�� [put33.s(i22)]

birds [bɜ:dz]
�� [pɐt55.s(i21)]
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Besides resyllabification, deletion is another method used in coda consonant 

cluster simplification as in (4-33). 

 

(4-33) Deletion to the coda [plosive + C] clusters in the bilingual dictionaries 

a. Coda [pC] clusters 

 

(Instructor-v.2-p.18-e.20) 

 

b. Coda [kC] clusters 

 

(Instructor-v.2-p.61-e.13) 

 

c. Coda [tC/dC] clusters 

 

(Easy-p.143-e.12(1)) 

 

 

(Easy-p.237-e.04) 

 

Note that the deletion to the coda [pC] and [kC] clusters is different from the 

stirrups [stɜ:.rəps]
��� [s(i21).ta35.lɐp55]

ducks [dʌks]
� [tɐk22]

rates [reɪts]
�� [lɛ55.s(i21)]

besides [bɪ.saɪdz]
��� [pi22.sai33.s(i21)]
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deletion to [tC/dC] clusters. In (4-33a) and (4-33b), deletion occurs to the [s] and 

[z], while deletion happens to the alveolar plosives [t, d] in (4-33c). 

Deletion is also the primary adaptation method for the coda [C + plosive] 

clusters in the dictionaries, as shown by (4-34) (see Appendix III-j for detailed data). 

 

(4-34) Realizations of the coda [C + plosive] clusters in the bilingual dictionaries 

 

 

The two panels in (4-34) looks at deletion and epenthesis as strategies for adapting 

[C + plosive] codas. The y axis shows the occurrence frequencies of the two 

realizations that are color-coded according to which member in the coda consonant 

clusters is deleted. The data reveals that plosives are always the ones to be deleted 

in the simplification of coda consonant clusters, exemplified by (4-34). 
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(4-34) Examples of plosives deleted in the coda [C + plosive] clusters 

a. Deletion of [p] 

 

(Interpreter-v.1-p.24-e.04) 

 

b. Deletion of [k] 

 

(Easy-p.179-e.19) 

 

c. Deletion of [t, d] 

 

(Easy-p.11-e.04) 

 

 

(Easy-p.132-e.05) 

 

    Besides deletion, epenthesis is also an adaptive strategy in the face of syllable-

final [C + plosive] clusters. Such cases are less common, but nonetheless attested 

as exemplified in (4-35). 

 

camp [kæmp]
� [kam55]

ask [ɑ:sk]
�� [a55.s(i21)]

east [i:st]
�� [ji55.s(i21)]

band [bænd]

� [pan55]
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(4-35) An example of epenthesis for the coda [C + plosive] cluster 

a. Coda [Cp] clusters 

 

(Instructor-v.5-p.49-e.09) 

 

b. Coda [Ck] clusters 

 

(Instructor-v.3-p.48-e.10) 

 

c. Coda [Ct/Cd] clusters 

 

(Interpreter-v.2-p.28-e.01) 

 

As can be seen in (4-35), vowels [i, u] are inserted into the syllable-final [lp, sk, ft] 

clusters so that both cluster members are retained in the Cantonese transliterations.  

As for the 166 tokens of the coda tri-consonantal clusters in the dictionaries, 

156 (93.97%) are simplified with the deletion of plosives as in (4-36). 

 

 

 

 

gulp [gʌlp]
��� [ka55.l(i21).pʰ(u55)]

musk [mʌsk]
��� [ma55.s(i22).kʰ(i21)]

raft [ra:ft]
��� [la55.fu35.t(i22)]
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(4-36) Simplification of the coda tri-consonantal clusters in the bilingual 

dictionaries 

a. Deletion of [t] 

 

(Instructor-v.3-p.39-e.04) 

 

b. Deletion of [p] 

 

(Easy-p.138-e.13) 

 

In (4-36), the plosive [t]/[p] is deleted from the coda [nts]/[mps] clusters in the 

dictionaries. The simplification of the coda tri-consonantal clusters is also one 

feature of modern HKE. Setter (2008) observes that HKE does not have syllables 

ending in tri-consonantal clusters. 

The strategies of deletion for coda consonant clusters is also inherited in 

modern HKE (Bolton & Kwok 1990, Eckman 1987, Hansen Edwards 2015b). 

Some authors, notably, Peng and Setter (2000), take the position that the deletion 

of [t, d] in the coda consonant clusters is systematic in modern HKE. Deterding et 

al. (2008) also points out that plosives are more vulnerable to deletion when coda 

consonant clusters are reduced. Peng and Setter (2000) attribute the systematic 

alveolar plosive deletion to interlanguage patterning, but as this dissertation shows, 

chints [tʃɪnts]
�� [tsʰin55.s(i21)]

stamps [stæmps]
��� [s(i21).tʰam55.s(i21)]
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the source of the pattern may be historical. A pattern from the past may have 

stabilized into the modern-day phonological system.  

 

4.2.3 Stress-High Flat Tone Correspondence 

The correspondence between English stress and Cantonese high tones in the 

Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries is reported in Wee and Cheung (2015). 

Examining the randomly selected 300 entries in Instructor, Wee and Cheung (2015) 

unravels that the English accentual prominence is captured via pitch contrast in 

Cantonese transliterations, exemplified by (4-37).  

 

(4-37) An example of English accentual prominence captured via pitch contrast 

 

(Instructor-v.1-p.93-e.23) 

 

In (4-37), the stressed syllable [ma] of ‘market’ receives a high tone [55], whereas 

the unstressed syllable [kɪt] carries a lower tone [33]. The accentual prominence of 

‘market’ is captured by the contrast between [55] and [33] in the Cantonese 

transliteration.  

Assume that Cantonese tones are in the following rank of (4-38) according to 

their pitch height (Wee & Cheung 2015):  

 

 

market ['mɑ.kɪt]
�� [ma55.kit33]
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(4-38) Rank of Cantonese tones 

T1 [55/53/5] = T2 [35] > T3 [33/3] > T5 [13] = T6 [22/2] > T4 [21] 

 

Based on (4-38), the highest tone is T1 [55/53/5], whereas the lowest tone is T4 

[21]. As pointed out by Wee and Cheung (2015), English stressed syllables do not 

necessarily carry the highest tone in the Cantonese transliterations of Instructor. 

In fact, English stressed syllables only need to carry higher tones than the 

surrounding unstressed syllables so as to capture the accentual prominence of 

English words as in (4-39).  

 

(4-39) Examples of stressed syllables carrying higher tones than surrounding 

unstressed syllables 

 

a. First syllable is stressed              

 

             (Instructor-v.3-p.58-e.10) 

 

b. Second syllable is stressed              

 

              (Instructor-v.5-p.21-e.15) 

 

cotton ['kɒ.tən]
�� [kɔt33.tɵn21]

deceit [dɪ.'sit]
�� [ti22.sit33]
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Based on Wee and Cheung (2015)’s finding, this dissertation investigates how  

the stress-pitch correspondence develops in the early Cantonese-English contact. In 

the four Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries, the polysyllabic words account 

for more than half of the whole English items, as shown by (4-40) (see Appendix 

III-k for detailed data). 

 

(4-40) Proportions of English monosyllabic and polysyllabic words in the bilingual 

dictionaries 

 

 

The panels in (4-40) list the types of English words along the x axis. The y axis 

shows the tokens of different word types that are color-coded according to the 

number of syllables. In English polysyllabic words, the majority are disyllabic and 

trisyllabic ones in the four bilingual dictionaries. 

To realize the accentual prominence of polysyllabic words, the dictionaries use 

the following tonal patterns in (4-41). 
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(4-41) Tonal patterns to realize English polysyllabic words in the bilingual 

dictionaries 

a. Stressed syllable bearing higher tone 

 

(Easy-p.216-e.12) 

 

b. Stressed syllable bearing equal tone with unstressed syllables 

 

(Interpreter-v.1-p.11-e.15) 

 

c. Stressed syllable bearing lower tone 

 

(Redhaired-e.36) 

 

In (4-41a), the stressed syllable [pɪ] receives the higher tone T3 [33] than the 

unstressed syllable [ti] in the Cantonese transliteration. In (4-41b), the stressed 

syllable [fif] and unstressed syllable [ti] carry the same tone T1 [55]. In (4-41c), the 

stressed syllable [naɪn] receives the lower tone [21] than the unstressed syllable [ti]. 

The tonal patterns exemplified by (4-41) also applies to English words with three 

or more syllables as in (4-42). 

 

pity ['pɪ.ti]
�� [pʰit33.ti22]

fifty ['fɪf.ti]
��� [fi55.f(u21).ti55]

ninety ['naɪn.ti]
�� [nɐi21.ti22]
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(4-42) Tonal patterns of English words with three or more syllables in the bilingual 

dictionaries 

 

a. Stressed syllable bearing higher than or equal tone with unstressed 

syllables 

 

(Instructor-v.2-p.31-e.17) 

 

b. Stressed syllable bearing lower tone than unstressed syllables 

 

(Instructor-v.2-p.28-e.13(2)) 

 

As can be seen in (4-42a), the stressed syllable [i:] carries the higher tone T1 [55] 

than the surrounding unstressed syllable in the Cantonese transliteration. In (4-42b), 

the stressed syllable [pɔ] receives the lower tone T3 [33] than the unstressed 

syllables.  

Based on the tonal patterns exemplified by (4-41) and (4-42), (4-43) shows 

their occurrence frequencies in the dictionaries (see Appendix III-l for detailed 

data).  

 

 

easily ['i:.zə.li]
��� [ji55.si21.lɐi21]

porcelain ['pɔ.sə.lɪn]
��� [pɔ33.si55.lin21]
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(4-43) Tonal patterns of English polysyllabic words in the bilingual dictionaries 

 

 

In (4-43), the blue bars show the percentages of the syllables bearing higher or equal 

tones in the Cantonese transliterations, while the red bars show the percentage of 

the syllables bearing the high flat tone T1 in the Cantonese transliterations. As can 

be seen in (4-43), English stressed syllables generally receive tones higher than or 

at least equal with the surrounding unstressed syllables. Among all the Cantonese 

tones, the high flat tone T1 is more frequently used to realize stressed syllable from 

Redhaired to Easy. In Redhaired, there are around 60% of the stressed syllables 

receiving T1. When it comes to Easy, roughly 90% of the stressed syllables carry 

T1 in the Cantonese transliterations. This implies that the English stressed syllables 

have stabilized as the high flat tone T1 in the Cantonese transliterations, as 

exemplified by (4-44). 
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(4-44) Stabilization of high flat tone in the early Cantonese-English contact 

 

         

 

(Instructor-v.5-p.51-e.14) 

     

 

(Easy-p.216-e.16) 

 

In (4-44), the stressed syllable [hɒ] receives the higher tone T3 [33] than the 

unstressed syllable in Instructor. When it comes to Easy, the stressed syllable  [hɒ] 

carries the high flat tone T1 in the Cantonese transliteration. The change from T3 

to T1 implies that English stress is gradually stabilized to Cantonese high flat tone 

T1 in 40 years of development (Instructor was published in 1860 and Easy in 1904).  

Tonal patterns is also one unique feature of modern HKE (Cheung 2009, 

Gussenhoven 2012, Wee 2016). H tone is a lexical tone in modern HKE, while M(id) 

and L(ow) tones are assigned by phonological rules (Wee 2016). As pointed out by 

Wee (2016), H tone in modern HKE is possibly derived from Cantonese high flat 

tone T1 because both tones are lexically assigned. This is evidenced by Wee and 

Liang (2016)’s finding that modern HKE H tone matches Cantonese high flat tone 

T1 on their fundamental frequencies. Based on the above discussion, (4-45) depicts 

the historical development of H tone from the early Cantonese-English contact to 

hollow ['hɒ.ləʊ]

�� [hɔ(22)33.lu21]

�� [hɔ55.lu21]
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modern HKE. 

 

(4-45) Development of H tone from the early Cantonese-English contact to modern 

HKE 

 

 

 

As can be seen in (4-45), the mapping between English accentual prominence and 

Cantonese pitch contrast develops from 1830s. English stressed syllables are 

stabilized as high flat tone in Cantonese transliterations around 1900s. This high 

flat tone then evolves as H tone in modern HKE, but HKE H tone is no longer the 

phonetic correlate of English stress.  

 

4.3 INTERIM SUMMARY 

This chapter examines the phenomena of inheritance and stabilization: The former 

refers to the phonological features of the early Cantonese-English contact in (4-46a) 

that persist into modern HKE. The latter represents the phonological features of the 

early Cantonese-English contact in (4-46b) that are fortified in modern HKE.  
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(4-45) Phonological features of inheritance and stabilization 

a. Inheritance 

1) Realizations of /v/ as [f, w] 

2) TH-stopping and TH-fronting 

3) /l/ vocalization 

4) Full vowel retainment 

5) Lax and tense vowel merger 

6) Vowel neutralization 

7) Constrained closed syllable 

 

b. Stabilization 

1) Voicing-aspiration mapping 

2) Simplification of coda consonant clusters 

3) Stress-high flat tone correspondence 

    

The phenomenon of inheritance discloses the similarities between the four 

Cantonese-English dictionaries, pointing out that the phonological features of early 

Cantonese-English contact is largely dependent on Cantonese phonology. The 

phenomenon of stabilization reveals the differences between the four bilingual 

dictionaries, tracking how the phonological features of early Cantonese-English 

contact develop to the properties of modern HKE.
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Chapter Five 

Deviation 

 

Chapter Four examined the phenomena of inheritance and stabilization by 

analyzing the empirical facts from four Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries. 

The focus of this chapter is on the phenomenon of deviation – the phonological 

features of early Cantonese-English contact that are in not preserved 

straightforwardly in modern HKE.  

The first six sections of this chapter will cover the phenomema of /n/-/l/ 

conflation, plosive-nasal correspondence, /r/-/l/ substitution, vowel contrast, onset 

consonant cluster modification, and coda consonant cluster modification 

respectively. Each section will present statistical analyses drawn from the four 

Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries. Section 5.7 summarizes this chapter. 

 

5.1 /n/-/l/ CONFLATION 

Modern HKE has /n/-/l/ conflation: the interchangeable use of syllable-initial /n/ 

and /l/ (Bolton & Kwok 1990, Deterding et al. 2008, Hung 2000, Setter et al. 2010), 

but it is more common for HKE speakers to replace syllable-initial /n/ with [l] such 

as ‘knife’ [laɪf] (Wong & Setter 2002). This might result from the /n/-/l/ conflation 

in Cantonese where onset [n] is rarely used (Zee 1999).   

The conflation of syllable-initial /l/ and /n/ did not appear in Cantonese until 

1940s (Chao 1947). If the /n/-/l/ conflation in modern HKE is indeed influenced by 
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Cantonese, the four Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries should not have the 

/n/-/l/ merger because they were compiled before 1900s. The speculation is 

confirmed by (5-1) that presents the realizations of syllable -initial /n/ and /l/ in the 

dictionaries.  

 

(5-1) Realizations of syllable-initial /n, l/ in the early Cantonese-English contact 

 

 

The table of (5-1) lists the phonetic realizations of syllable-initial /n, l/ in first row, 

while the first column shows the realizations in the four Cantonese-English 

dictionaries: The Common Language of Redhaired People (Redhaired henceforth), 

Chinese-English Interpreter (Interpreter henceforth), Chinese-English Instructor 

(Instructor henceforth), and English Made Easy (Easy henceforth). Within each cell 

is the token of one specific realization in the dictionary. 

As (5-1) shows, no case of /n/-/l/ conflation is found in Interpreter, Instructor, 

/n/ 24 3 1 28
/l/ 0 25 1 26

/n/ 213 0 7 220
/l/ 0 352 6 358

/n/ 703 0 11 714
/l/ 0 1027 5 1032

/n/ 363 0 5 368
/l/ 0 545 2 547

/n/ 1303 3 24 1330
/l/ 0 1949 14 1963

Easy

Total

Interpreter

Instructor

[n] Total

Redhaired

[l] Other
Consonants
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and Easy, but four cases are found in Redhaired. Three cases are related to the 

pronunciations of ‘money’ as in (5-2a), and one case to ‘vinegar’ as in (5-2b). 

 

(5-2) Realizations of syllable-initial /n/ as [l] in Redhaired 

a. Realization of ‘money’ 

 

(Redhaired-e.54) 

 

b. Realization of ‘vinegar’ 

 

(Redhaired-e.337) 

 

The cases in (5-2), however, do not appear in the other three bilingual dictionaries. 

It is thus reasonable to infer that these cases of /n/-/l/ conflation might come from 

the idiosyncratic phonological system of Redhaired’s author.  

This finding provides evidence to the observation that the /n/-/l/ conflation in 

modern HKE is influenced by modern Cantonese phonology. As a matter of fact, 

modern HKE is not the only language where /n/-/l/ conflation is influenced by the 

parent language. Deterding (2006) observes that the English learners in China 

(particularly in Sichuan and Jiangsu province) have syllable-initial /n/-/l/ merger in 

their articulations. Similarly, the English learners from Hunan and Sichuan 

money [mʌ.ni]
�� [mun21.li22]

vinegar [vɪ.nɪ.gə]
��� [mi22.li21.ka33]
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provinces frequently substitutes syllable-initial /l/ with [n] such as ‘line’ [naɪn]. This 

is influenced by the native languages of these Chinese learners because Xiang (the 

native language of Hunan Province) and Southwestern Mandarin (the native 

language of Sichuan Province) have /n/-/l/ conflation (Zhou & Wu 2019). 

 

5.2 STOP-TO-NASAL ADAPTATION 

Unlike the /n/-/l/ conflation, stop-to-nasal adaptation is discovered in the early 

Cantonese-English contact but not found in modern HKE. In Redhaired and 

Interpreter, the syllable-initial stops are occasionally adapted as nasals, exemplified 

by (5-3). 

 

(5-3) An example of stop-to-nasal adaptation in Redhaired 

 

(Redhaired-e.307) 

 

As can be seen in (5-3), the syllable-initial stop [b] is adapted to the nasal [m] in 

the Cantonese transliteration. Interpreter also contains a few cases where English 

syllable-initial stops are adapted to nasals in their Cantonese transliterations, 

exemplified by (5-4). 

 

 

 

beef [bi:f]
�� [mi22.fu21]
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(5-4) Examples of stop-nasal correspondence in Interpreter 

a. /b/ → [m] 

 

(Interpreter-v.2-p.50-e.14) 

 

b. /d/ → [n] 

 

(Interpreter-v.2-p.43-e.13) 

 

As (5-4) illustrates, the syllable-initial /b, d/ are adapted to their homorganic nasals 

[m, n], but there is no case of syllable-initial /g/ realized as [ŋ] in the Cantonese 

transliterations.  

As discussed in Section 3.1, the English stops /b, d, g/ are also realized as [m, 

n, ŋ] in another Cantonese-English bilingual dictionary Hua Yi Yi Yu that was 

compiled around 1760s (Nie & Wang 2015). This suggests that Cantonese at that 

time had post-stopped nasals [mb, nd, ŋg] – the nasals articulated with a strong oral 

release of their homorganic stops. As pointed out by Chan (1987: 101-104), post-

stopped nasals can be found in Chinese as early as the 8th century (Tang dynasty). 

The supporting evidence is that Chinese post-stopped nasals in the 8th century were 

adapted as voiced plosives in Japanese loanwords (Ratliff 2015: 37). While a large 

proportion of syllable-initial /b, d, g/ are realized as [m, n, ŋ] in Hua Yi Yi Yu, there 

both [bəʊθ]
�� [mɔ55.si22]

order [ɔ:.də]
�� [ɔ55.na21]
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are only few cases in Redhaired and Interpreter where /b, d/ are adapted to [m, n]. 

It seems that from 1770s to 1860s, the post-stopped nasal /ŋᶢ/ had lost its oral release 

and become /ŋ/, as depicted in (5-5).  

 

(5-5) Development of post-stopped nasals in Cantonese 

 

 

 

The stop-to-nasal adaptation again points out the influence of Cantonese 

phonology on the early Cantonese-English contact. From 18th to mid-19th century, 

English stops is adapted to Cantonese post-stopped nasals in the bilingual 

dictionaries. After the 20th century, the stop-to-nasal adaptation disappeared and is 

not found in modern HKE because modern Hong Kong Cantonese does not have 

post-stopped nasals.  

 

5.3 REALIZATION OF /r/ 

Plain onset /r/ is generally realized as [l] in the dictionaries except in Instructor, as 

shown by (5-6) (see Appendix III-m for detailed data). 
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(5-6) Realizations of syllable-initial /r/ in the bilingual dictionaries 

 

 

The graph in (5-6) lists the phonetic realizations of onset /r/ along the x axis. The y 

axis shows the occurrence frequencies of different realizations color-coded 

according to the four bilingual dictionaries. As can be seen in (5-6), almost all the 

tokens of onset /r/ are adapted to [l] in Redhaired, Interpreter, and Easy as in (5-7). 

 

(5-7) An example of syllable-initial /r/ realized as [l] 

 

(Easy-p.10-e.08) 

 

Instructor also realize onset /r/ as [ɹ] indicated by the diacritic of circle, 

exemplified by (5-8). 
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rain [reɪn]
� [lin21]
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(5-8) An example of syllable-initial /r/ realized as [ɹ] in Instructor 

       

(Instructor-v.1-p.42-e.05) 

 

As (5-8) demonstrates, the initial consonant [l] of the character ĩ is changed to 

[ɹ] according to the pronunciation instruction that the tongue tip must be curled to 

the palate.  

In modern HKE, the realization of /r/ as [l] is found in onset consonant clusters 

(Bolton & Kwok 1990, Deterding et al. 2008, Stibbard 2004). As observed by 

Deterding et al. (2008: 159), [r] is generally replaced by [l] if it is in the syllable-

initial [kC/gC] clusters such as ‘crowded’ [klaʊdɪd]. They further point out that [r] 

is often omitted if it is in the syllable-initial [labial + consonant] clusters such as  

‘applied’ [ʌpaɪd]. It seems that the realizations of [r] are influenced by the preceding 

consonant’s place of articulation.  

Based on the findings in Deterding et al. (2008), the dissertation further 

examines the realization of all 1,528 syllable-initial [Cr] clusters in the dictionaries. 

There is two case of deleting [r], and 50.52% of [r] in the onset consonant clusters 

are adapted to [l] such as in (5-9a). The rest of [r] are adapted to [ɹ] such as in (5-

9b) (see Appendix III-n for detailed data).  

rain [reɪn]
� [ɹin21]

The Diacritic of 

Circle: the character 

should be pronounced 

with the tongue tip 

curled to the palate. 
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(5-9) Examples of realizations of [r] in onset consonant clusters 

a. [r] → [l] 

 

(Redhaired-e.193) 

 

b. [r] → [ɹ] 

 

(Instructor-v.5-p.19-e.24) 

 

As the statistical results of the four bilingual dictionaries show, [r] in onset 

consonant clusters is realized as [l] or [ɹ] in the early Cantonese-English contact. 

There are only two cases of [r] deleted in the syllable-initial [Cr] clusters, which is 

presented in (5-10). 

 

(5-10) Two cases of [r] deleted in the syllable-initial [Cr] clusters 

a. [r] deleted in the syllable-initial [fr] cluster 

 

(Redhaired-e.207) 

 

 

 

bring [brɪŋ]
�� [pɪŋ55.lɪŋ22]

cry [kraɪ]
�� [kʰ(i21).(l)ɹai55]

one phrase [wʌn.freɪz]
�� [wɐn55.fɐt55]
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b. [r] deleted in the syllable-initial [dr] cluster 

 

(Redhaired-e.37) 

 

In (5-10), [r] is deleted in the syllable-initial [fr] and [dr] clusters. Except the above 

two cases, the rest of [r] is realized either as [l] or [ɹ] via epenthesis in the early 

Cantonese-English contact.  

Though the realization of prevocalic [r] as [l] rarely occurs in modern HKE, it 

is often found in Chinese Pidgin English (CPE hereafter). Baker and Mühlausler 

(1990) discover that [r] is generally represented by [l] in CPE. This similarity 

suggest that the early Cantonese-English contact is a developmental stage in the 

middle of CPE and modern HKE.  

 

5.4 VOWEL CONTRAST 

In modern HKE, the contrast between /e/ and /æ/ is neutralized as /ɛ/ such as ‘bet’ 

[bɛt] and ‘bat’ [bɛt] (Hung 2000: 343). However, the /e/-/æ/ distinction is retained 

in the four bilingual dictionaries, evidenced by (5-11) (see Appendix III-o for 

detailed data). 

 

 

 

 

one hundred [wʌn.hʌn.drəd]
��� [wɐn55.han55.tɵn22]
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(5-11) Realizations of the contrastive vowel pair /e/ and /æ/ in the bilingual 

dictionaries 

 

 

The two panels in (5-11) list the phonetic realizations of /e/ and /æ/ along the x axis, 

while the y axis shows the occurrence frequencies of different realizations. As can 

be seen in (5-11), /æ/ is more likely to be adapted to [a] as in (5-12a), whereas /e/ 

is usually adapted to [i/ɪ, ɛ] as in (5-12b) and (5-12c). 

 

(5-12) Examples of /æ/ and /e/ realized in the bilingual dictionaries 

a. /æ/ → [a] 

 

(Easy-p.69-e.21) 

 

 

 

æ e
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b. /e/ → [i] 

 

(Easy-p.45-e.14) 

 

c. /e/ → [ɛ] 

 

(Easy-p.88-e.06) 

 

Instructor also uses the method of Fanqie to realize /e/ so as to make a 

distinction with /æ/, exemplified by (5-13). 

 

(5-13) An example of /e/ realized via Fanqie in Instructor 

     

(Instructor-v.4-p.2-e.11) 

 

In the example of (5-13), Instructor uses the Mandarin pronunciation of the 

character Ò [iɛn55] to form a new syllable [tʰiɛn55] so as to approximate the 

bed [bed]
� [pit55]

red [red]
� [lɛ55]

ten [ten]
�� [tʰiɛn55]

This character is 

pronounced by combining 

the initial consonant of 

[tʰin55] with the Mandarin 

rime [iɛn55].  
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sound of ‘ten’. By this method, Instructor makes a distinction between the phonetic 

realizations of /æ/ and /e/, exemplified by (5-14). 

 

(5-14) Distinction between realizations of /æ/ and /e/ in Instructor 

a. /æ/ → [a] 

 

(Instructor-v.2-p.25-e.15) 

 

b. /e/ → [iɛn] 

 

(Instructor-v.3-p.65-e.07) 

 

As discussed in Section 4.1.5 and 4.1.6, the contrast between /i/-/ɪ/, /ʊ/-/u/, and 

/ɒ/-/ɔ/ are neutralized in the early Cantonese-English contact and modern HKE. The 

contrastive pair /æ/-/e/ is an exception because the distinction is well preserved in 

the early Cantonese-English contact but not in modern HKE.  

 

5.5 ONSET CONSONANT CLUSTER MODIFICATION 

There are four types of English onset biconsonantal clusters in the four bilingual 

dictionaries, as listed in (5-15). 

 

pan [pæn]
� [pan55]

pen [pen]
�� [piɛn55]
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(5-15) Four types of onset bi-consonantal clusters in the bilingual dictionaries 

a. [sC] clusters: [s] + consonant 

b. [Cw] clusters: consonant + [w] 

c. [Cl]/[Cr] clusters: consonant + liquid [l]/[r] 

d. [Cj] clusters: consonant + [j] 

 

The four types of onset bi-consonantal clusters are realized via deletion as in (5-

16a), epenthesis as in (5-16b), and preservation as in (5-16c).  

 

(5-16) Examples of epenthesis and deletion 

a. Deletion 

 

(Interpreter-v.1-p.58-e.01) 

 

b. Epenthesis 

 

(Redhiared-e.160) 

 

c. Preservation 

 

(Easy-p.231-e.05) 

queen [kwi:n]
� [kin55]

sleep [sli:p]
�� [si22.lip22]

quick [kwɪk]
� [kwʰɪk55]
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In (5-16a), Interpreter deletes the second member [w] in the syllable-initial [kw] 

cluster. In (5-16b), Redhaired inserts the vowel [i] into the syllable-initial consonant 

clusters [sl]. In (5-16c), the syllable-initial [kw] cluster is preserved in the 

Cantonese transliteration. 

Based on the above three realization methods, (5-17) presents the realizations 

of onset bi-consonantal clusters in the dictionaries (see Appendix III-p for detailed 

data). 

 

(5-17) Realizations of onset bi-consonant clusters in the bilingual dictionaries 

 

 

The graph of (5-17) lists different realizations along the x axis, while the y axis 

shows the occurrence frequencies of the realizations color-coded according to the 

types of onset bi-consonantal clusters. As (5-17) shows, the majority of onset bi-

consonantal clusters undergo epenthesis in the bilingual dictionaries. As discussed 

in Section 5.3, all the syllable-initial [Cr] clusters undergo epenthesis. It is also true 

with syllable-initial [Cl] clusters, exemplified by (5-18). 
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(5-18) An example of syllable-initial [Cl] clusters realized via epenthesis 

 

(Easy-p.12-e.24) 

 

Similar to [Cl/Cr] clusters, the syllable-initial [sC] clusters generally receive 

epenthesis in the bilingual dictionaries as in (5-19). 

 

(5-19) An example of syllable-initial [sC] clusters realized via epenthesis 

 

(Redhaired-e.228) 

 

There is only one case where deletion is used to realize [sC] cluster, presented in 

(5-20). 

 

(5-20) Syllable-initial [sC] clusters realized via deletion 

 

(Interpreter-v.1-p.69-e.01) 

 

In (5-20), the second member [m] in the syllable-initial [sm] cluster is deleted in 

the Cantonese transliteration. Except this case, all the syllable-initial [sC] clusters 

undergo epenthesis in the bilingual dictionaries. 

flood [flʌd]
�� [fu21.lɵt22]

small [smɔl]
��� [si22.ma55.la33]

goldsmith [gəʊld.smɪθ]
����� [ku55.ə˞.si55.fu21]
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The realizations of syllable-initial [Cw] are different from those of [sC] 

clusters. (5-21) provides a more detailed analysis of how syllable-initial [Cw] 

clusters are realized in the dictionaries. 

 

(5-21) Realizations of syllable-initial [Cw] clusters in the bilingual dictionaries 

 

 

As (5-21) shows, the syllable-initial [Cw] clusters are realized almost equally 

through deletion as in (5-22a), epenthesis as in (5-22b), and preservation as in (5-

22c). 

 

(5-22) Examples of onset [Cw] clusters realized in the bilingual dictionaries 

a. Deletion 

 

(Redhaired-e.21) 
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b. Epenthesis 

 

(Interpreter-v.1-p.97-e.08) 

 

c. Preservation 

 

(Redhaired-e.52) 

 

In (5-22a), [w] is deleted and a rounded vowel [y] replaces [e]. The initial consonant 

[tʰ] is labialized by the following [y], which approximates the sound of the onset 

[tw]cluster. In (5-19b), the vowel [i] is inserted into the onset [sw] cluster so that 

the two members [s] and [w] are retained. In (5-19c), the syllable-initial [kw] is 

preserved in the Cantonese transliteration. Note that Cantonese treats the sequence 

[kw] as a phoneme rather than a consonant cluster because [w] actually indicates 

the labialization of [k].  

Different from the other three onset bi-consonantal clusters, onset [Cj] 

clusters generally undergo vocalization in the dictionaries, as shown by (5-23).  

 

 

 

 

sweat [swet]
�� [si21.wɐi55]

one quarter [wʌn.kwɔ.tə]
�� [wɐn55.kwɐt55]
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(5-23) Realizations of the syllable-initial [Cj] clusters in the bilingual dictionaries 

 

 

As can be seen in (5-20), the majority of the syllable-initial [Cj] clusters undergo 

vocalization: the semi-vowel [j] is vocalized to the vowel [i] as in (5-24).  

 

(5-24) An example of the syllable-initial [Cj] clusters vocalized in the early 

Cantonese-English contact 

 

(Instructor-v.5-p.40-e.22) 

 

In Cantonese, consonant clusters are not allowed, but the semi-vowel [j] can form 

a diphthong [iu] with the following [u]. Vocalization applies to the majority of onset 

[Cj] clusters, but deletion is used when the combination of the initial consonant C 

and the diphthong [iu] is illegitimate in Cantonese, exemplified by (5-25). 
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(5-25) An example of onset [Cj] clusters modified in the bilingual dictionaries 

 

(Interpreter-v.2-p.29-e.18) 

 

In (5-22), if [j] is vocalized to [i], the syllable [fiu] is illegitimate in Cantonese (see 

Appendix I for the Cantonese syllabary). Therefore, Interpreter deletes [j] and 

preserves [f] to form a legitimate syllable [fi] in the Cantonese transliteration. To 

fill the gap in the Cantonese syllabary, Instructor uses the method of Fanqie to 

transliterate ‘few’ as in (5-26). 

 

(5-26) Realization of the English word ‘few’ in Instructor 

                             

ŅInstructor-v.5-p.40-e.22ņ 

 

As can be seen in (5-26), so Instructor uses Fanqie to form a new syllable [fiu] that 

is initially illegitimate in Cantonese.  

Similar to the onset bi-consonantal clusters, 94.74% (234 out of 247 tokens) 

of the onset tri-consonantal clusters generally undergo epenthesis as in (5-27). 

few [fju:]
� [fi55]

few [fju:]
�� [fiu55]

The character Vj is 

pronounced by combining 

the initial consonant of Ą 

[fa55] and the final of r 

[kiu55] 
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(5-27) Onset tri-consonantal clusters realized via epenthesis in the bilingual 

dictionaries 

 

(Interpreter-v.1-p.32-e.4) 

 

In modern HKE, onset consonant clusters are more likely to be reduced (Chan 

2006). The liquids [r, l] are frequently deleted in onset consonant clusters such as 

‘free’ [fi:] and ‘play’ [peɪ] (Chan 2006: 337, Chan & Li 2000, Setter et al. 2010: 24, 

Sewell 2010). However, onset consonant clusters undergo epenthesis in CPE such 

as sitop ‘stop’ and sileek ‘silk’ (Bolton 2000: 162). This suggests that the early 

Cantonese-English contact is a developmental stage between CPE and HKE.  

 

5.6 INTERIM SUMMARY 

This chapter examines the phenomenon of deviation: the phonological features lists 

in (5-28) that are in conflict with those of modern HKE.  

 

(5-28) Phonological features of deviation 

a. /n/-/l/ distinction 

b. Stop-to-nasal adaptation  

c. Realization of /r/ as [l] 

d. Retainment of /æ/-/e/ contrast 

e. Epenthesis of onset consonant clusters 

screw [skru:]
��� [si21.ku33.lu22]
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The phenomenon of deviation provides further evidence to the influence of 

Cantonese phonology on the early Cantonese-English contact and modern HKE. 

This phenomenon also reveals that the features discovered in the bilingual 

dictionaries relate to those of CPE, suggesting that the early Cantonese-English 

contact is a developmental phase between CPE and HKE. 
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Chapter Six 

Discussion and Conclusion 

 

The previous chapters described the rationale for this dissertation, the methodology, 

and the statistical results. This chapter discusses these main findings and points out 

the contributions of the dissertation. 

     Section 6.1 reviews the main findings of Chapter Four and Five. Section 6.2 

discusses how the findings provide a phonological basis to the development of 

modern Hong Kong English (HKE henceforth). Section 6.3 points out the 

implications of these findings from three aspects: historicity of HKE, establishment 

of HKE as a new English variety, and linguistic theorizing. Section 6.4 concludes 

the whole dissertation.  

 

6.1 REVIEW OF MAIN FINDINGS 

This dissertation seeks the answer to the question that whether the early Cantonese-

English contact provides a phonological basis to the development of modern HKE. 

An affirmative answer is found through a study of four Cantonese-English bilingual 

dictionaries from the mid-19th century.  

    The phonological data from the four bilingual dictionaries exhibit three types 

of phenomena – inheritance, stabilization, and deviation as summarized in (6-1), 

cogent to the idea that early Cantonese-English contact is the precursor to modern 

HKE.  
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(6-1) Phonological bases of the early Cantonese-English contact to modern HKE43 

 

ň
43 The tones of the transliterating characters are not given unless needed as in (6-1b-iii/iv). 

Definition Example in
Bilingual Dictionaries

a.

i. /v/ adaptation /v/ is adapted to [f, w]
'vase' [wa.s(i)]
'dove' [ta.fu]

ii. 
TH-stoping and TH-
fronting

TH is adapted as [t/tʰ] and [f]
'there' [tɛ.ə]
'earth' [a.fu]

iii. /l/ vocalization
non-prevocalic /l/ is realized as
[u, ɔ, a]

'humble' [hɐm.pu]
'pistol' [pʰi.s(i).ta]
'rifle' [ɹai.fɔ]

iv. Full vowel retainment
unstressed syllables have full vowels
instead of reduced ones

'polite' [pʰɔ.lai.t(i)]

v. Lax-tense vowel merger
no contrast in the two pairs of lax and
tense vowels /i/-/ɪ/ and /ʊ/-/u/

'cheap' [tsʰip]
'chips' [tsʰip.s(i)]
'pull' [pʰu.l(i)]
'pool' [pu.l(i)]

vi. Vowel neutralization /ɒ/ and /ɔ/ are neutralized to [ɔ]
'claw' [kɔ.lɔ]
'clock' [kɔ.lɔk]

vii.
Constrained closed
syllables

no diphthong is allowed in closed
syllables

'cane' [kin]

viii.
Monosyllabic words
bearing high tone

Monosyllabic words carry Cantonese
high flat tone [55/53/5]

'dam' [tam55]

b.

i. Voice-aspirating mapping
voicing contrast in syllable-initial plosives
is mapped to aspiration contrast

'garlic' [ka.lɪk]
'card' [kʰɐt]

ii.
Simplification of coda
consonant clusters

plosives particularly [t, d] are deleted
from coda consonant clusters

'east' [ji.s(i)]
'band' [pan]

iii.
Stress-high flat tone
correspondence

English stress generally correspondes to
Cantonese high flat tone [55/53/5]

'market' [ma55.kit33]

c.

i. /l/-/n/ distinction
the difference between syllable-initial /l/
and /n/ is retained

'nine' [nai]
'long' [lɔŋ]

ii.
Stop-nasal
correspondence

stops /b, d/ are adapted to [m, n]
'both' [mɔ.si]
'order' [ɔ.na]

iii. /r/ adaptation syllable-initial /r/ is adapted to [l] 'rain' [lin]

iv. /æ/-/e/ contrast
/æ/ is generlly realized as [a] and /e/ is
[i/ɪ]

'hand' [han]
'bed' [pit]

v.
Modification of onset
consonant clusters

vowels are inserted into onset consonant
clusters

'sleep' [si.lip]

Inheritance

Phonological Feature

Stabilization

Deviation
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Inheritance of (6-1a) includes the phonological features discovered in the bilingual 

dictionaries that have persisted into modern HKE. Stabilization of (6-1b) refers to 

certain phonological features of the bilingual dictionaries that are fortified into 

principled consistency in modern HKE. Deviation of (6-1c) is where modern HKE 

differs from the phonological features uncovered in the bilingual dictionaries.  

Inheritance of (6-1a) and stabilization of (6-1b) provide concrete evidence of 

the phonological basis by virtue of precedence and close correspondence. Deviation 

of (6-1c) adds weight to the dissertation by showing that changes do occur over 

time, so the early Cantonese-English contact socially develops from Chinese Pidgin 

English (CPE henceforth) before reaching modern HKE.  

 

6.2 DEVELOPMENT OF HKE REVISITED 

Based on (6-1), the segmental inventory of the early Cantonese-English contact can 

be constructed, as given in (6-2).  
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(6-2) Segmental inventory of the early Cantonese-English contact 

a. Consonantal inventory 

 

 

b. Vowel inventory 

 

 

The table of (6-2a) lists the consonants of the early Cantonese-English contact 

according to their manners and places of articulation. The table of (6-2b) presents 

the vowels in line with their tongue height and backness. If two vowels have the 

same tongue height and backness, they are further arranged by lip rounding: ‘unr’ 

for unrounded vowels and ‘r’ for rounded ones.  

    The segmental inventory of early Cantonese-English contact variety is 

idealized on the basis of the bilingual dictionary Cantonese-English Instructor 

(Instructor henceforth). The limitation of such an idealized approach is that the 

Bilabial labio-
dental Dental Alveolar Alveolo-

palatal Palatal Velar Glottal

Approximant w jɹ

θ s

m

Affricate tʃ    tʃʰ

Plosive p   pʰ t    tʰ

Fricative f ʃ

Nasal

k     kʰ

h

Lateral
Approximant l

n ŋ

unr r unr r unr r

High i u

Mid ɛ

Mid-Low ɔ

Low a

Front Central Back
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reconstruction could not reflect the phonological development in the four 

dictionaries, but the strength is that a concrete segmental inventory can be 

established for the purpose of comparison. As can be seen in (6-2), though simpler 

than the segmental inventory of modern HKE (cf. (1-7)), most consonants and 

vowels in the early Cantonese-English contact can be found in modern HKE. The 

similarity between the early Cantonese-English contact and modern HKE is derived 

from inheritance of (6-1a) and stabilization of (6-1b). Thus, (6-1) and (6-2) can 

jointly provide a historical speculation on how HKE develops from the early 

Cantonese-English contact. See (6-3). 

 

(6-3) Development of HKE from the early Cantonese-English contact 

 

 

 

The diagram of (6-3) shows how inheritance and stabilization lead to modern HKE. 

Largely influenced by Cantonese, the phonological features of inheritance and 

stabilization are handed down from the early Cantonese-English contact to modern 
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HKE.  

The diagram of (6-3) also shows how the phonological features of deviation 

are influenced by CPE, Cantonese, and British English, as summarized in (6-4).  

 

(6-4) Influence of different languages on the phonological features of deviation 

 

 

Though the phonological features of deviation are discarded by modern HKE, they 

reveal a developmental trajectory from CPE to the early Cantonese-English contact 

before reaching to HKE. Just as Bolton (2003: 225) points out, the growth of HKE 

is seen ‘not only in terms of words borrowed, invented and gained, but also in terms 

of words and discourses discarded, lost and forgotten’.  

    When the early Cantonese-English contact is put into a larger historical context, 

one may justifiably speculate the development of HKE and the  variations seen 

across modern speakers, as shown in (6-5).

Influenced by... Specific Phonological Feature in Deviation

Cantonese /n/-/l/ distinction in (6-1c-i)
stop-to-nasal adaptation in (6-1c-ii)

British English Retainment of /æ/-/e/ contrast in (6-1c-iv)

Chinese Pidgin English Adaptation of /r/ as [l] in (6-1c-iii)
Epenthesis of Onset Consonant Clusters in (6-1c-v)
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(6-5) Development of HKE  
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The diagram of (6-5) articulates the evolution of HKE and how variations across 

modern HKE speakers are formed by taking the major languages of Hong Kong 

into consideration. Recall that the diagram of (1-10) depicts the comparative sizes 

of English learners engaged in two English acquisition patterns (formal schooling 

and self-study/private schools) and how they constitute modern HKE speakers with 

different proficiency levels. The purpose of (1-10) is to show that there are two 

conspicuous research gaps in the literature of HKE as summarized in (6-6). 

 

(6-6) Two research gaps in the literature of HKE 

a. The ignorance of self-study/private schools through which the average 

Hongkongers learn English. 

b. The lack of a historical perspective into HKE variations. 

 

The diagram of (6-5) fills the two research gaps based on the empirical 

evidence from four Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries. For the research gap 

of (6-6a), the diagram of (6-5) shows that the phonological features of the early 

Cantonese-English contact are formed mainly in the self-study/private schools. 

These phonological features are then inherited and stabilized in modern HKE. As 

for the research gap of (6-6b), it is clear in the diagram of (6-5) that the early 

Cantonese-English contact mainly contributes to the phonological features of HKE 

functional bilingualism. Also, the early Cantonese-English contact influences the 

marginal bilingualism through self-study. This is evidenced by the publishing of the 
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Chinese Almanac where an abridged version of the bilingual dictionary Chinese-

English Interpreter is provided.  

 

6.3 IMPLICATIONS 

6.3.1 Historicity of HKE 

As discussed in Section 1.3.2, though Hongkongers are aware of the HKE accent 

(Li 2009, Luk 1998, Zhang 2013), they do not view the accent as ‘a symbol of 

solidarity’ (Chan 2015: 24) and thus do not like their identities to be associated with 

it (Sewell 2016: 159-168).  

This hesitant attitude toward HKE might result from the perception that HKE 

is a new English variety developing from 1970s. As explained by Kachru (1994: 

2787), the ‘newness’ does not imply that HKE has no history. It only means that the 

linguistic features of this local variety are recently recognized. As discussed in this 

dissertation, the history of HKE dates back to the 17th century when the Cantonese-

English contact began in the commercial transactions of Canton. The increasingly 

intense interaction between the two languages enables the emergence of CPE and 

then the early Cantonese-English contact variety. Based on the empirical evidence 

from four Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries, the dissertation establishes the 

phonological features of the early Cantonese-English contact. These phonological 

features are inherited and stabilized in modern HKE, proving that the early 

Cantonese-English contact is a tributary to modern HKE phonology (see Section 

6.1 and 6.2 for detailed discussion). Thus, the dissertation makes explicit the 
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historical connections underlying HKE phonology, helping Hongkogners build a 

stronger sense of identity and belonging to this city.  

 

6.3.2 Establishment of HKE as a New English Variety 

Though HKE is recognized as an autonomous new English variety in a number of 

studies such as Kachru (1992) and Schneider (2014), the doubt of this never ceases 

(e.g. Pang 2003, Stibbard 2004). One of the debates is on whether HKE satisfies 

Butler’s (1997) five criteria of defining autonomous English varieties. Among the 

five criteria, one is to examine whether there is “a standard and recognizable pattern 

of pronunciation handed down from generation to another” (Butler 1997: 106). 

Bolton (2003: 206-209) gives an affirmative answer to the above criterion, listing 

the segmental and suprasegmental features of HKE. This shows that HKE indeed 

has ‘a recognizable pattern of pronunciation’, but Bolton (2003) neglects how the 

pronunciation is handed down by generations (Evans 2016: 93-94). This gap is 

filled by the diagram of (6-5) where an evolutionary trajectory is painted from CPE 

to the early Cantonese-English contact and all the way to modern HKE.  

One might question how exactly the recognizable pattern of pronunciation is 

handed down from one generation to another. One speculation is that the 

pronunciation pattern is strengthened and then spread by the use of Cantonese-

English bilingual dictionaries before the mass English-language education 

implemented in 1970s. This is in the same way as the phonological properties of 

CPE stabilized in the use of CPE glossaries (Bolton 2003: 162-164). After 1970s, 
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this pronunciation pattern is very likely to be handed down in the classroom of 

schools particularly Secondary schools where the local English variety is more 

often used than RP (Chan 2016a) and the local English teachers reportedly have a 

stronger recognition of HKE (Chan 2016b). A related case here is Singapore 

English whose stabilization results from the increase of local teachers (Platt 1975). 

The stabilized accent then strengthens the local cultural identity of Singaporeans 

(Cavallaro & Ng 2009).  

Other than constructing a local identity, the establishment of HKE as an 

autonomous new English variety also enables Hong Kong students and other 

English learners to ‘understand linguistic diversity, respect people with extensive 

multilingual repertoires and acknowledge that L1 English is not intrinsically 

superior to other English varieties’ (Chan 2016b: 14). 

 

6.3.3 Linguistic Theorizing  

This dissertation makes available a body of historical data that are encapsulated in 

the Cantonese-English bilingual dictionaries and remain largely unstudied in a long 

time. A substantial fragment of the historical data is transformed into a retrievable 

dataset, which can be in service of linguistic theorizing.  

A related case here is Cantonese loanword phonology. The mechanism behind 

loanword adaptation is unclear because the roles played by perception and 

phonological constraints are difficult to determine. The theory of phonetic 

approximation claims that perception is the main mechanism (Dupoux et al. 1999, 
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Peperkamp & Dupoux 2003), whereas the theory of phonological category 

proximity argues that phonological rules play the vital role (Jacobs & Gussenhoven 

2000, LaCharité & Paradis 2005). There is also an intermediate position that 

loanword adaptation results from the interaction between perception and 

phonological constraints (Silverman 1992, Yip 1993, 2002, 2006). Particularly on 

Cantonese loanword adaptation, Yip (2006) proposes a model that integrates the 

functions of perception and grammar, as shown by (6-7). 

 

(6-7) Model of Cantonese loanword acquisition (adapted from Yip 2006: 951)    

 

 

As (6-7) demonstrates, most of the L2 (English) non-native segments are 

transformed by the perceptual module as the input for L1 grammar. This non-native 

percept then undergoes further changes imposed by L1 grammar. For example, the 

voicing distinction between English plosives /p, t, k/ and /b, d, g/ can be perceived 

by Cantonese speakers. Because the distinction between Cantonese plosives is 

articulated through aspiration rather than voicing, the voicing distinction is 

transformed to the aspiration distinction by Cantonese grammar, as exemplified by 

(6-8). 
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(6-8) Examples of Cantonese loanwords with aspiration distinction (from 

Silverman 1992: 66) 

a. ‘pie’ → [pʰai]      ‘bumper’ → [pɐm.pa] 

b. ‘tie’ → [tʰai].        ‘motor’ → [mɔ.ta] 

c. ‘cut’ → [kʰɐt]        ‘chocolate’ → [tsy.ku.lɪk] 

 

The examples of (6-8) demonstrate that the voicing distinction between /p/-/b/, /t/-

/d/, and /k/-/g/ is adapted to the aspiration distinction between /pʰ/-/p/, /tʰ/-/t/, and 

/kʰ/-/k/ in Cantonese loanwords. This is also supported by the historical data in the 

dissertation where English onset voiceless plosives are adapted to Cantonese 

aspirated ones and English onset voiced plosives as Cantonese unaspirated ones 

(see Section 4.2.1 for detailed discussion).  

Yip (2006) also points out that the source of loanwords might also be HKE 

besides US English and UK English. For example, the English vowel /æ/ is often 

adapted to [ɛ] in Cantonese loanwords such as ‘daddy’ [tɛ.ti]. This suggests that the 

source of such English words might be HKE where /æ/ is often merged with /ɛ/ 

(Hung 2000). However, the adaptations of /æ, ɛ/ are quite different in the historical 

data of this dissertation: /æ/ is generally adapted to [a] in the Cantonese 

transliterations, while /ɛ/ is normally realized as [i/ɪ] (see Section 5.4 for the 

statistical results). This suggests that the source of the English words in the 

historical data is UK English where /æ/ and /ɛ/ are phonemically contrastive. The 

different adaptation patterns of /æ, ɛ/ between the historical data and modern 
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Cantonese loanwords provide evidence to Yip’s (2016) observation that the source 

of loanwords could be other English varieties besides US English and UK English.  

The historical data of this dissertation also reveals the importance of L1 

(Cantonese) grammar in loanword adaptation. Take the adaptations of /r, l/ as an 

example. When it is in the onset consonant clusters, the liquid /l/ or /r/ undergoes 

epenthesis as in (6-9a) or deletion as in (6-9b) in Cantonese loanwords. 

 

(6-9) Adaptations of onset [consonant + liquid] clusters in Cantonese loanwords 

(from Yip 2002: 7) 

a. ‘plum’ → [pou.lɐm] 

b. ‘freezer’ → [fi.sa] 

 

As pointed out by Yip (2002), this difference results from the phonological 

constraint in Cantonese grammar that the minimum word is bi-syllabic. Therefore, 

the English words with onset [consonant + liquid] clusters either receive epenthesis 

if they are monosyllabic or undergo deletion if they are polysyllabic. However, the 

onset [consonant + liquid] clusters always receive epenthesis as in (6-10) in the 

historical data. 

 

(6-10) Adaptations of onset [consonant + liquid] clusters in the historical data 

a. ‘flatter’ → [fu.lit.ta]      (Instructor-v.5-p.42-e.02) 

b. ‘present’ → [pʰi.li.sɐn]    (Easy-p.167-e.17) 
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As can be seen in (6-10), though the English words are polysyllabic, they are not 

adapted to bi-syllabic words in the Cantonese transliterations. Note that epenthesis 

also applies to other English onset consonant clusters in the historical data (see 

Section 5.5 for detailed discussion). This suggests that the historical data has the 

phonological constraint of faithfulness ranked higher than the constraint on bi-

syllabic word size. The faithfulness constraint emphasizes that every segment of 

input should have a correspondent of output, so no deletion is preferred (Uffmann 

2012: 19).  

The rankings of phonological constraints are influenced by different functions 

of the historical data and modern Cantonese loanwords. The function of English 

loanwords is to enrich the Cantonese vocabulary, so loanwords should be adapted 

in reference to Cantonese grammar. However, the historical data are used to learn 

English, so the Cantonese transliterations should be truthful to and maximally 

approximate English sounds.  

 

6.4 CONCLUSION 

The dissertation establishes the phonological basis that the early Cantonese-English 

contact provides to modern HKE. This fills two conspicuous research gaps in the 

literature of HKE: (1) most of the studies on HKE are synchronic in nature, so a 

historical perspective is needed to examine modern HKE particularly its variations; 

(2) the English acquisition patterns beyond formal schooling is often neglected in 

the HKE research. For the average Hongkongers who do not have access to formal 
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schools before the mass English-language education implemented in 1970s, they 

learn English through self-study/private schools where the Cantonese-English 

bilingual dictionaries are used as the learning materials.  

Examining four bilingual dictionaries compiled in the mid 19th and early 20th 

centuries, this dissertation discovers three types of phenomena: inheritance, 

stabilization, and deviation. The phonological features included in inheritance and 

stabilization are inherited by and fortified in modern HKE, whereas the 

phenomenon of deviation reveals that the early Cantonese-English contact develops 

from CPE before reaching modern HKE. Thus, the three phenomena paints an 

evolutionary trajectory of HKE, relating the variations of HKE with different 

English acquisition patterns in history.  

The dissertation establishes the historicity of HKE by providing a historical 

speculation on the development of HKE phonology from 18th century. This can 

enhance the recognition of HKE worldwide and thus provides Hongkongers with a 

stronger sense of identity and belonging to this city. This dissertation also makes 

available a body of historical data that remain largely unstudied in a long time, 

which is in service of linguistic theorizing such as Cantonese loanword phonology.
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APPENDIX 1 

Hong Kong Cantonese Syllabary with Set 1 Syllables (Tones Included)44 
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Cantonese. T1-6 indicate the six lexical tones. If a syllable is legitimate, a plus sign (+) is in the 
corresponding cellar.  
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APPENDIX II 

a. Codes for Excluding Phrasal and Sentential Items 

 

Public Sub phrases() 
 
Dim mystr1 As String 
Dim n As Integer 
Dim i As Integer 
 
For n = 1 To 6840 Step 1 
    mystr1 = Cells(n, "A").Value 
    arr = Split(mystr1, [","], [-1]) 
     
        For i = 0 To UBound(arr) Step 1 
           Cells(n, i + 3).Value = arr(i) 
        Next i 
 
Next n 
 
End Sub
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APPENDIX II 

b. Codes for Transferring Daniel Jones’ Pronouncing Dictionary Entries  

 

Public Sub cleanse_dictionary() 
 
Dim entry As String 
Dim n As Integer 
Dim i As Integer 
 
For n = 1 To 30837 Step 1 
    entry = Cells(n, "A").Value 
     arr = Split(entry, [","], [-1]) 
         

For i = 0 To UBound(arr) Step 1 
            Worksheets("Sheet4").Cells(n, i + 1).Value = 
arr(i) 
        Next i 
   
Next n 
   
End Sub 
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APPENDIX II 

c. Codes for Cross-referencing Datasets 

 

Public Sub cross_exam() 
 
Dim mystr1 As String 
Dim mystr2 As String 
Dim n As Integer 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim r As Integer 
 
For n = 1 To 326 Step 1 
    mystr1 = Cells(n, "A").Value 
    arr = Split(mystr1, [","], [-1]) 
 
    For r = 1 To 6997 Step 1 
        mystr2 = Worksheets("syllabary").Cells(r, 
"A").Value 
           
            For i = 0 To UBound(arr) Step 1 
                If StrComp(arr(i), mystr2, 1) = 0 Then 
                  Cells(n, i + 5).Value = 

Worksheets("syllabary").Cells(r,    
"B").Value 

                End If 
             Next i 
   
     Next r 
 
Next n 
 
End Sub
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d. Codes for Extracting English Phonemes  

 
Public Sub consonant() 
 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim n As Integer 
Dim rn As Integer 
Dim c As Integer 
Dim check As Integer 
Dim entry As String 
Dim mychr As String 
 
Application.ScreenUpdating = False 
mychr = ChrW(658) 
 
For i = 124 To 2597 Step 1 
 
    For c = 5 To 10 Step 1 
       entry = Worksheets("Interpreter").Cells(i, c).Value 
       If IsEmpty(entry) = False Then 
          arr = Split(entry, ["."], [-1]) 
            
             For n = 0 To UBound(arr) Step 1 
                 check = InStr(arr(n), mychr) 
                 If check > 0 Then 
                     rn = 

Worksheets("Sheet6").UsedRange.SpecialCe
lls(xlCellTypeLastCell).Row 

                     Cells(rn + 1, "A").Value = "." + arr(n) 
+ "." 
                     Cells(rn + 1, "B").Value =      

Worksheets("Interpreter").Cells(i, 
"C").Value 

                     Cells(rn + 1, "C").Value =           
Worksheets("Interpreter").Cells(i, 
"B").Value 

                 End If 
           Next n 
 
      End If 
    Next c 
            
Next i 
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Application.ScreenUpdating = True 
End Sub
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e. Codes for Extracting English Consonant Clusters 

 

Public Sub consonant_splitting() 
 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim n As Integer 
Dim rn As Integer 
Dim cr As Integer 
Dim arr() 
Dim check As Integer 
Dim entry As String 
 
Application.ScreenUpdating = False 
 
cr = Worksheets("coda 
z").UsedRange.SpecialCells(xlCellTypeLastCell).Row 
 
For i = 1 To cr Step 1 
       entry = Worksheets("coda z").Cells(i, "A").Value 
       arr = Array("bz", "dz", "gz", "mz", "nz", "vz", 
"lz") 
        
            For n = LBound(arr) To UBound(arr) Step 1 
                 check = InStr(1, entry, arr(n), 1) 
                  If check > 0 Then 
                     Worksheets("coda z").Cells(i,       

"A").Interior.ColorIndex = 13 
                  End If 
            Next n 
            
 Next i 
                             
 Application.ScreenUpdating = True 
  
End Sub
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f. Codes for Extracting English Stress Patterns 

 
Public Sub tone() 
 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim n As Integer 
Dim rn As Integer 
Dim c As Integer 
Dim check As Integer 
Dim entry As String 
'Dim mychr As String 
Dim fs As String 
Dim ss As String 
Application.ScreenUpdating = False 
fs = ChrW(712) 
ss = ChrW(716) 
For i = 908 To 2597 Step 1 
     entry = Worksheets("Sheet1").Cells(i, "E").Value 
     If Len(entry) > 0 Then 
        arr = Split(entry, ["."], [-1]) 
            For n = 0 To UBound(arr) Step 1 
               If InStr(arr(n), fs) > 0 Then 
                   arr(n) = 1 
               ElseIf InStr(arr(n), ss) > 0 Then 
                  arr(n) = 2 
               Else 
                  arr(n) = 3 
               End If 
            Next n 
        rn =. 

Worksheets("Sheet2").UsedRange.SpecialCells(xlCell
TypeLastCell).Row 

        Cells(rn + 1, "A").Value = 
Worksheets("Sheet1").Cells(i, "E").Value 

        Cells(rn + 1, "B").Value = Join(arr) 
        Cells(rn + 1, "C").Value = 

Worksheets("Sheet1").Cells(i, "C").Value 
        Cells(rn + 1, "D").Value = 

Worksheets("Sheet1").Cells(i, "B").Value 
     End If 
Next i 
Application.ScreenUpdating = True 
End Sub
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APPENDIX III 

a. Realizations of /v/ 

 
Realizations of Plain Onset /v/ 

 
 

Realizations of Plain Coda /v/ 

[p] [m] [w] [f] [v] [fw]

4 3 2 2 0 0 0 11
0.56% 0.42% 0.28% 0.28% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

0 0 0 95 8 0 0 103
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 13.31% 1.12% 0.00% 0.00%

0 0 0 103 159 133 0 395
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 14.43% 22.27% 18.63% 0.00%

0 0 0 91 93 0 21 205
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 12.75% 13.03% 0.00% 2.94%

4 3 2 291 260 133 21 714
0.56% 0.42% 0.28% 40.76% 36.41% 18.63% 2.94%

Total

Deletion
Substituted

Interpreter

Instructor

Easy

Total

Redhaired

[w] [f] [v]

8 2 0 0 10
1.81% 0.45% 0.00% 0.00%

2 0 52 0 54
0.45% 0.00% 11.76% 0.00%

4 0 293 1 298
0.90% 0.00% 66.29% 0.23%

0 0 80 0 80
0.00% 0.00% 18.10% 0.00%

14 2 425 1 442
3.17% 0.45% 96.15% 0.23%

Total

Redhaired

Interpreter

Instructor

Easy

Deletion
Substitution

Total
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b. Realizations of TH 

 

Realizations of Plain Onset TH 

 

[tʰ] [t] [ts] [f] [θ]
0 12 4 0 0 0 16
0.00% 1.88% 0.63% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
1 0 5 0 0 0 6
0.16% 0.00% 0.78% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

0 12 7 0 0 0 19
0.00% 1.88% 1.09% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
2 6 41 0 0 0 49
0.31% 0.94% 6.41% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

0 4 4 0 0 86 94
0.00% 0.63% 0.63% 0.00% 0.00% 13.44%
7 0 16 0 0 286 309
1.09% 0.00% 2.50% 0.00% 0.00% 44.69%

0 37 8 0 0 0 45

0.00% 5.78% 1.25% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
0 4 96 1 1 0 102
0.00% 0.63% 15.00% 0.16% 0.16% 0.00%

0 65 23 0 0 86 174
0.00% 10.16% 3.59% 0.00% 0.00% 13.44%
10 10 158 1 1 286 466
1.56% 1.56% 24.69% 0.16% 0.16% 44.69%

Grand Total 10 75 181 1 1 372 640

Deletion Total

/θ/

Substitution

/ð/
Total

Redhaired

Interpreter

Instructor

Easy

/θ/

/θ/

/θ/

/θ/

/ð/

/ð/

/ð/

/ð/
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Realizations of Plain Coda TH 

[f] [s] [θ]

0 24 4 0 28
0.00% 10.86% 1.81% 0.00%
0 1 2 0 3
0.00% 0.45% 0.90% 0.00%

1 0 0 99 100
0.45% 0.00% 0.00% 44.80%
0 0 0 30 30
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 13.57%

0 56 0 0 56
0.00% 25.34% 0.00% 0.00%
0 4 0 0 4
0.00% 1.81% 0.00% 0.00%

1 80 4 99 184
0.45% 36.20% 1.81% 44.80%
0 5 2 30 37
0.00% 2.26% 0.90% 13.57%

Grand Total 1 85 6 129 221

Easy
/θ/

/ð/

Total
/θ/

/ð/

Interpreter
/θ/

/ð/

Instructor
/θ/

/ð/

Deletion Total
Substitution
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c. Realizations of Non-prevocalic /l/ 

12 2 2 2 18
0.71% 0.12% 0.12% 0.12%

62 161 72 6 301
3.65% 9.49% 4.24% 0.35%

932 25 1 7 965
54.92% 1.47% 0.06% 0.41%

282 127 0 4 413
16.62% 7.48% 0.00% 0.24%

1288 315 75 19 1697
75.90% 18.56% 4.42% 1.12%

Instructor

Easy

Total

Vocalization SubstitutionEpenthesis Total

Redhaired

Interpreter

Omission
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d. Realizations of /ə/ 

26 12 23 7 1 0 0 0 0 10 79
0.44% 0.20% 0.39% 0.12% 0.02% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.17%

780 36 25 144 0 42 8 0 0 2 1037
13.26% 0.61% 0.42% 2.45% 0.00% 0.71% 0.14% 0.00% 0.00% 0.03%

1985 386 210 131 0 170 129 197 0 0 3208
33.74% 6.56% 3.57% 2.23% 0.00% 2.89% 2.19% 3.35% 0.00% 0.00%

1023 347 0 0 0 90 11 39 41 9 1560
17.39% 5.90% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.53% 0.19% 0.66% 0.70% 0.15%

3814 781 258 282 1 302 148 236 41 21 5884
64.82% 13.27% 4.38% 4.79% 0.02% 5.13% 2.52% 4.01% 0.70% 0.36%

Redhaired

Interpreter

Instructor

Easy

Total

[a] [ɐ] [i]/[ɪ] [u]/[ʊ] Total[ɐu] [ɵ] [ɛ] [ɔ] [ɐi] omitted
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e. Realizations of Lax and Tense Vowels 
 

Realizations of /ɪ/ and /i/ 

16 43 0 0 0 1 60
0.27% 0.72% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.02%
2 62 0 0 0 0 64
0.07% 2.05% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

272 651 1 0 0 1 925
4.57% 10.93% 0.02% 0.00% 0.00% 0.02%
2 443 0 3 0 0 448
0.07% 14.66% 0.00% 0.10% 0.00% 0.00%

552 2879 76 0 0 0 3507
9.27% 48.33% 1.28% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
4 1145 497 32 1 14 1693
0.13% 37.89% 16.45% 1.06% 0.03% 0.46%

471 979 5 10 0 0 1465
7.91% 16.43% 0.08% 0.17% 0.00% 0.00%
16 796 0 5 0 0 817
0.53% 26.34% 0.00% 0.17% 0.00% 0.00%

1311 4552 82 10 0 2 5957
22.01% 76.41% 1.38% 0.17% 0.00% 0.03%
24 2446 497 40 1 14 3022
0.79% 80.94% 16.45% 1.32% 0.03% 0.46%

Grand Total 1335 6998 579 50 1 16 8979

Total
/ɪ/

/i/

[y]

Redhaired
/ɪ/

/i/

Interpreter
/ɪ/

/i/

Instructor
/ɪ/

/i/

Easy
/ɪ/

/i/

Total[ɐ][ɪ] [i] [ɐi] [ɛ]
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Realizations of /u/ and /ʊ/ 

2 13 0 0 0 0 15
0.41% 2.68% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
0 20 0 0 0 0 20
0.00% 1.58% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

11 47 0 0 0 0 58
2.27% 9.69% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
0 147 6 16 3 2 174
0.00% 11.62% 0.47% 1.26% 0.24% 0.16%

44 194 0 2 2 0 242
9.07% 40.00% 0.00% 0.41% 0.41% 0.00%
2 676 0 38 35 0 751
0.16% 53.44% 0.00% 3.00% 2.77% 0.00%

29 141 0 0 0 0 170
5.98% 29.07% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
17 300 3 0 0 0 320
1.34% 23.72% 0.24% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

86 395 0 2 2 0 485
17.73% 81.44% 0.00% 0.41% 0.41% 0.00%
19 1143 9 54 38 2 1265
1.50% 90.36% 0.71% 4.27% 3.00% 0.16%

Grand Total 105 1538 9 56 40 2 1750

Easy
/ʊ/

/u/

Total
/ʊ/

/u/

Interpreter
/ʊ/

/u/

Instructor
/ʊ/

/u/

[ɔ] Total

Redhaired
/ʊ/

/u/

[ʊ] [u] [ɵ] [ɐ] [y]
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f. Realizations of /ɒ/ and /ɔ/ 
 

9 11 10 0 0 0 30
0.47% 0.57% 0.52% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
8 3 9 1 0 0 21
0.61% 0.23% 0.69% 0.08% 0.00% 0.00%

60 15 195 6 4 0 280
3.12% 0.78% 10.12% 0.31% 0.21% 0.00%
17 0 196 7 1 0 221
1.30% 0.00% 14.94% 0.53% 0.08% 0.00%

314 7 708 62 0 0 1091
16.30% 0.36% 36.76% 3.22% 0.00% 0.00%
26 0 648 44 0 0 718
1.98% 0.00% 49.39% 3.35% 0.00% 0.00%

16 44 465 0 0 0 525
0.83% 2.28% 24.14% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
2 2 335 13 0 1 353
0.15% 0.15% 25.53% 0.99% 0.00% 0.08%

399 77 1378 68 4 0 1926
20.72% 4.00% 71.55% 3.53% 0.21% 0.00%
53 5 1188 65 1 0 1312
4.04% 0.38% 90.55% 4.95% 0.08% 0.00%

Grand Total 452 82 2566 133 5 0 3238

Easy
/ɒ/

/ɔ/

Total
/ɒ/

/ɔ/

Interpreter
/ɒ/

/ɔ/

Instructor
/ɒ/

/ɔ/

Total

Redhaired
/ɒ/

/ɔ/

[ʊ][a] [ɐ] [ɔ] [u] [ɵ]
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g. Tonal Structure of English Monosyllabic Words 

 
                    

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 Total
82 2 13 20 4 17 138
2.59% 0.06% 0.41% 0.63% 0.13% 0.54%

487 26 50 49 29 54 695
15.38% 0.82% 1.58% 1.55% 0.92% 1.71%

673 75 234 180 42 162 1366
21.26% 2.37% 7.39% 5.69% 1.33% 5.12%

803 4 81 42 3 34 967
25.36% 0.13% 2.56% 1.33% 0.09% 1.07%

2045 107 378 291 78 267 3166
64.59% 3.38% 11.94% 9.19% 2.46% 8.43%

Redhaired

Interpreter

Instructor

Easy

Total
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h. Realizations of English Plosives 
 

Realizations of Onset Plosives 

 

 

Realizations of onset [sC] clusters 

Aspirated Unaspirated Substituted Total
Voiceless 5 110 2 117

4.27% 94.02% 1.71%
Voiced 1 37 4 42

2.38% 88.10% 9.52%

Voiceless 150 543 5 698
21.49% 77.79% 0.72%

Voiced 1 544 13 558
0.18% 97.49% 2.33%

Voiceless 1176 2345 11 3532
33.30% 66.39% 0.31%

Voiced 18 1936 0 1954
0.92% 99.08% 0.00%

Voiceless 1239 517 14 1770
70.00% 29.21% 0.79%

Voiced 7 837 2 846
0.83% 98.94% 0.24%

Voiceless 2570 3515 32 6117
42.01% 57.46% 0.52%

Voiced 27 3354 19 3400
0.79% 98.65% 0.56%

Total

Easy

Instructor

Interpreter

Redhaired

Aspirated Unaspirated Total
0 3 3
0.00% 100.00%

7 119 126
5.56% 94.44%

40 356 396
10.10% 89.90%

94 94 188
50.00% 50.00%

141 572
19.78% 80.22%

713

Redhaired

Interpreter

Instructor

Easy

Total
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i. Realizations of Coda [plosive + C] Clusters 
 

Realizations of Coda [pC/bC] clusters 

 
 

Realizations of Coda [kC] clusters 

 

Deletion Epenthesis Resylibification Total

1 0 0 1
1.25% 0.00% 0.00%

4 0 7 11
5.00% 0.00% 8.75%

25 2 18 45
31.25% 2.50% 22.50%

8 0 15 23
10.00% 0.00% 18.75%

38 2 40 80
47.50% 2.50% 50.00%

Redhaired

Interpreter

Instructor

Easy

Total

Deletion Epenthesis Resylibification Total
1 0 4 5
0.27% 0.00% 1.09%

11 0 31 42
3.00% 0.00% 8.45%

58 32 141 231
15.80% 8.72% 38.42%

19 0 70 89
5.18% 0.00% 19.07%

89 32 246 367
24.25% 8.72% 67.03%

Redhaired

Interpreter

Instructor

Easy

Total
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Realizations of Coda [tC/dC] clusters 

 

 

Deletion Epenthesis Resylibification Total
0 0 0 0
0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

2 0 24 26
0.58% 0.00% 7.02%

56 0 156 212
16.37% 0.00% 45.61%

2 0 102 104
0.58% 0.00% 29.82%

60 0 282 342
17.54% 0.00% 82.46%

Redhaired

Interpreter

Instructor

Easy

Total
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j. Realizations of Coda [C + plosive] Clusters 
 

Realizations of Coda [Ck] clusters 

 
 

Realizations of Coda [Cp] Clusters 

 

1st 2nd both
0 0 0 0 24
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

0 2 0 10 258
0.00% 0.11% 0.00% 0.55%

0 26 1 31 1018
0.00% 1.43% 0.06% 1.71%

0 25 0 5 512
0.00% 1.38% 0.00% 0.28%

4 1366 127 315 1812
0.22% 75.39% 7.01% 17.38%

Total

Deletion Epenthesis Total

Redhaired

Interpreter

Instructor

Easy

1st 2nd both
0 0 0 0 0
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

0 17 1 1 19
0.00% 21.79% 1.28% 1.28%

0 25 1 11 37
0.00% 32.05% 1.28% 14.10%

1 20 0 1 22
1.28% 25.64% 0.00% 1.28%

1 62 2 13 78
1.28% 79.49% 2.56% 16.67%

Easy

Deletion Epenthesis Total

Redhaired

Interpreter

Instructor

Total
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Realizations of Coda [Ct/Cd] clusters 

1st 2nd both
0 18 3 3 24
0.00% 0.99% 0.17% 0.17%

0 199 18 41 258
0.00% 10.98% 0.99% 2.26%

3 685 81 249 1018
0.17% 37.80% 4.47% 13.74%

1 464 25 22 512
0.06% 25.61% 1.38% 1.21%

4 1366 127 315 1812
0.22% 75.39% 7.01% 17.38%

Deletion Epenthesis Total

Redhaired

Interpreter

Instructor

Easy

Total
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k. Types of English Words 

Monosyllabic Disyllabic Polysyllabic Total
138 50 13 201
68.66% 24.88% 6.47%

696 645 262 1603
43.42% 40.24% 16.34%

1360 1730 847 3937
34.54% 43.94% 21.51%

963 899 348 2210
43.57% 40.68% 15.75%

3157 3324 1470 7951
39.71% 41.81% 18.49%

Total

Easy

Instructor

Interpreter

Redhaired
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l. Tonal Realizations of English Polysyllabic Words 

Aspirated Unaspirated Deleted Total

Voiceless 0 54 10 64
0.00% 46.15% 8.55%

Voiced 0 16 7 23
0.00% 38.10% 16.67%

Voiceless 0 506 50 556
0.00% 72.49% 7.16%

Voiced 0 156 28 184
0.00% 27.96% 5.02%

Voiceless 110 1774 11 1895
3.11% 50.23% 0.31%

Voiced 18 1936 0 1954
0.92% 99.08% 0.00%

Voiceless 1239 517 14 1770
70.00% 29.21% 0.79%

Voiced 7 837 2 846
0.83% 98.94% 0.24%

Voiceless 1349 2851 85 4285
22.05% 46.61% 1.39%

Voiced 25 2945 37 3007
0.74% 86.62% 1.09%

Total

Redhaired

Interpreter

Instructor

Easy
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m. Realizations of Syllable-initial /r/ 

17 0 0 0
0.97% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

288 0 0 0
16.45% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

152 0 802 0
8.68% 0.00% 45.80% 0.00%

487 1 0 4
27.81% 0.06% 0.00% 0.23%

944 1 802 4
53.91% 0.06% 45.80% 0.23%

Instructor

Easy

Total

Total

17

288

954

492

1751

[n] [ɹ] Other
Consonants

Redhaired

Interpreter

[l]
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n. Tokens of syllable-initial [Cr] clusters 

 

�

dental + [r]

[tr] [dr] [ʃr] [br] [pr] [fr] [kr] [gr] [θr]

Redhaired 1 4 0 7 1 3 0 0 2 18

Interpreter 46 28 4 56 52 22 31 1 8 248

Instructor 180 137 20 159 175 72 108 5 42 898

Easy 80 41 8 70 69 40 41 0 15 364

Total 307 210 32 292 297 137 180 6 67 1528

labial + [r] velar + [r]
Total

alveolar + [r]
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o. Realizations of the Vowel Pair /e/-/æ/ 

 

�

0 5 16 4 1 13 39
0.00% 0.48% 1.53% 0.38% 0.10% 1.24%
27 0 4 16 0 0 47
2.84% 0.00% 0.42% 1.68% 0.00% 0.00%

12 32 129 27 11 2 213
1.14% 3.05% 12.30% 2.57% 1.05% 0.19%
117 3 2 59 1 10 192
12.30% 0.32% 0.21% 6.20% 0.11% 1.05%

76 221 189 14 23 3 526
7.24% 21.07% 18.02% 1.33% 2.19% 0.29%
190 104 107 13 23 8 445
19.98% 10.94% 11.25% 1.37% 2.42% 0.84%

16 57 156 18 22 2 271
1.53% 5.43% 14.87% 1.72% 2.10% 0.19%
124 32 52 49 10 0 267
13.04% 3.36% 5.47% 5.15% 1.05% 0.00%

104 315 490 63 57 20
9.91% 30.03% 46.71% 6.01% 5.43% 1.91%

458 139 165 137 34 18
48.16% 14.62% 17.35% 14.41% 3.58% 1.89%

1049

951

[a] [ɛ] [i/ɪ] [ɐ] [ɐi] others Total

Redhaired
/e/

/æ/

Total
/e/

/æ/

Interpreter
/e/

/æ/

Instructor
/e/

/æ/

Easy
/e/

/æ/
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p. Realizations of English Onset Consonant Clusters 

 

0 9 0
0.00% 100.00% 0.00%

11 0 1
91.67% 0.00% 8.33%

6 19 0
24.00% 76.00% 0.00%

0 0 0
0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

1 147 0
0.68% 99.32% 0.00%

3 16 14
9.09% 9.09% 9.09%

0 389 0
0.00% 100.00% 0.00%

8 0 38
17.39% 0.00% 82.61%

0 464 0
0.00% 100.00% 0.00%

35 53 37
28.00% 42.40% 29.60%

0 1369 0
0.00% 100.00% 0.00%

13 0 151
7.93% 0.00% 92.07%

0 222 0
0.00% 100.00% 0.00%

35 18 31
41.67% 21.43% 36.90%

0 565 0
0.00% 100.00% 0.00%

3 0 57
5.00% 0.00% 95.00%

1 842 0
0.12% 99.88% 0.00%

84 87 83
33.07% 34.25% 32.68%

6 2342 0
0.26% 99.74% 0.00%

24 0 246
8.89% 0.00% 91.11%

115 3271 329
3.10% 88.05% 8.86%

12

25

125

46

389

33

0

60

565

84

164

1369

843

[Cw] clusters

[Cl/Cr] clusters

[Cj] clusters

254

2348

270

[Cw] clusters

[Cl/Cr] clusters

[Cj] clusters

Total

[sC] clusters

[sC] clusters

[Cw] clusters

[Cl/Cr] clusters

[Cj] clusters

[sC] clusters

Redhaired

Interpreter

Instructor

Easy

[sC] clusters

[Cw] clusters

[Cl/Cr] clusters

[Cj] clusters

[sC] clusters

[Cw] clusters

[Cl/Cr] clusters

[Cj] clusters

Grand Total 3715

9

148

464

Deletion Epenthesis Preserved Total

222
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